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FOREWARD

We present. the 199 1·1992 edition of the Slue/ell I H Ollors Rese<lrch Bullet in with pleasure and
pride. As in previous years, the papers rep rese nt a broad spectrum of Wester n student concerns.
We hope that you w ilt fi nd these papers interesting and informative.
Walker Rutledge of the English faculty and I reviewed all papers submitted (or the Bulletin. We
have chosen those we believedisplay the best overall scholarshi p and wr iting. Unfortunate ly, many
other good st.udent papers were received but could not be included .
We commend the authorsof these papers for their dedication to quality r esearch and wr iting. We
are truly proud of their accomplishm ents. We hope t hat the selec tion of thei r papers for the B ltlletin
will encourage them to continue to deve lop their research and wr iting skill s a nd to wr ite for other
pu blication out lets as we ll . We hope that the publication of the B ulletin will inspire other students to
aspire to high quality in their own research and wri ti ng.
Finally. we thank the facu lty who contributed their best student papers for consider ation. We
look forwa rd to receiving many good papers for the 1992-1993 Bulleti.1L
Sum M cFarland. Diredor
UniJ)erIlJ:ty H onors Prof/ram
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CORPORATE CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS:
IS PHILANTHROPY AN APPROPRIATE USE OF FUN DS?
David Sparks

Setting The Stage

t

busincsses, no mattcr how large and successful, cannot be expected to alleviate all the problems a popUlation causes for
itself. Such a chargc would servc to punish firms who have opcrated wisely and efficiently. Wha t may be expected, howevcr, is
for corporat ions to share a portion of theif collective talents and
ma nagcment expertise thro ugh invo lvcment in community affairs. T he rationale behind this statement derives from what is
known to business scholars as the open systems concept.
Businesses do not operate in a vacu um . Instead, a business
must intcract with thc various components of its envi ro nment.
From the local area a finn draws workers, utilizes tnlllsportation
systems, relics upon local utilities. and sometimes extracts
natura l resources. Relocation and / or expansion decisions are
freque ntly made only after exhaustive studies of various locales,
for the local environment may dramatically impact profitability.
The viability of a business is thus somewhat entwined with that
of thc community in which it operatcs. Problems of one will
eventually affect the other. Professor J ames Thompson's
opinions on this topic are frequently quoted and worth citing:

Corporat ions are a much ma ligned element of society.
Scarcely a day goes by that one docs not pick up a newspaper
and read of pollution, plane closings, insider trading, product liability claims. or other alleged violat ions of the public trust. Unfortunately, in a ll too many of the situations the crit icisms have
been ""arranted. On numerous occasions. corporations have
been guilty of outright violations of the law. A significant number of the churges leveled against corporations, ho\\'cvcr. deal

with circumstances in wh ich the law is vague or nonex istent. In
other words. the conduct in question is not necessarily illega l per
se. but appears to \~o l ate the observer's eth ical standards. An
example would be Nestle's camJXlign to market infant formula
in undcrdeveloped countries d uri ng the 1970s. Various activist
groups began a boycott of Nestle products because they fc lt the
corporation had sold formula to uneducated mothers without
proper directions for use. This activity alleged ly increased the
infant mortality rate in these regions (Pride and Ferrell 80). A
finn can thus face stern rebuke even for a decision which was
conceived with worthwhile, legal objectivcs- in thiscasc, reducing malnutrition among children and increasing profits by seiling more formula in thc a reas ofthc world with the highest birth
rates.
Criticisms of this sort can never be completely eliminated :
after all. there will always be groups of people whose ethica l
values and opinions lie outside the mainstream. Ho lding different vicwpoints about ethical issues is not necessarily bad.
Spirited debate from each position can enlighte n an audiencc
and rcsult in more thorough considerat ion of an issuc. Regardless, it is widcly perceived 10 be in the best interests of socicty in
general and businessmcn in particular for a ll corporations to act
according to high sta ndards of conduct.
While corporations account for only I(}IJO of all busincsses.
they arc responsible for 80% of thc total dollar value of sales rccorded each year (Brigham 9). Indeed , the very largest multinational corporations exceed many countries in IOtal revenucs
per year. Gcneral Motors, for example, has annual salcs greater
than the gross national product of Swil1.crland, a relatively
prosperous Fi rst World nation noted for its bankers and skilled
~'OTkmen (Vagts 34). Thc powcr and infl uence of corporations
IS enormous. Possessing a power to marshal resources and manPO ....'Cr rivaled or exceeded only by governmental units, these entities provide an astound ing potential for good. Can this potential be tapped? Perhaps most importantly, is it desintble for the
Corporation to concern itself with the problems of the world at
large? These are the qucstions which will be explored du ri ng the
eourse of this paper.
To the extent that corpontti ons arc willing to help solve
pressing social problems, society as a whole will benefit. Pri vate

Approached as a nalUml systcm, thc complex organization is a sct of intcrdependent parts which IoBcther
make up a whole because each cont ributes something and
reccives something from the whole, which in turn is interdependent with some largercnvironmcnt ... . Organitations
are not autonomous entities~ instead, the bcstla id plans of
managcrs havc unintended consequenccs and afC conditioned or upset by othef social un its- other complex o rganizations or pUblics- on whom the organiz;Hion is dependent. (Thompson 6-7)

Because a corpora tion must have interactions with the
local environment, it is desirable for these relations to produce a
nct gain fo r both parties. A charitable contributions program is
one option a company may choose in order to improve its rela tionship with the community in which it operates.

Definitions

At this point it will be useful to pause and esta blish a set of
working definitions fo r use th roughout the paper. Limitations
on the scope of the thesis wi ll also be cited in the following section. Additional definitions will be prescnted as neccssmy during subsequent sections.
Discussion will be confi ned to charitable contri butions by
corporations only. A corporation, a legal entity creatcd under
the laws of a particular state, exists as a sepamtc Mpcrson~ from
its owncrs a nd managers. Organized to opemte for business
1

I

health Hnd vita lity o f a corpo nttion is .u akeholders. Sta ke_
holders include the people who own stock in the company, the
employees. thc customers, the suppliers, the governments who
receive tax re venues from its profi ts. and the !oe.. 1communities
which host thc business and rely upo n it for sta ble em ployment
and rcs pon~i b lc use of the envi ronment. Docs each oft he~ parties have an equal interest? One view is that the corpora tion's
primary responsibility must be to its OWIWrs a nd to the people
whom il employs. Determining what. if ,Hlything. is owed to
other clements of the environment i... thc ~u bjec t o f much dcbate. Th rough Ihe eou rse of th is paper ;t will be mai ntained that
a corporation d ocs indeed have respo nsi hilities to tho~ outside
the f:lctory walls. Corpomte S IlC(:t:~S may be heighte ned when
the firm intelligently faces this challenge.

purposes. it offers thc ad vantages of unlimited lifesp..ln. easy
tr.lnsfer of ownership, and limited liability (Brigham 10-1 I).
Owne rship is di vided into shares of stoc k. These sha rcs of stoc k
may be held privately or sold to the public a t large. On ly public
corporations wi ll be considered in this paper. Whilc bo th sole
p ropricto rshi ps and pal1nerships also d onate resources to charity, thc crucial issue of fiduciary responsibility to the actual
owners of thc business docs not surface in no n-corpomte giving.
In add itio n, infonnation about contribut ions from these other
types of business organi7ati ons is difficult to collcct and analyze.
As the tenn will be used in this paper. ethics is the basis for
deciding right from wrong (Pamental 548). The concepts which
descri be the things each ind ividual considers good, ho norable,
and desirable make up valul'S, and these values in turn create
o ne's sct of ethical norms. Using et hical norms. people make
decisions concerning ethical issues. J udgments are made by
co mpm ing new situat ions with pre-existing mora l standard s.
T herefore. ethics is a highly subjcctive disciplinc: standards may
d iffc r from person to person . Wilhin a culture. however, a general sct of ethical pri nciples will te nd to gain ....-idcspread acceptance. Viewing the greater dcgrcr of pred ictabilit y and stability
which rcs ults. one may concludc that socia l welfare is increased
by a common ethical system. F...l ch sep..lratc culture may havc a
distinct conception of what is morally accepta ble. Fo r this
reaso n. subseque nt d iscu5.<;ion of ethics will be confined to the
United States.
BlI.I'illf'SS {'(hies is defined simply yet broad ly as that bod y
of the ovcml! ethics of a culture which affects the marketplace.
Alternatively. it may be seen as the application o f ethiC'.I1 princi ples and reasoning to the wo rld of busi ness (I)amenta l 547).
Those who study business ethics want to see how managers a nd
employees hand le situ.1.tions in which impon ant ethical considera tions come into play. As an exa mple. how much responsibility does a firm have to a local eOlll munity and the ma ny employcrs who wou ld suffer if ,I ma~sivc layoff were implemented'!
Should their welfare have eq ual standing with that of the corponllion. which would incur losses if it ke pt employees o n the
"'Iyroll d uring a period of dismal s.'1 lcs·! If cost- reduction mea sSUR'S such as a la yoff were nOt chosen a nd thecorponHioll cvenlUally had to dedare bankruptcy. has the finn not comm itted an
even gre<ller si n to those workers who would ha vc kept their
jobs a nd 10 Ihe cOlllt11unity;H large? Ethicli l d ec i~ions in business ha\"e many sides, each of which has me rits of its own. Those
who would ~tudy business eth ics nced 10 stimulate their monll
imagina tions. recognize which decisions have weighty ethica l
components, dctcrmine undq which conditions moml obligations arise, and refin e their analyticH l skills (Pamental 547).
CorporOli' soci(ll respomibifilY may be viewed as a subtopic under business ethics. More precisely, the term will be
used within this paper fo refer to the alleged oblig<ltio ns a business has to those outside itself. ~All eged ~ is a dc1ibemte word
choice. for debate doc'S not concern relationshi ps covered explicitly by the law. At issuc instead is that nebulo us body of
actions which a eorpontli on "o ught ~ to unde n a ke. The context
in which corporate social res ponsib ility will be exa mined is in
those sitwlIions where this rc~ pon s ibility la kes the fo rm of charita ble com ri burions.
A good term for all ",!nics wh ich havc an intt'rest in the

Premises
Becausc they do not exist a part from the 1~1l enviro nment, co rpo rat ions must be encoumged to ta ke an act ive role in
the life of the comm unity. A symbiotic rela tionship can develop
in which each party receives something of vlI lue ilnd profits
from the pal1nership. Charitable contriblll ions programs need
\0 cont inue tx'Causc they make eorpomle socia l res ponsibility
manifest. Uniq ue among busi ness orga ninltions, the corporation has the rcq uisite size a nd reso urces 10 inn uem:e the longte rm cnviro nment in which it must operate. &'C<I tI~ it poSS(:sscs
resources, personnel. and the managcrial abi lity 10 combine
these inputs effici ently. the corpo ratio n may be a n instrument
for positive social progress. T he wcalt h of stock h ol d e r~ is enha nCi..'d . not sq uandered . by the tangible and intungible b('nefi ts
which may accrue to fi nns that practice charita ble cont ri butions. Certa in other premises must be enumerated :
I. Mere profit maximilation shou ld not be the o nly o bjective of businesses.
2. An excessive focu s on immed iate profi ts ma y endanger
long-tcrm surviva l a nd prosperity. Corpor.tte contri butions
may be viewed as a n in vestment in the future, not a foolish
waste of profits.
3. Extre me povert y lind other states of need violate commonly accepted et hical princi pb in our nation. Rcdul1ion or
elimination of ma ny simi la r socia l pro b le rn ~ stre ngt hens a
country and should be the concern of American citizens and
busi nesses.
4. Govcrnment alone has proven inc;tpablc or Ineffic ient a t
solving l'Crtlli n soci,,1 problems. Pri vate·scctor in i t~lIivcs are
be neficial because they typically can occur fa ster. ma rc efficie ntly, and with a greater degn.'c of innovatio n tha n public
solutions.
5. l llere arc a number of difl"ere nt forms which corpora te
cont ri butions ma y take. In addition to C:lsh gifts, 11 bu... inl'Ss can
do nate excess invcnto ry. encourage employt'es and executives
\0 give of their own time, a llow community groups to use company facil ities for meetings and special cvcnts . and design other
programs wh ich match corpo ra te resources with loca l needs.
6. Critics have charged that some corpo mte charita ble contributio n progmms are nothing more than an attempt 10 buy
off thc public, deceiving them into a belief that the eorpomtion
is co mpletely ethical in all of its conduct. While th is is probably
2

true in ~ few instances. the large majori ty of corporate givers
contribute out of a desire to a id wo rthy ca uses and improve
their own public i m.1 ge~both perfcctly legitimate goals.
7. In the final an.1 Iysis, the true motives behind corporate
gi\; ng a rc no t nearly so important as the fact that improved
SOCial welfa re may result.
Fort hcoming discussion will expo und upon these numbered premises. Rea l world cxamples wi ll be used whenevcr
pOSsible to cla rify important concepts a nd to providc insight
into the practica l sid e of corponlle giving.

table contributions decisions to ind ividu.:1 1stock holders instead
of assuming they approve of corporate programs. Fricd l1l4l1l
continues:
The role of the eorporation is to serve as a n intermed iary between individ uals in their ca p<lcity as wo rken ..
and ind ividuals a s consumers.
TIley perform that role best whcn they d irect their
a ttcnt ion to m.1.Ximizing profits. That is a measure of
whethcr they are serving consumcr needs. An enterprise
that is losing money is not using it.., f(:sou rce~ in the be~ t
interest of the public at large.
lhere is a very real socia l responsibility, and that is to
make as much money as Ihey can subj<.'d. to staying within
the law and within the ap pro prialc ethica l standa rds.
Subjl.:cl to those li mits. their social responsi bility is to
make as much money a s possible because that will best
serve consumers. (-Frccdom ~ 14)

An Opposing Viewpoint: Milton Friedman

Not all business seholars believe co rpor-He responsibility
should extend beyond the narrow confi nes of the markctplace.
Nobel Prizc-winning economist Dr. Milto n Friedman would
object to the fi rst premise advanced by this p..1 per. [n his opmio n,
thc sole obligation of corporatc executivcs is to maximize profits. As agcnts charged with investing shareholder wea lth , these
managcrs ha ve an ethical obligation of loya lty to their principals. They have a fiducia ry responsibility to ca pture the highest
ret urns possible on these investments. He cha rges that e:\ ccutives who believe in a n expanded socia l rcs ponsib ility are spending other people's money in ways they d id not necessarily approve:

A cenain level of profits is obviously needed to kee p a ny
busi ness operating in the sho n -term; over a longer horiwn.
<.'Co nomists wo uld argue that it is also in the best interests of
society fo r the most efficient firms to prevotil because they will
best utilil.c scarce resources (Heyne 132). How then m ly Dr.
Fried man be challenged? One a pproach would be to argue that
charita ble contri butio ns do indeed genemte higher levels of
profits, a eonsequence which Fricdman himself acknowledges.
Later in the paper this possibilit y will be explo red .
A S\.'Cond ap proach is to d issect Friedman 's position that
profit maximization must occur in the context of "staying within the la w alld within the appropriate ethica l standa rd . Deliberate misconduct or legal violations stcmming from ignorance of
the law- both of these situa tions must be condemned by honest
b usi~ss me n . Few peo ple wo uld pmise higher profits &ocner-d ted
through d isobed ience to the la w. However. the idea of an "a ppro priate eth ical standa rd ~ may d iffer slightly from one perso n
to the next. Red uci ng somewhat the amount of profits a vaihlble
for distribution as dividend s by giving this money to cha rities
would probably not offend the bulk of sociclY. Morcover. m<lny
fo nns of giving do no t cve n require cash contributio ns. Improved public image as a result of gencrosity may prove even
more valuable in the long ru n to the comp<lIly. a nd thus stockholders. than retaining this money.

In a frt'C cnterprise. privatc p roperty system, a corporate cxccutive is an employee of the owners of the business. He h~ s direct responsibility to his employers. That
responsibility is to conduct the busi ness in accordance
with their desires, which generally will be to make as
much money as possib le while confo rming to the basic
rules of the socicty in which it exists...
Wh~t does it mcan to say t hat the corporate executive has a Msocia l respo nsibilityMin his cap.1city as businessrmlll? If this statement is not pure rheto ric, it must
mean tha t he is to act in some way that isn' in the interest
of his employer.
.. .the corporate exccutive wo uld be spending someone else 's mo ney fo r a general socia l interest. Insofar as
his lIctions in aceord with his ~soc i a l rcsponsihilityMreduce returns to stockholders. he is spend ing their money.
Insofar as his actions raise the price to customer.;. he is
spending the customer's money. Insofa r as his actions
lower the wages of some employees. he is spending their
moncy. ( Friedma n 31-32)

H

Short-Sightedness by American Corporations?
Emphasizing short-ru n profi ts to the exclusion o f all else is
a charge frequcntly brought aga inst American corpomti ons
(Peters :lIId Waterman 35). If this allegation is correct, firms
may be jcopard i7jng their long-term prospects fo r survival.
Effons 10 pro mote changes ove r a lo nl;le r ho rizon may bea sign
of enlightened Icadcrship. T he n.1 lUre of many cha ritable co mributions progra ms is that their imp.1ct is hard to assess qua ntiultively and results may not be ~pparent fo r some time. Aetna
Founda tion ma nager Roben Rogge\'Cen descri bes the rC'd soning used by many contributions eXl.'Cutivcs:

[t can be maintained that corporat ions which give to charitable CIUseS may indeed be acting in the beSt interests of their
OWners. The present and long-term benefit s to stockholders.
CUStomers (society at large), and employees can exceed the immediate costs. Why is this so'! There are scveral cxpla nlltions,
~Ut the ovcra ll reason is t hat cfforts to improve the environment
In Which the corpo ration must exist increase the likelihood that
~he business will survive a nd prosper. RlIIher tha n merely reactIng to conditions. the fi rm ca n attempt to influence circumStances in its favor.
According to Friedman. the company sho uld lea ve chari-

We feel it's important to invcst in socially useful
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behalf. Berkshire Hathaway's contributions program cited
Friedman is a n example of:l democmtic \\~d y to aid I .
ia "<l.
causes. While this a pplication of philanthro py
able. it may be argued that other forms of corpor-lle g" " "I!"~
also ethical. Donations of excess invenlory. loons of company
personnel. access to company facilities- these are a lso viable,
worthwhile methods of aiding the local community. The d iscus_
sion which wi ll be presented later will consider all of these
method s.

a nd cven in ones where the ulility factor is not obviousbecause wc'n: pan of the society .....e work in, and wc're
trying to make that society heallhier for evcryone concerned, includ ing ourselves. We don't ft'C l that's "~d st ing
our investors' mo ney. On the contmry, it's a far bener use
of their funds tha n going fo r this quartcr's profits while
everything else is crumbling around you. (Tuleja 97)

'"u'a'"I"

Mr. Roggevecn's statements begin to sharpen the focus on
the second premise. Notice the use of the word ~feel~ i n his comments. Even a corpomtion with a large, sophisticated contributions budget like that of Aetna Life a nd C.1sualty Company
may not be able to d irectly measure the impact of its giving.
However, programs which seck to ma intain social sta bility inan
a re:1. cure pro blems before they rage out of control, and shape
publ ic o pinion regarding the free enterprise system in general
a re logic il activities fo r a firm to pursue.

£.mpiricaJ Support for Contributions Increasing Profits
A cross-sectional empirical study by an economist from
the University of San Diego has provided evidence that COnt ri_
butions programs ca n help maximize profits. Using dnta for
specific firms mther than the aggregate industry data ut ilizt'd in
most studies of this issue. Peter Na varro finds that there isa sta_
tistic.1l1y significant relatio nship between cont ribu tions programs and profitability afterwa rds. He theorizes t hat these results may be attri buted to the fact that giving is a form of advertising and that these progmms arc a sort of quasi-fringe benefit
to employees. Since the 10C<11 community may OC'COTllC 11 better
place to live. workers are perhaps motivated by being:1 pmt of
what is considered a wonhwhile organizat io n (90). This harmoni1.cs with the Friedman ana lysis presented earlier. These
findi ngs also make scnse intuitively. One of the major themes of
the management classic If! Sean:h of Ercellence is what the
authors term ~prod uet ivity through people" (Peters OJ nd Waterman 235-278). Commitment. innovation. enthusiasm: these are
the results obtained when employees are made to feci that they
belong to a company which truly res pt."'Cts its worke rs and their
value systems. Navarro further says that his research su pports
the wisdom of current t:l.': law. which allows a deduction of up
to 5/Jb of pre-tax profits as corporate contributions. In addition.
Navarro calls for a tax reform which would treat corpomte
charitable contributions as an ordinary business expense and
remove this 5% ceiling (90).

Friedman Revisited: Can Contributions Increase Profits?
Mihan Friedman admits tha t it is possi ble for corporate
contribut ions progmms to ma ;'(i mizc profi ts in some circumstances. If this is indeed true. a powerful re butta l has been found
to chmges that even wise giving is an unjustifmble use of fund s.
Friedman's commenta ry is intriguing:
Charitable activity in some cases 1Th1y contri butc to a
corporation's making as much money as possible. It may
be that an enterprise that necds the goodwill of the community. that wants to have its workers motivated to regard the enterprise as one that's worth sacrificing for..
molY find that the most effective way to promote that environ ment is to provide charitable contributions to the
local com munity.
In addition, the tax laws enable a corpordtion's
stockholders to ma ke larger gifts thro ugh the corporation
than they could on their own ... the corporation may serve
its stockholders by acting a s a conduit through which
(they) ca n use thei r money most effectively. The best way
to do that is a way which has I:x:cn done, I th ink. by only
one majo r corporation. and that's Be rkshire Hathaway.
Warren Buffet says to his stockholders. ~ In add ition
to X dolla rs tha t we are payinS you as d ividends. we plan
to spend Y dollars per sha re of stock as a contri bution to
cha rity. Please tell us what charities you want it to go to. H
The stockholders indicate· what charities they want it to
go to, and the corporation sends the money to thosecharities. rFrccdomH 14- 15)

Charitable hwcstments
A growi ng school or though t sU£8csts that giving should be
specifically designed to ad v<lI1ce certa in goa ls of the corpomtion. Termed charilable ;1I\'('SII1I('11I. this philosophy represents
an effort to match cha ritable gifts with a fi rm's ~produc ts and
goals. ~ The basic premise of this theory is thaI if a corpo r.-ttion is
going 10 make charitable contributions any\\'ay. these gifts
should be done in ways that aid the company (Dienhart 63). In
faCl . this fonn of giving was the only type lega l foreorpomtions
to perform until 1953. After the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the
New J ersey high court's decision in Ai>. Smith Manufacturing
Company v. Barlow et al. . contributions which did not necessarily generate direct benefits to the fi rm were permissible (Na·
varro (6). Corporations therea fter bega n to cont ribute tO CllUSCS
far removed from their area of experience and ex pertise- for
exa mple, support of public te\evisionand/ orpo,nonn'"
by
the oil companies. Emerging environmental factors in the
ness world d uring the last decade have caused Tltany cost·
reduction measures to be implemented. Coupled with the de--

Two new concepts and an application are mentioned by
Friedman in these remarks. First . he suggests that workers may
receive benefits from the fact that their employer contributes to
community causes. Perhaps child ren of employees are helped
by gifts to local schools. or maybe the general qua lity of life in
an area is improvc<l. The finn itself will benefit if it retains the
services of inspired. loya l workers. Second. Friedman points
out that stockholders can sometimes channel more money to
their favorite charities when another party makes a gift on their

,.,,0'
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roe in public sector fundi ng of ma ny causes, increasing num-

their Unrest ricted Neuroscience Research Grants Program.
Providing $J.J million since its inceptio n in 1988. it has fu nded
landmark experiments such as the one at John Hopk ins University in which human bm in nerve cell:. have oc'Cn grown in culture dishes. :lnd a project at the University of Califomia-S,1 n
Diego that has had some suecess with stimulating growth in
damaged bra in cells (Walters editorial).

~rs of requests are chasing stable or shrinking pools of corpote fu nds. Busi nesses cannot give to every wort hy organization
to remain open lon~; conscq~ently, denying some
requests is a necessary ~uty whlc.h someu mes makes ~he fir~
seem tight-fisted (Morns and Biederman 156). Agamst this
background an em phasis on cha rita ble investment makes sense.
Giving to causes ncar the corporati on's line of busi ness lets the
firm opcr..IIe in a rcalm it understands. [t should be int uit ively
obvious that a multi-m illion dolla r entity with highlyspeciaiiz(.'d
equipment and very knowledgt:a blc personnel would be d
powerful :llly to an~ charity in tha.t sa me line o f work. How effcctive it would be If food eompanl(.'S gave to food banks. pharmaceut ica l firm s to medical schools. const ruct ion finn s to
Habit:1I for l1 umanity. and ad vertising agencies to community
organil.ations about to embark on fund-rai sing campaigns! T he
fact thilt there are real-wo rld exa mples for the preceding scenarios demonstrates that ma ny b usinesses believe that this is an
casy. effective method of givi ng. T he most successful corporations in Amcrica "stick to the knitting"; that is. they remain in
the busi ness area they know best (Peters and Watenna n 2923(5). Perhaps charitable givi ng should follow the same e;<ample. An executive who shares this belid is Dayton H udson
Corporation \~ce president Peter Hutchinson:

~ they wanl

Private Inithltivcs for Public

I~roblems?

Pre mises thrccand four :lre so closely related that they will
be d iscus,'>l'd together. Even in :I society as wealthy as that fou nd
in the United Slates, there a re those who have need for materia l
goods. Uneven dist ri bution of wea lt h is a lmost a given in any
(.'(onomy not based upon pureeommuni"m. D isparity in itself is
not necessarily wrongful; it m.-y reflect the greater ski lls or
superior work ethic of a group. Extremes of poverty and squalor. howcve r. are a violat ion of commonly lIccepted ethical prin ~
ei plcs in the United States. An exercise of comp<lssion by those
wit h greater material wealth is considered virt uous in o ur cultu re. But the continued existence of scveml social problems
leads one to question the strength of the commitment to emdicate despair a nd / or the effectiveness of those institutions a nd
progmms which seek to combat the problem.
The go\·emment . especially at the fedcmllevel. has SCC Ill ingly proven itself incapable of handling m.1ny domestic social
problems. Blighted urban neighborhoods. hunger. illiteracy.
poorly skilled workers, and inadequate educat ional systems in
some loe<Hions come immed iately to mind. In an era of budgetary constrai nts, citizens must look elsewhere for answers. One
a lternative, of course. is to ch:lngc the government by implementing vario us reforms a nd / or re placing incumbents with
fres h faces. Recent gms.<;roots camp.:1 igns to li mit the terms of
Congressmen illustrd te gro ....~ng public unrest ....~ th the status
quo. Despite this disple:lsure. an overwhelming number of incumbents ",,'ere returned to office in the most recent election.
I)erhaps the financial advantages and name recognition enjoyed
by these individuals were obsmcles too grc,tI to surmount . or
maybe Ihe cha llengers were bland and not enough of a change .
Any reforms to come in th is are:l will occur slowly through thc
d elibcrdte workings of the political process.
For this reason. priv'dIe-SCClOr initiatives appear an increasingly viable cure fo r V'lriOUS ills. An espcciallya pt example
concerns adult illiteracy:

The mistuke often made in co rporate giving is to try to be
tOO broad and 100 disinterested. We say that giving should
be vcry interested. It should be completely integra ted into
the busi ness's major focus. The over.tll goals we have are
goals that most effective giving programs have: to find
linkages between our business and social concerns. and to
use lever.tge with our funds so that you get the greatest
punch for thc dollar. (Tu1cja 98-99)
For his own corporation. this philosophy is demonstrated
by the contribut ions B. Dalton Booksellers m..1.kes toadult literacy prognnns (Dicnhart63. 68). In addition. the company owns
5C\"cml ret:lil department store chains such as Target and Mervyns. With a customer base com posed largely of women a nd
young families. the corporation givcs heavily to j ob training
programs for women, daycare centeT$. fam ily planning p rograms. and rape victim assistance (Tuleja 99). UnfortunatcJy.
these chari table activities have not been universally popula r
with all obser\'Crs. Ne ....'S reports from November 1990 indicate
that anti-abortion activists have mounted a boycott effort
against D:I }1on Hudson because the corporation has supported family planning programs. Defending these contributions,
the firm m:lintains that thcse cli nics are in the best interest of
yaung women. Thus, o ne sees that giving may be o ne method
for a corporation to take a stance on socia l issues. cven contro\'crsial ones. in o rde r to protect customers and. by extension,
itself.
Medical researchers a round thc country are indebted to
the Bristol-Myers Squibb corporation for many grants. Since
1977 the company has given over $25 million for research into
such areas as cancer. nutri tion, pain. and orthopedics. T he
Pharmaccutical firm has supplied capital at a time when government grllnts have been diminishing. Of p.1rticula r interest is

Current esti mates ind icate that 26 millio n adult Americ.1 ns ca n't read; another .30 million are functionally
illiterate- reading so poorly that they have difficulty
coping in everyday life. In fifteen yeMs. funct ional illitera tes are expected to compose more than 30 percent of the
population. Thus, the assum ptions that workersc:ln read.
follow instructions. a nd heed safety warnings arc no
longer v:llid. T he eh:l llenge for man:tb'Cment in the 1990s
will be to supervise and tmin the funct io nally illiterate.
(Schuler and H uber 49)
Pacific Telesis Group. the Ca lifomia phone company. di s~
covered firsthand how poorlyeduc:tfed some of the population
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is. Out of the 3,500 people who took an exam during 1989 to
apply for an entry-level position with the firm. only 5% p..1sscd.
Poor reading comprehension skills upparently played a major
role in these dism:ll results. Since the quality of the work force
can dramlltically affect the success of any business. Pacific
Telesis was understllndably worried. In a demonstration of
long-range vision, the eomp<my commilled $2 million over a
fi ve-year horizon to get to the root of the problem. They tllrgeted elementary ed ucation for their efforts. The Education for
the Future program is a n allempt to create a blueprint for the
school of tommorow. Teachers, admini~trators . parents. students. and community leaders attend workshops sponsored by
PaeTeI in which they brainstorm what elements the ideal classroom would contain. After developing specific proposals, the
participants come to the corporation with funding requests. [t is
hoped that these experiments will uncover educationaltechniques which can later lead to widespread reforms in California
a nd elsewhere. Thus, one sees a private business take the lead 111
an important social conce rn because it docs not believe it can
wail for some other party to solve the problem (Dennis SO).
The allure of the private sector stems from the fact that individual persons or firms can usually act faster and more decisively than the government. The very naturc of having to operate in an intensely competitive environment forces businessmen
to search fo r cost-effective solutions to problems. By and large.
the men and women who work fo r successful American corpomtions arc highly competent ind ividuals with well-developed
skills. Within their rank s are tmined professionals from many
field s. people whose finely-honed talents and experti!'>C arc
among the best the nation has 10 offer. The brilliantly creati ve
advertising agency writer who has conceived many memorable
televisio n commercials. the chief executive officer who has won
acclaim for reversing the fortunes of a struggling firm. the gifted
research and develo pment employee whose innovative designs
have produced numerous consumer goods. the star salesman
whose engaging personality and thorough product knowledge
have led to record sales figures- these arc the types of people
who epitomize corporate America. What would the results be if
a mere portion of their time and effort were channeled into
public causes"! Society must cncourdge corporate involvement
in community affairs. In turn. eornomtions must be convi nced
that activities such as charitable contribution programs arc not
a waste of profits. These programs must be seen as practical,
pragmatic efforts to improve the environment in which the business must opemte.

contribute in some small fashion when approached by chari·
table causes, but certainly not to the extent which would really
promote positive changes in local communities. It is quit e possi.
ble that these firms do not reali ze the tremendous variety of
ways in which they may give. Believing that the o nly tiling they
possess which a charity can utilize is cash, some corporations
give o nly through writing a check. As the fifth premise of this
paper suggests. noncash giving is useful. Whal firm s may fail to
realize is that they could also donate surplus inventory. share
company facilities when they arc not in usc. loan tilt' services of
personnel. encourage employees 10 voluntte r during nonwork_
ing hours. or pursue a number of other possibilities. Any type of
cha ritable giving which IS not merely a cash contribution is classified as nOn/radilioflai a.ni.l·lance. Information about the rela·
tive composition of corporate gifts for three represe ntative years
is give n in Figure 2.
It will be noticed that nontraditional assistance is a growing part of philanthropic activities by businesses . Why is t his so?
Corporat ions which continued to receive requests from charities during recessionary periods tx:came more and mo re awa re
that they could still help without spending crucial cash reserves.
Changes in the tax laws made noncash giving more appcaling,
a nd soon thereafter a number of o rganizations arose to serve as
clearinghouses for do nations of invento ry. Finally. government
spcnding cuts which affected nonprofits ha vc prompted them to
become more conscious of the wide range of assistance which
eorpomtions Cll n supply. Ik'Causc charities now possess a greater awareness of this potential, they arc more likely 10 ask for this
kind of aid in the fi rst place (Plinio and Scanlan I). But before
nontraditional assistance can be discus~. it is nccess..1 ry to
analyze what is still the predominant form of givi ng: cash contributions.
Gifts of Cash
The bar graphs in Figure 3 demonstrate the wide lead
which cash has over all other form s of charitable giving. While
noncash /,,>iving is growing. cash is still king.
Cash possesses the obvious advantage of being readily acceptable by virtually all cha rities. It is hard to conceive ofa nonprofit o rga nization which d ocs not have some oUl-of-pocket
expenses for which bills muSt be paid. Cash Cl.I!l be used for any
purpose desired, unlike proouct gifts like computers. which
have less fi exibility. Out right cash gifts arc ;llso easy to value for
tax purposes. Proving to the Internal Rcvc nu(' Service that a
claimed deduction is legitimate is simple: the wo rth of money is
not su bject to overstatement , and a ppraisers nced not be hired.
The contributor will find cash donations relatively simple toadministrate. Management of Cl.lsh assets is a highly refined skill in
most corponltions. so a sophisticated system of controlling and
accounting for cash already e;·;ists. Cash giving is also useful
from the pcrspective of some executives because the corporation will be finished with its obligation as soon as it ma kes the
donation. There is no ongoing relationship whieh demands a
port ion of the manager's alrcndy busy schedule.
Giving cash is not without its drawbacks. Once given. the
business has no control over its d isposition (Smith 45). Finns
who believe that they have aided the poor in some way may

The Scope of Corporate Contributions
Over $4.5 billion i',; given to charity each year by American
corporations (R ose bush 38). Although this is a large amount of
money. it represents only a bout 1. 8% of these finns' pre-tax
profits (Platzer and Duffy I). Furthermore. only one out of
every five corporations reports some level of tax-dcduclible
contributions (Koch 6). The preceding facts demonstrate clea rl y
that there is a vast untapped potential for good from these organillltions. Perhaps no other sector in our nation is as lucrative a frontier for philanthropy.
A large majority of American corporations probably do
6

hal'e unwittingly fina nced a Caribbean vacal ion for the operator of Ihal "chariIY!" Scandals in various telcvision evangelists'
ministrics during the past decade clearly demonstrate the fallacy
that all mo ney given to cha ri table organi711tions will be Spelll as
claimed. Still other charities do not violatc the law in their use of
contributions. but spe nd excessive moncy on wastcful administrJ til'c expenM!S. Corporat ions. like individuals. must be careful
to whom they give money if they care about truly helping those
in nccd and not lining the pockets of the unscrupu lo us. O ne aid
is Money mag.1zine. which publishes in its December issue a n
annua l listing of the 100 largesl eharities in America mnked according to what percentagc of thc funds thcy raise actually goes
to ta rgctcd causes. This information is obtaincd from various
watchdog agencies who seek to root out the inefficient and the
uncthic..11. [n summa!)'. wise cont rib utions programs demand
careful scrutiny. and this may requi re time and expense (K lepper and Mackler 2).
Turning attention to Southeentral Kentucky, one observes
that loca l corpo rations believe in the value of cash contributions
to express their philanthropic conccrns. A discussion with a
United \Vay executive at the Bowling G reen office. Ms. Lisa
Majdi, revealed that corporatc givers aceounted for 16.85% of
the money raised in this region duri ng 1990. a total of some
SI06,376. Area b usinesses seck to combat the dangers and inefficiencies inherent in cash giving by operating through the
United Way. T his \l. ell-kno wn. highly respected national nonprofit organization takes the money it collects and distributes it
to various community ca uses. Lowering administrative expenses associated with contributions and ensuring that only
worthy organi7111ions receive funding. the United Way enables
charitable dollars to be spent wisely. On the foll owing page will
be found stat istics ranking the largest corporate givers in this
region of Kentuck y for 1990.

domestic and foreign corporate support by marketing the
museum to fiml s interested in children and innovation (Rosebush 40).
United Way of Southern Kentucky
Business lind Industry Division
Ranking of Corporate Contributions for 1990
Corporation
8 110n Corporation
Fruit of the Loom
Houchens Industril.."S
1.
1.
Logan Aluminum
General Moton; Corporation
4.
Citizens National Bank
5.
American National Bank
6.
7.
Bowling Grccn Bank and Trust
7.
DESA International
HCA Greenview Hospital
7.
T he Cumberland Savmgs Ba nk
8.
Camping World
8.
Castner KnOll Company
8.
9.
United Parcel Service
First Federal Savings and Loan
10.
10.
Country O ven Bakery
South Central Bell
10.
10.
The Drackctt Com p<my
10.
Sealed Power Technology
J. e. Penney Compa ny
II.
Wa l-Mart Discount City
12.
Lord Corporation
11.
Winn-Dixic
14.
News Public..l tion Company
15.
nnew campaign
NR not ran ked last year
L
2.

Cliuse-Reilited Marketing
Cash gifts do not have to take only the form of a company
official sitting down to write a check. Linking charitable contributions to sales of certain products is a growing trend in America. Called cause-related markeling. the practice draws criticism
even as it gains in popularity. Since only portions of the profi ts
from the salcs of the specified products are usually remitted to
the charity, the corporation receives a d irect and tangi ble reward from a partnership with the causc. Detmctors charge that
the corporation is too blatantly promoting itself when the link
between the company and the chariwble cause is so obvious.
!hey would view the mention of the cause and the corpomtion
In the same breath as being somewhat inappropriate. On the
Other hand , supporters claim that programs of this son result in
a desirable wi n-win sit uation. with the charity receiving much
needed fu nds and the corporat ion marketing itself in a creative
new faShion. Indeed. some nonprofit organi7-<ltion managers
favor cause-related marketing. They say it stimulates more
sUPJ>on from corpora tions than would ot herwise occur whilc
~nabling the charit y toearn its own keep- the cha rit y enhances
~orpor'lIc income in a measurable manner rather than appear~~: to drain it ~way. The .d ircctor of the ~nver C.hildren·s
sturn has enj oyed conSIderable success In a ttmctmg both

I
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1989 rank
I
4

..

2

5
6

8
7
7

7
9
9
9
II
II
10
10

....

NR
10
14
NR
IJ

Source: Bowling Green office. United Way of Southern Kentuc ky
C1use-related marketing became popular after American
Express made a promise to do nate a portion of its credit-card
profits to the campaign to restore the Statue of Li berty. By identifying the corpor.ltion so closely with the theme of patriotism .
American Expre!'os fo und a profita ble way both to promote itself
and to a id a worthwhile, popular project (Corkery 47). Soon
other fi rms took notice, and the number of companies participating in these programs has climbed steadi ly ever si ncc. Picking up an advert ising supplement to the morning pa per on any
given Sunday, one is likely to fi nd a n example of cause-related
ma rketing. Perhaps lSc will be give n to the March of Dimes for
every can of Green G ia nt corn sold in the coming month, or
maybe 20c will be contributed to the Mu:;;cular Dystrophy Association for every Folgers coupon redeemed before the cnd of
the year.
Cause-related marketing at the national 1evel can generate
significant publicity across the country. An innovative new promotio n has been undertaken by Ben Cohen, onc ofthefounders
of Ben and J erry's Ice Cream. He has incorpomted a new busi-
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ness which will d onate 40% of company profits fro m the sale of
Rainforest Crunch (a type of peanut britt1e)toa fund protecting
Amazon rain forests (Corkery 47). Larb'C...scalecampaigns such
as this can raise a substantial amount of cash.
Implementing these promotions in smaller markets is no
less imponant and also garners attention from loca l media. A
much-publicized example of cause-related marketing on the
local lcvel took place on Saturday, February 23. 1991.
McDonald's restaurants in Southern Kent ucky and Middle
TcnnesSt.'C sold thei r regular hamburb'CfS for 29.:, \\1th all proceeds goi ng (Q the new Ronald McDon.1ld Ho use in Nashville.
This facility provides a place for parents and other family members to stay while their child is seriously ill ina hospital. Because
they c.ln stay closer to the child a nd receive emotional su ppon
from other fami lies in the sa me situation, parents prefer this
kind of arrangement to a hotel. Did both panies benefit from the
promotion? J udging from the lengthy lines at the counter and
packed parking lots, one would conclude that the idea went
over exceptiona lly well in Bowling Green at least. FunhemlOre.
observation revt.:aled that the Wist majority of those who purchased ha mburgers also bought french fries. soft drinks. or ice
cream. It would seem that McDonald's utilized a n excellent
means of raising money foracimritablcC'"dusc. Expens who predict more widespread use of cause-related marketing in the
fu ture are likely to be correct (Rosebush 40).
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All too often perfectly good prod ucts must be discarded
because they can't be sold or because they ha'« 'b«,",'''Ic<hn':
logically obsolete 10 the modern corporation. Landfills
a ro und the country bear testimony to the truth of thisstatemenl
At the same time numerous individuals and institutions arc in
necd of certain goods. Charities and schools do nOt really need
the most modem equipment to function well. When users are
likely to be inexperienced or just beginning. it is often preferable
fo r them to tmin on aging, less expensive machines. H'l\'ing ao
older. less advanced version of an item seems prefemble to nOl;
having it at aIL Ma tching excesses with needs would appear to
be in the l:x:st illlercsts of society.
Excess inventory is a vcry common problem. When a firm
overesti mates demand . too many items are produced. Consumers may simply not li ke certain colors and ~ty1cs. Some
products arc by their very nature fast-changing---co mputers
and clothing come immediately to mind. When merehantscan'
move their goods, they try to rccou p as much of their invest_
ment as they can. Selling to liq uidators is a common choice, but
this may involve selli ng below cost. Corporations can also
simply take their products to the local dump and claim a cost
write-off o n their tax returns. While this is completely legal, it
may bt.'Come a ~public relations n ightma re~ (Smith 43). What
citi1.en would not be outrdb'Cd to learn that a com pany ....-as
throwing away winter coots when some people cannot affOrd
them at all? Wise businesses shou ld avoid po tential future sca ndals of this sort.
Despite its merits. I RS Code $t.'Ction 170(eX3) cre.1\es
some hassles and pmctica l problems for businesses. Managen
are afra id that inventory donated in the local comm unity may
wind up in the hands of dishoncst people who try to return the
items for cash refu nds. Incidentally, the samc fear that the
public will try to o bta in refunds foru npurchased merchandise is
onc re.1son why stores require people to have a s.1les receipt
when they return items. Other merchants fea r that dona tions
will be used to supply schools and cha rities which are 1Ilrcady
customers, cutt ing into nonn!! ! salcs. To comply with the law,
charities which receive gifts must supply the donor wit h a tax
letter documenting the facts a bout the donation. Many sman
clmrities don' have the personnel or the knowledge to do this
paperwork quickly and correct ly, so thecorporation must show
them how. Various midd leman o rgani7.ations were founded because their efforts could make transfers smoother and less problematic (Smith 43-44).
As previously mentioned, Gifts in Kind America was
crea ted by the United Way to tap the abundant potential of
inventory donations. Thcy have distributed more than a qua rter
of a billion dollars worth of excess inventory \ 0 cha rita ble

Donations of Excess Inventory
Alternat ivcs to cash gifts arc quite possible, and somet imes
they arc more creative and beneficial fo r all parties. Gifr.f-in kind is a tenn which descri bes contributions of invenlOry.
Dating back centurit.'S. this type of giving was seen when ~ba
kcrics gave their sta le bread to the poor or a haberdashery gave
caps and mittens to the loca l orphanage~ (Smith 42), Through
the years additional \'a ria tions on this theme have been utilized .
An imporumt governmenta l recognition of the value of gifts-inkind came in 1976. IRS Code Section 170(e)(3) enables businesses to take lin a bove-<:ost deduction for gifts of inventory to
charities. The deduction is equa l 10 the donated item's cost plus
the differe nce between this cost and the fair marketing selling
va lue of the item (Bachman 620),
Contri buti ng to wonhycauses'by means of inventory gifts
is alluri ng for several reasons. Products sitting idle in warehouses and stockrooms are doing nobody any good: in fact,
storing them involvcs a holding cost and takes up shelf space
which better selli ng goods collld otherwise utilize. Gifts in Kind
America. an organization founded by the United Way in 1983,
receivcs sueh products from corporations a nd acts as a middleman in the distribution process. Quotcd in Gifts in Kind America's 1999 annual report. Eastman Kodak Corporate Contributions Program Director Stanley Wright has this to say:

causes since their inception. On a yearly basis some ;::~:;'~i;
ent charities receive products, This level of service is
with an admi nistrative expense equal to only 1% of
the gifts, making the organization the most cost-efficient of its
kind (fact sheet).
A good example of how Gifts in Kind America opornl" is
found in their work with Lotus Development Corporation, .
producer of computer software, The finn "otmlOOlh"u,,,ndsti

Our involvcment... is motivated by a need to control
our inventories a nd our desire to take full adva ntage of
some vcry valuable tax credits. Thro ugh Gifts in Kind
America. companies can trim excess inventories. free up
nccded and expensive warehouse space, a nd cut the staffing and record keepingassoci:lIcd with inventory storage,
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wic k, New Jersey. was revitalil.ed in large mcolsure by the efforts
of the J ohnson & J ohnson corpom tion during the late 1970s.
The firm started Ihc New Brunswick Development Company in
order to create a new plan for the city's future. As a nonprofit
corporation com posed of corpor.lte offtciab. o ther local businessmen, local politicians, and community leadcrs, the group
made plans to revcrse the town 's decline. J ohnson & J ohnson
built a new S75 million hcadquaners building and a new Hyatt
Regency hotel d owntown in 1978. New Brunswick nowf(.'ccivc:o.
over S2 million in annua l tax revenue from this area. as compmed to only $170,000 before the ncw construction occurred,
An ab:lndoned downtown depan ment storc was bought by
J ohnson & J ohnson und sold to Rutgers UnivefsitY:lt no profit :
the building was rcnovaled to become the university's an ~hool.
Finally. the Develo pment Company began dayeare progmms
inside peo ple's homes. formed neighborhood task forccs which
then sct up a summcr concert series. and opencd:l carcer preparation center to hel p local youths obminjob training and placemcnt (Tulcja I J~ I I I) , Coopemtive projcct ~ joining corpora te.
civic. and priv",e forces hold great promise in solving many
local problems around the country.
Community Involvcment Teams arc a m:ljorex pression of
the Levi-Stmuss Corporation's commitment to local chllritie~.
Groups of workers identify what they believe to be important
local necds and begin assistance progmms. Donating their own
time and soliciting fello w e mployc..'\:s to help them. the worke r~
ha vc greatly aided a number of cauSt.'S. Projects III which these
Icams a re involved are also primeca ndid<lles for additiona lcl1sh
grantS from the Levi-Stmuss Foundation . In 1975 a lone. teams
in 45 d ifferent citics where the comp<11ly has a preS('ncc donated
over 3 1.701 h o ur~ of vol unteer time (K och 52). This emplo}'(.'C
involvcment program is an excellent e;'(amplc of how a corporation may encour:lgc its labor force to improvc community life.
Both the fi rm and the workers sl:lnd to gain fro m the better environment which is created in the process.
The San F rd ncisco ph:lnnacctlt ic:l1 fiml Syntcx lets a community group callcd Ecology Action usc a four-acre plot o f
company land for gardening. The land is more than j u~ t anothcr
company garden. cve n though somc 50 cmployees join another
500 commun ity members in raisi ng crops. Most of the grou nd i ~
devoted to researching orgllnic ga rdening methods a nd other
intensive agriculture techniques. R~arch findings are also
published with assistance from Syntcx (Koch 215-226).
An extremely innovative program of charitable assistant'C
has been dcveloped by thc Xerox Corporation. C:llled the Social
Service Le:lVC Program. this mcthod of giving allows em ployees
to request a le:lvc of abse nt'C from work for up to a year in order
to dcvote time to cha rities. During this time the employee receivcs his usual fu ll JXI)' and benefits. An employee commill(.'C.
not management. decides which a pplicationsare:lpproved. The
only requirement for workers foll owing this program is that
they must submit monthly progress report s: otherwise. they
don't havc to accou nt for how they arc spending company
money. Xero ... granL~ up to 264 months' worth of leave every
year at a tot:ll cost to the linn ofbctwcen S300.000:lnd 5400.000.
depending on which employccs part icipate (T uleja 105).
Returning to ,I local example. one observcs that many
employccs o f Fruit of the Loom. Incorporated. dona te their

readshect packages to this middleman for national distribus,P APplica nts were reviewed, thc most m:ed)' ",,'Crt: selected.
UO~' the products actually shipped by Gifts in Kind Amcrica,
~tuS's Director of Corporate Contributions, Mr. Michael
ourney. provides this commentary:
flney] ensure that our products will be equita bly distributed all o\'er the country. When we coordinated our
prod uct giving i n~emalJ y, we d iscove~ that we ",,'Cre surprisingl), myopIc In terms of geographIC reach. Tha nks to
Gift~ in Kind America . our products now reach needy
gro upS in the far1l1 land~ of Idaho and the hills of Kentucky. as well as in urban areas like New York and Los
Angeles. (annual report 6)
Notice how this execut ive pointed to the benefits of a wider
distribution area for do nated products. Bt:causc the corporalion sells in a widesprcad geographic area. it is logical that they
would li ke 10 build corpora te image in this entire area also. Perhaps end-users will be s.1lisfied with the software and purchase
other Lotus products la ter if the)' have the opportunity, Product
gifts nul)' thus ser\'( much the same purpose as givi ng away free
samples 10 consumers.
Another organil.ation which handles product gifts is Ed ucational Assistance Limited. Opcmting out of Glen Ellyn, illinois. this non profit orga nization takes a unil{ue ap proach to
handling gifts of excess in ventory. In a leiter to the author. Mr.
Eric Anderson explained the work of his company:
Briefly. (we) trade corporate d ona tions o f c.',<cess invenlory and assets with collcges and un ivcrsitics. In tum.
tuition scholarships afC givcn by participating institutions
\0 fmancially undcrpri vi leged young people. Sc holarshi ps
arc awardcd in the name of the donating company.
T his innova tiw progmm has gcncr:.ttcd over five
million d olla rs in scholarships a nd has helped over a
thousand st udents with their collcgc education . EA L's
ExO!ss Inventory for ScholarshIps Program is a win-win
proposition for all p:lrties concerned ... (A ndcrson letter)
Other Fo mls of Nontraditional Assistance

Countless other methods of contributing to charity cxist.
The proliferation of ncw methods is limited only by the imagination of businesses. Developing these progmms may be beneficiallo a ll parties, as specific examples wi ll illustrate.
International Business Machines (IBM ) began a program
in 1972 which enables ,In employee to gct company contri butions for local charities in which he is acti\'C. With gra nts usually
ranging from $100 to SIOOO, thc program is highly popular with
tmployces because they can obtain more assistance for their
fa vorite charit ies than they could provide on their own (Koch
:;0). In addition. the corporatio n has a Faculty Loan Program
In Which company employees tcach at mino rity colleges and
universities for a onc-year period. During this time the employCCs receivc full sa lary and benefits (Bus;fle$S Sense 27).
Suffering fro m high unemployment, ~wh ite fli ghC 10 the
suburbs, a nd a shrinking employer base, thc city of New 8runs-
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del 26).
It is conceivable that a corpor..uio n might point to
record of charitable giving to coulltn public percept ion tha t
firm is harming the community. Faced hy an outcry Over the
discharge of waste products into a watcrW.1Y. a company COuld
publicize its gift of X dollars ann ually to variOllS loca l organila.
lio ns. The gist o f this and other similar arguments is that lhe
corporation o n balance providcs more benefits than harm to
eili7ens and therefore ils continued c .~ is te ncc i~ vita l. Is there.
relevant example of this actually happening'.' Perhaps in Ke...
tucky's o wn A.~h la nd Oil may be found this prec ise e."{am ple.
A pair of mllch-publici7:ed events illustrates the problems
the firm has encountered due to its own fault. Two fonne r Ash.
land executives were fired for reveal ing thatthecorpomlion had
briOCd Middle EaSt go\'ernment officiab d uri ng the 1979
Irania n oil embargo. Evc ntually thc former cmployees cll"lCr1,'tid
victorious in a lawsuit that awarded them damages of $69.5
million Cll,CY whist!cd~ 50). The le"''''ge of 750,000 gallons 01
diesel oil into the Ohio and Monongahela R ivcrs in PellllSYJ..
vania led 10 a November 1989 settlement in which Ashland 0iJ
paid S32.5 million in damages. Pending final resol utio n of the
Exxon Valde: disl.Istcr. thc pl\.'CCding case represen ts the lar1,'ni
sum ever p.1.id 10" state for an environmental \'iolation (~ Pol
IUle rs~ 38). Even through these difficult times. however. the fi rm
has maintained its suppOrt for cha ritable ca uses in Kentucky
and West Virginia. Ashll.lnd Oil is an import:!nt supporte r of the
Governor's Scholars Program and Kentucky Educa tio nal Tele-vision. During many televised ga mes. Un iversity of Kentucky
basketball fans vicw public service l.Id ~ fro m Ashland which
Slate that " Education is the bottom !ine .~ 'nle firm 's contribu.tions to many charitable causes began before the scltndals bec.ame widely known, so one can not e~ t"bli s h a definite ca use
and effect relationship. It is nevcrtheless interc~tin g to wonder
what Ashland Oil ho pes 10 achie\ e with such high visibility contributions. Is it actually a good corporate citizen with some unfortunate accidents in its past, or is it tryi ng to hide a Telll;ty thai
is unethica l at hean'! It may be revealing to note that some
current litigation could represent Ashl;tnd's most ex pensive
problem yet. An ongoing class action suit by 690 plaintifrs seeks
an award approaching $3 billion for pollution-induced health
and property damage <-Ashland trial " 5A).
An inten<iew with interim management dep.1rtment head
Dr. Brian Sullivan was vcry insightful into how some o bsen 'ers
view charitable contribut ions progmms. His opinion is that
these proh'fams provide a su bsta nt ial return to stockholders in
that they are very effective at changing public perception of
corporations. Ashland Oil, for e;"(ample, is one co rporation
whose image beyond the local region is largcly negative. Dr.
Sulliva n notcs tha t Ashland is thought to cut corners in Illa ny
a reas so as to save money. Unfortunately, many of these cut5
undermine the corporation's ability to prevcnt and clean up Cllvironmental violations. It has an impressive ability to innuenct
Kentucky politics, as a recent piet'C of legislation would ;llIest.
Rc(."cntly at Ashland headquarters. Governor Wallace Wilkinson signed into law a bill which limits the amount of dam..1gcs '
plai ntilT can recover from a lawsuit against a Kentucky corporatio n. But Kentuckians do not hold such a negative opinion cJ
the corporation. Perhaps it is due to Ashland's highly visibk

time to communilY :lctivitics. M r. Sam Abell serves as the
speech coach for the 4-1-1 Ambassadors Program, which pre·
pares young people to recruit ncw members for 4-H and to
otherwise describe the organi13tion to oU lsiders. Among the
commun ity causes in wh ich o ther employees dona te time are
the Bowling Green H uman R ights Commission. Ju nior
Achieveme nt. United Way, the Bowling Green/ Warre n
County NAACP, and the Rape Crisis Center HOI Line (Goldell
Allllil'n .wr), 5).

Criticisms of Corporate Contributions
As the sixth premise of this paper would suggest. com ribu·
ting to cha ritable and community c:mscs is alleged by some
crities to be a smoke screen for obscuring the tOla l package of
activities in which the co rporation is engaged . In this manner of
thinking, the firm is tryi ng to buy olT its detractors either by
causing them 10 go away or by ma king critical evaluati ons seem
less believable. While the enemy is being divided a nd conquered.
the harmful act ivities go unchecked. Th is stmtegy has been used
successfull y before, so e:<amples must be examined .
The Capital Research Cenler (eRC) is a conservative
think tank which has studied the contributions policies of the
top 250 American corporatc givers over the last three yea rs.
E'lch year the y publish a report entitled "Patterns of Corporate
Philanthropy: Ideas, Advocacy, and the Corporation. " Inspecting the contributions statistics from 1989, the group found some
implausible gifts which led them to q uestion the true motives of
the giver (Mandel 26). Oil comp.'m ies such as Mobil a nd Dupo nt
(p..1rent of Conoco O il) have given money to groups like thc
Na tional Wildlife Socicty and thc National Audubon Society.
Bot h ofthesc arc highly repulllblc. worthy o rganil.mions: both
typic.tll y oppose oil and gas e;"( plomt ioll effol1 s. Insurance and
fi nanci,,1 services corporatio n Primerica gave $7,500 to the
National Organi7ation of Wo mcn's Legal Defense and Educ ltion Fund. Why is th is su:.pcct? The fund in qucstion has gone
to coun in an effort to stop insurance companies rrom using
actuarial tables to set rail'S (women on a venrgc live longer than
men: insurance comp.mies make usc of this info rma tion to ad·
JUSt rates upward). Fillll1Jy, giant agribusiness concern Archcr
Daniels Midland has given S 10,000 to the Amcrican ta rmlands
Trust, a grou p which lobbies fo r more federal control of agricul·
lUre (Schmuckler 12).
The compa nies cited above cannot logically hope that thc
groups they support actually succeed in thei r efforts. Why then
do they give in this manner? Appeasement is one a nswcr
(Schmuckler 13). The co rporation must believe that it can kt.'Cp
critics at bay and limit the scope of protests. Many observers
would clas.<;ify this killd of giving as unethical. Instead of
a ppearing benevolent and wise, the corporation strikcs ob·
sen 'ers as being hypocritical and foolish. In remar kable opposi.
tion to the concept of charitable investment, the corporation
appe:1rS to engage in charitable suicide. Why d o stockho lder.; let
contributions executives get away with this practice?The reason
is most likely because they are not aware of these particular
gifts. Federal law requircs that only contributions rrom company foundations be reported: money given dil\."'Ctl y from the
corporation does not ha\'e to be revealed to stockholders(Man-
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port of such causes as Kent uck y Educational Television and

for a business to pursue. It may be a question of semantics. but
"manipu la tion~ is not necessarily synonymous with efforts to
influence public opinion in a positive direction. The former
term implies that a resultant attitude change comes lIbout by deception; in other words. a person would not hold this viewpoint
if he knew the entire story. In contrast. attcmpting 10 im prove
popular perception of a finn through support of communit y
affairs need no t involve fooling the public.

,up University of Kentucky.
the Dr. Sullivan also notes that corporations can run a conln·"I1S program just as sk illfully and professionally as they
bu tlu .
.
ouge their other functIOns. Whereas a McDonald's can
""d'rtake a million-dollar public service campaign on national
. a smaller eo[I vision and rcap better consumer perceptIOn,
tC ~atiOn must pursue these activities on an affordable level. It

'"

pOn still run a finely polished contributions program designed to
those individuals with which it must interact on a regular basis.

Final Thoughts

How could society prevent abuses by those firms which use
charitable contributions to obscure their harmful activit ies" Dr.
sullivan suggests that corporations which wish to contribute
should do so by giving to some kind of intermediary. whether it
is Ihe United Way or another neutral party created for this purpose. By esw blish ing an overall depository for corporate gifts.
the direct link between the corporation and the ch<lrity is
St'veR--d. The corporation could still publicize its su pport for
worthy causes. but in Ihe process charities would not be beholden to a particu lar finn.
Perhaps corporations which sell aleoholic beverages or
tobacco should contribute in this fashion. These particular industries seem to attract a large number of extremely vocal. activist critics. Without delving into a length y discussion of the
health dangers and societal problems which may result from usc
ofthese products. one may simply say thaI a large body oflegislation exists to con trol their consumption. distribution. and
promotion. Socicty must believe that these firms require close
monitoring. No matter how altruistic the aims of corporations
manufacturi ng these products a rc. someone will argue that
acceptance of the gifts promotes product consumption. If these
firms simply give to middlemen. individual charities will not
face as much criticism for accepting the gifts.
On the prat:tical side. society must think carefully about
harsh criticism of contributions from the tobacco and alcoholic
ocverage ind us\ri<.-'S. Because they arc often huge conglomerates.
tobacco companies in particul<lr possess a wide range of potential gifts which they could sha re with the nccdy. T hose who
would object to RJR Nabisco's production of cigarettes m ight
extingUish va luable contributions from subsidiaries Del Monte
Foods. Heublein. Nabisco. and Standllrd Brands (Naylor 29).
In 1988 a lone RJR Nabisco gave $47.5 million 10 various charities.llle two biggest recipients of that aid ,",,'ere the Second 1·larVest National Food Bank and Duke University (Corkery 47).
Although it mlly be perfectly justifiable to try to alter the manner in which these corporations give. it is likely counterproductive to try to stem the now altogether.
Is manip ulation of the public an important motivator behind corporate charitable contributions? Perhaps this is true for
SOme firms. but it is unlikely that mOSI corporations think in this
manner. Too many companies untouched by scandal. including
ones profiled in this paper. are significant supporters of charity
forthis motive to be paramount. Few businesses have skeletons
hiding in their elosets in the same mallner as an Ashland Oil.
~' o. the large majority of corpo rate givers practice these acti"itiCS in ,In effort to improve their public inmge <It the same time a
WOrthy cause is being helped. Both of these are legitimate goa ls

Is it exploitive for corporations 10 promote themselves
either directly or indi rectly through charitable giving? Some
people allege that contributions allow the wealthy to exploit the
poor, depriving these individuals of their dignity and self-resJX'Ct.
Indeed. the very process of giving money awa y may offend
people in ot her com panies. civic leaders. stockholders. employees, and even those who recei"e the aid. More than a century ago Andrew Carncgie said. "It is more difticult to give
money away intelligent ly than it is to cam it in the first placc"
(Morris and Biederman 151). After careful review of thecmire
issue. one concludes that corporations c.:tn do far more good
than hllrm when they contribute to causes arollnd them ,
Premise seven is very much a matter of personal opinion. but it
is one which most people probahly share.
There will prob."lbly continlle to be controversies su rrounding what underlying motives drive (Orpora\(' giving. As is
true with many decisions. there may not be just one overriding
concern. A num ber of fllctors probably enter in to consideration. The personal morality and religious beliefs of executives
might lead to the choice of implementing 1I program within the
firm they ma rmge. Others might desire the positive stature
attainllble when one is constantly in the public eye accepting
thanks on behalf of the corpomti on. Some managers may view
charitable giving as a pragmatic way to build corporate image.
St ill olhers sec contributions as a means of obtaining support or
assistance from different clements of the business envi ronment .
Ilecause one cannot JX'Cr into Ihc mind of another. it may
be difficult to ascertain the true motives for an action. For this
reason, one must either m:cept an explanation at face value or
find some evidence to the comrary. It may not be rclevant to
qu{.'Stion precisely why a cha ritllb lc contribution was made. No
matter what the motive. the fact remains that indi viduals in
need were served. A firm desiring to promote its image may do
so in seveml d ifferent ways. Many of these involve communications in the mass media portraying the corporation as a responsible citizen. Is it not preferable for some of the money in the
public relations budget to go to those with actual needs mther
than to have all of this money go to advertising agencies and to
media outlets?
Supporte~ view charitable giving as a way for those who
d o have resources and knowledge to usc these lIbilities to help
others who have not been able to prosper in life (Dienhart (4).
Businesses learn quickly how to do things in a cost-effective
manner. When portions of their energy and talent arc turned
towards situat ions outside factory walls. the ovcrll]] business environment is improved. Where there is abject poverty and a
sense of d{.'Spair, unrest and even violence arc likely to develop.
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Such situations bring ca lls for refonn and cha nb'C. Oftcn such
changes take the fonn of addit ional taxes or regulations which
may harm businesses. Quite simply. it may be preferable for a
corpolCllion to engage in actions which improve and strengthen
the free en lerprise system mther than take the cha nce that reform efforts will weaken it.
What fo rm should charita ble contri butions take'! Each of
thc d ifferent methods of givingd iscusscd in this paper can have
beneficial consequences for bot h recipients and d ono rs. In some
situations this return may be tangi ble. whilc in others it may be
nothing more than the good ((.'tling which co mes from offeri ng
needed assistance to people. Product giving is an especially useful technique from the standpoint that it can eliminate the
wasteful disposal of still useful merchandise while a lso acting as
a fo rm of silent advertising. The products of some firms. however. may not be approp riate fo r charitable contributions. It is
nOI necessarily wise to encourage a corpomtion like Sm ith &
Wesson to donate older versions of firearm s! While this example is somewhat fa cetious. it docs ill ustl"dte the concept that
each individua l fi nn should best decide how it can posit ively
interact with its environment. Berkshire Hathaway can opt to
give only cash. and Ihen let shareholders vote on the d istribution. Ot her firms may think it a ","'<ISle of time and money to
delay decisions until the annual stock holders' meeting or to
send out proxy form s eac h time a request is received. These
businesses should thcrefore contribute in the form most suitable
to thei r resources and ta rget causes.
Finally. promoting the benefi ts of charita ble giving may
help enlighten corporate e:'tccutivcs who take a d im view of
co rpordie social responsibility. Perhaps they will be influenced
to consider the ethical im pl ications of other corporate activities.
Today 's execut ive may not always be able to see beyond thcend
of his nose. A vice president of an Ivy League universily who
helps mise money for cha ri table causes rel.·lIes a commo n compla int:
I found among yo unger manab'Crs an open hostility
to wa rd corporate giving. The idea today is to be a rea l
bottom-line person. They come charging into the room in
thcir dress-for--success suits and Nike sne:1 kers. snarling at
us poor fund-misers. These new guys a re keyed only to
mergers. acquisitions. a nd asset management. (Corkery

46-47)
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The altitude of these real ma nagers is both deplorable and
saddening. Corporate charita ble giving docs indeed seem to be
a proper role for the busi ncss to perform for society. It is not a
p<lnacca for all ills which face thc'world. nor wi ll implcmenting a
pro1,'fllm of giving make a n othcrwise unethical corporation
suddenly wholesome. What it docs do is make positive. realistic
efforts 10 change vexing. circumsta nces which many would
ignore or leavc fo r govemmentto correct. The crucial public relations image of a firm may be strengthened. possibly winning
~friends. a wards. a nd maybe even increased sales and profitsalthough we cannot prove cause and effeetH( Morris and Biederman 151). In the process of encouraging corporate contributions. onc may perhaps prompt exccUlives to realile Ihe entire
realm of ethical situations which their decisio ns encompass.
Corpora te Amcrica has been ama7jngly crcative and innovative
in other fields. It is fascinating to consider JUSt what they could
do for ph ilanthro py.
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EUTHANASIA: LEGAl.. ETHICAL., AND MORAL CONSIDERATIONS
Mit'hefle Ny!>
umralee Wilsofl

Elisa u >iberil1g
a terminal condition~ (Schocn 231). To avoid confusion. the
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform Stale
Laws defined a termina l illness as "one that would cause the
patient's death in a relatively short time if life-preservi ng
treatment is not p ro vided~ (Doerllinger 16). One problem with
living wills is the fact that anyone undcr thc age of eighteen
cannot d raft a livi ng will because they do not fall under the
definition of a competent adult. The second, and more major
problem with living wills. is the state's po v.·er to disregard them.
Even though a competent adult has the right to refuse mcdical
treatment, this right is not absolutc (G lantz 220).
States' legal intervention in mdividual lives has been
divided into three groups:
I. The paternalistic view. by which the state is considered
the guardian of the best interests of its individual su bjects.
2. The public welfare view. by which the state has the right
to interfere and intervene in the ind ividual's affair.; for the ~ke
of the public welfare and the ordering of society.
3. The libenarian view. by which the state shou ld functi on
o nly as a protective vehicle of ind ividual freedom (Clarke 229).
Experts argue for a balance Ix:twecn the paternalistic and the
libertarian views. Their reasoning follows that in order to
prevent complete repression of personal independence. an
ent irely paternalistic society must accept some degrt'C of citizen
participation in the detenninat ion of the ind ividual's rights and
frecdoms . Similarly. an entirely libertarian society mUSt assume
that when exercising their individual freedom. those IIldividuals
respected the frt-edom of the other citizens (Clarkc 235).
Following this reasoning, the best possible position for a state
legislature is to find a balance between the rights of the state and
the rights of the citizens. When considering euthanasia. statc
courts have emphasizt-d fou r main concerns of thc statc which
may conflict with a person's request of euthanasia: (I) the
presen'ation of life: (2) the prevention of suicide: (3) thc
protecti on of innocent third parties: (4) and the maintenance of
the ethical integrity of the medical commun ity (American 550).
The preservation of life is a rather broad and diffuse
concern . Generally, courts have required that the patient havea
grim prognosis before their request of life-terminating
treatment is considered to be more important than the state's
interest in preserving life. However, in the case of Quackenbush
v. New Jersey SuperiorCoun. the judge ruled that even if a grim
prognosis is not present. -when no successful treatmcnt ean takc
place that will return the patient 10 a cognitive sapient life. thcn
the individual's request outweighs the state's nghts- (Blake 5).
Unfortunately, because this concern has prod uced conflicti ng
court rulings, it is impossible 10 pred ict how and when the state
will exercise this right.

At I :30 A.M. on May 3, 1989, Rud y linares, armed with a
.357 Magnum. entered the Rush-Presb}1erian-St. Luke
Medical Center and removed his fifteen month old son Sammy
from his respirator. Nine months prior to this, Sammy choked
on a piece of balloon causing the oxygen supply to his brain 10
be cut off. Although he was not brain dead. he had pennanent
brain damage and had lapsed into a coma. The Linareses were
not able to find a lawyer who would help them petition the court
to remove Sammy's respi rator. This case is just one example of
many that illustrates how complex and controversial the issue
of euthanasia still remains today. Only by addressing all the
central issues of euthanasia . legal. et hical. and moral. can
society hope to find a solution to this impo rtant problem.
Legal

I~ues

of Euthanasia

Currentl y. there is no national system regulating the
practice of euthanasia in the United States. During the last sixty
years. the courts have sct lega l precedents, only to have them
O\'erturned the fo llowing year. Consequently, citizens must
make personal decisions concerning euthanasia without clear
legal guidance. There are two main options a person may
choose fro m depending upon their state of residence. These
options include writing a living will or appointing a durable
power of attorney specifica lly for health-care decisions ( Blake
5). However. many people do not specify their wishes in
advance. Consequentl y, it is importan t that citizens understand
who will make their decision for them should thcy become
incompetent. The Dutch address this issue from a completely
different angle . For the past eightt-en years. the Dutch have
developed a national system regu lating the practice of
euthanasia through a set of st rict guidelines which doctors and
patients must follow. Perhaps the solut ion for thc United States
is a combinat ion of the current legal precedents and the ideas
from Tlte Netherlands. Whatever the solution. people must fi rst
become informcd before they can make any type of decision.

The Living Will
In 1976. California became the first state \0 recognize the
legality of the living wi ll. Since that time. 38 other states and the
District of Columbia have enacted similar legislation. A living
will gives an adult resident the power to dictate. in written o r
Oral form. what type of medical treatment they wish to receive
shou!d they contract a terminal illness that could render them
Incapable of making decisions. The living will statute defines a
living wi ll as an ~oral o r wrillen witnessed declaration by a
competent adult that ma y instruct a physician to provide. withhOld. or withd raw life-prolonging procedures, if suffering from
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value his own life. (Cantor 122)

When defining the prevention of suicide. however. the
courts have been more specific in their statcmcnts. In thecasc of
Banling v. Superior Court. the coun stated that ~thc underlying
state intercst in this area is in the prevention of irrational selfdestruction" (Amcrican 554). The state wantcd to guarantee
that no citizen could use eu thanasia as a mcans of committing
suicide. Consequently. this state interest has no beanng in
eut hanasia cases that involve compttcnt patients requesting the
removal of life-prolonging procedures (Blake 8),
When determining whether lifesaving or life-prolonging
treatment may be refused. states must examine both the
individual's request and the effects that request will have on
innocent third parties. which the state is protecting (Blake 10).
Gencrally. an innocent third pany refcrs lOa child under the age
of 18. and whose only emotional and financial support is
provided by the patient requesting the euthanasia. The state
usually examines the patient's prospect of a functional recovery,
the pa tient's ability to care for the thi rd part y should the request
fo r the euthanasia be denied. when deciding whether or not 10
override the patient's request (Clarke 216).
The final consideration by the state is the preservat ion of
the integrity of the medical profession. This issue is confusing
for several reasons. First. medical ethics do not demand medical
interwntion in all diseases al all costs. as ~tated in the ruling of
Conroy v. Superior Court. Consequently. as long as there is
agreement between the patient. physician. and hospital. there is
no rea l conflict between the patient's request and the state's
interests (A merican 557). Secondly, Iht' phrase ~integrity of the
medirnl community" is problemat ic. Courts have shown that
they arc li kely to associate medical integrity with the cu rrent
beliefs and practices that a rc accommodated by a majority of
the medical community (Blake I I). Foll owing this reasoning. it
is easy to sec how the so called ~intcgrit y~ might change on a
regular basis. relative to ncw medical research and discoveries.
As a consequence of the state's concerns. it is apparent that
just writing a living will docs not guarantee that one's wishes will
be followed. Patients shou ld nOl despair. however. because the
newest idea. appointing a durable power of attorney for medical
decisions. eliminates many of the problems associated with a
living will.

This quote em phasii'.es one major benefit of appointing a
medical proxy- the ability of thc person 10 choose whomever
he or she wishes and to instruct them personally. A second
benefit is the ease with which a person can amend their wishes.
They simply contact the proxy. and specify the change. With a
living will. one must contact one's attornt·y. mect with a notary
and witnesses, and specify 1Il just the right words the desired
change. T he third. and most important benefit. is the fact that
one's wishes will be specified by a li ving human being as
opposed to a legal documem. In the case of a state's interest. a
person would be able to better defend the wishes of a patient
than wo uld a living will. And finally. appointing a medical proxy
ena bles the patient to have someone prescnt at a critical
decision-making moment. This a voids any confusion
concerning the legality of a document.
However. one major drawback to appointing a medical
proxy is that if the medical proxy should become incompetent
at the same time as the pe rson he or she is representing. then thai
patient no longer has designated legal representation of his or
her wishes. A living will always remains valid until the author
decides to cancel it.
The living will and the durable power of altorney for
mL'<I ical decisions are both e.'(amples of actions people may
take before a situati on occurs in which they would want to
request eut hanasia . Many people. however. become
incapacitated without having specified their wishes clearly. This
creates a huge grey area in the practice of eu thanasia. T here are
three possible decision-makers for an incompetent patient: the
court. a family member. or an et hics comm ittee (Cantor 68).
M ore than any other area. the court's decisions in this area have
been confusi ng and contradielOry. In the case of .I ohn F.
Kennedy Hospital v. Bludworth. the Conroy wurt specified
two areas into which the court divided the concerns of
incompetent people with no specified wishes. The di visions arc
called the ~limited objective" and the "purc objective" (FryReve re A I2).
Euthanasia for the Incompetent I~erso n
Under the limited objcctive lest, there must be some
reliable evidence that. if competent. the patient would have
refused treatment. This type of evidence would be a statement
indicating a desire not to be kept alive in such a state. made prior
to the condition causing the lIlcompetence, If this evidence can
be established. and if the patient will suffer extreme pain for an
indefi nite period of time. euthanasia may becarried out (Cantor
71). The pure objective test is applied to patients whose wishes
cannot be substantiated . In this case. treatment is withdrawable
if the "net burdens of the patient's life clearly and markedly
outweigh the benefits that the patient derives from life" ( Rachels
25). One example is a person in a coma who. although not brain
dead , has no possibility of recovery and of leading an active life.
The state applies the above criteria when therc is no fa mily
member to aid in the decision-making process for the
incompetent. However, even when there is a livi ng fam ily
member, the issue is still very confusing.
During the Reagan administration. the President'S

The Medical l:>rox),
The concept of appointing a durable power of attorney or
medical proxy. is very new. Currently. only thirteen states and
the District of Columbia have IT'Jfd ical proxy laws (Martinda le
27). However. in the case of John F. Ke nnedy Hospital v.
Bl udworth. the court expressed a willingness to uphold the
appointment of a medical proxy (Glantz 238). Even though this
idea is new. it is quickly spfeadi ng bernusc of the many benefi ts
it affords 10 the patient. fami ly members. and attending
physician. A philosopher at Brown University summed up one
major benefit of appointing a medical proxy, is that:
The prospect of life-terminating decisions being made
by doctors (whose values may be complete1ydifferent from
the patient's) or family members (who often have vested
emotional and financial interests in the patient's prompt
demise) is enough to frighten anyone with the temerity to
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repeated O\'cr a lengthy period of time so as to Ica\<e no doubt in
the physician's mind of the sincerity of the request: (2) the
patient's mental or physical suffering mu~t be very scvere with
no prospect of relief: (3) tha t all possible trC".Hments mUSt hll\ c
been attempted or refused by the p."ltient: (4)and that the doctor
must consult another ph ysician. It i~ abo recommended. but
not req uired. that the attending physicia n consult with nursc~.
pa ~ t ors. and other professiona ls who~c opinion is val id (Wolf
I I). In order for a physician 10 avoid proM:cutioll. he or ~hc
must follow and document all of the specified guidelines. If an y
guideline is not documented. the euthanasia is co n.~i(k n:d
inva lid and tht· phys ician is found guilty and M.·nlenC(.'d (Wolf
14).
Euthanasia is a criminal offense under artiele 294 of the
Penal Code of T he Netherlands. Consequently. doclOrs
practici ng eut hanasia d o so in violation of the law. Any person
performing all act of euthanasia is liable to a twelve year
prison term. If the patient requests euthanasia. thc physician is
cha rged with manslaughter. However. if there is no patient
req uest. the physician is charged with murder (Rigter JI).
There are two imponant aspects of this legal regulation o f
eutha nasia that need to be emphnsizL'd . T he first point i~ the
definition of euthanasia. In T he Netherlands. cmhanasi.1. is
defi ned as ~thc deliberate action to terminate life. by someone
other tha n. and on reques t of. the pmient concerned" (Rigter
3 1). T his definition was wrinen by the Sta te Commission on
Euthanasia in 1985. The major difference in this definition and
the defi nitioll(s) used in the United Sta tes is the specific mention
of a patient request. In The Netherlands. those cit izens who
ha vc not made a written statement of their desires regard ing
euthanasia and who arc unable to make a verbal request have
no legal recourse. With this definition. the Dutch a\oid the grey
art.-d of eutha nasia when no one is absolutely sure \\ hat the
patient would want done. In order to avoid this dilemma . Sif;
of the current popUlation cmril's what is sometimes referred 10
as a Mdcath credit card ~ on which the owner specifies what he o r
she would want done if they become incapa ble of making a
requL'st for euthanasia (Fenigscn 22). This system is similar 10
the livi ng will system in the United States. The second major
aspect of the Dutch system is the fact that euthanasia is illegal .
The current government has stated that they have no plan.. to
Iegali7e l'ut hanasia. The problem with actually Iq~.1I i 7 i ng
eut hanasia. in T he Netherla nds and in the United States. lies
with the existing laws on homicidl'. No government could h;l\ e
laws stating that murder is illegal and then Ill."lke euthanasia. the
taking of a person's life. legal. By keeping the practice of
eu thanasia illega l. all existing laws on homicide ca n remain
(H umphrey 12).
The Slate Commission on Euthanasia. one of Ihe organi~ations that plays an active role in Ihis system . was form(.'d in
1982. One of the commission's functions is 10 ad vise the government a nd to make recommendations for hlw in the matter.. of
activc euthanasia. T he commission is compriscd of 15 mcmbers:
7 lawyers. 3 physicians. 2 psyc hiatrists. 2 theologians. and I
nuTSC. Since 1982. the commis.sion has helped dcfine spt..'Cific
a spects of euthanasia. and has also ad vi ~d the gO\ cmme nt o n
the formation of the guidelines to be fo llov."Cd by the physicia n
performing euthanasia (Wachter 3318). Anot her scrvil'C
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p3rt'v ious1Y indicated \\1shcs and prcfcrcnccs- (Cantor 110).

~o\\'e\'cr. ma~lY .~oplc do~bt this statement .and believe that

me type of Judicial screenrng of the credentials of the famil y
:crnOCT ~hou lcl take placc. The President's Com mission addrt---sscd th is iSSlie an~ determined that it wou ld be 100 costly as
lieU as time consummg (Cantor 111).
A third option in decision-making for [I n incompetent

patient is Ihe ~ sc of an institutional ethics commit.lt":" In thc ca.S\.·
of Karen QUlnlan. thc ('oun s endorsed the posslbhty that -hfe
and death decision-maki ng might benefit fro m diffusing
responsibility away from a single pmctitioner or family
rnernber~ (Spolar A21). Ethics committees are still not widely
used. however. because no court has ever required a committee
to review the dL.::ision of a physician or relative (Clarke 243). In
addition. many fee l that an ethics committl'C would be
hampered by specific pressures from the institution in which the
committcc func tions. Hopefully. people will continue 10
examine all possible legal solutions to the issue of euthanasia.
There are many problems wit h the legal process for
handling euthanasia in the United Statt'S. The only way to e\'en
in\"ol\'e the co urt system. is for a patient. physician. family
mem ber or institution to petition the court. Even afte r this is
done. it can still take mo nths for a decision to be reached .
Perhaps the legal difficulties of dea ling with eut hanasia in the
Unitt'Cl States could be alleviated by following the unique
system currently functioning in The Nethcrlands.
Eutha nasilil in The Netherlands
The system developt."'d from 1973 until 1984. In 1973. the
first physician was prosecuted for cuthanasia . T he physician's
patient was terminally ill and had requested euthanasia on
scvcml occasions. The physicia n administered a fata l dose of
morphine to the patient. He was convicted and given a sentence
of one wee k in jail and one yea r's probation. T he court stated.
however. that if six conditio ns had been fulfilled. the euthanasia
would have bee n acceptable (Wachter 33 17). From this
landmark statement by the courts until 1984. a clear pattern of
coun dc:cisions appeared. Similar guideli nes were being
suggested in courts a ll over T he Netherla nds. Fi na lly. in 1984.
the first eutha nasia case reached The Netherlands Sup reme
Coun. The case. entitled T he Alkmar Case. prod uced a
judgment that SCI a prt."'CCdem that is still foll o wed today. A
physician performed euthanasia on a 95 year old woman who
was termina1Jy ill and had been in constant pain for two yea rs.
She had requested euthanasia on more than o ne occasion. The
physician was acq uitted in the lower court. but the verdict was
overturned by a n Amsterdam co urt of appeal. Finall y. the
Supreme Court rcvefSl'd the dc:cision made by the appeal court
and clarified the guidelines to be foll owed in futu re euthanasia
cases ( Rigter 33).
Since the Supreme Court ruling. these guidelines have
been approved by the Royal Dutch Med ical Association. the
Slate Commission on Eutha na sia. and the Dutch government
(Wachter 33 16). They are as follows: (I) there must be an
" PI'IClt, oral or writll'n request. made by the patien t. and
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performed by the commission is the documenta tion of the
number of deaths due to euthanasia that occur each year. For
some unclear reason. the commission has not oc-en able to
accuratc!y d ocumcnt the number of cases per yea r. Although
there are no exact figures. estimates range from 2.000 to 10.000
cases of euthanasia performed each year. This figure
corresponds to 30.000 to 150.000 cases per year in the United
States (Fenigse n 22). Because there has yet to be any accurate
accounting of all the cases of eutha nasia per year in the United
States. it is impossible to determine the accuracy of the correspond ing figures . In addition. because the Dutch only advocatc
performing euthanasia on patients who have made a request.
onc cannot eq uate this wilh Ihe cases of eUlhanasia performed
in Ihc United States.
In November of 1985, two California attorneys. Robert
Risley and Michael White. attempted to re plicate the Dutch
system in the United States. They drew up the Humane and
Dignified Death Act. In 1987, the California Stale Bar Association VOted in fa vor of the legislation. However, in order to
bring the initiative to popular vote. the sponsors had to obtain
450,000 signalUn.'S of registered elcclOrs. Unfortunately, the
initiative never made it to a vote beC'dUse the sponso rs were only
able to secure 130,000 signatures in sup port of the legislation
( Humph rey 13). Although theallorneys were unsucccssfuL they
were able to bring this issue to the allent ion of many people.
This is imporllint because no decisions will be made until people
arc willing to discuss the issue of euthanasia. A coherent legal
framework ca n emerge only after informed public discussion.
We must J'ealize that Ihe issue of eut hanasia is not going to
disappear.

blockab'C of the esophagus. The attending physicia n. Dr. Walter
Owens, advised thc parents to refuse correeti\'e surgery. thereby
allowing the child to die. The hospital protested thisadvicc, and
took the matter before a judge, who ruled in favo r of the
parents' right to accept thc physician's advicc. The child died
before the case could be heard by the Su preme Court (Levin

128·9).
Immediately following "Baby Doc's" death. the Reagan
administration developed Ihe "Baby Doc Rule" stating thai it
was illcga lto refuse treatment or food to a baby simply ix'Cause
of a handicapping condition. The courts overtu rned this rule.
but a more open ended rule was later developed and accepled.
This new rule maintained the position that a hand icap i.~ not
sufficient grounds to refuse treatment, but it a lso allowed each
case to be viewed on an individual basis. Today. ca ses where
"sevcrely" disabled infants are allowed 10 dil' occur on a routine
basis. The difference is that. for the mosl part. the cases are
handled discrctely without involvement of the cou rt system
(Levine 130- 1).
Another case highlighting the difference of opinion evcn
amongj udges involved a ccrebral palsy victim namcd Eli7abcth
Houvia. Ms. Bouvia decided that after 26 years of sufferi ng
through a very debilitating d isease she wanted to end hcr life.
She had planned 10 enter a hospital in order to l\."CCivc pain
medication to alleviate any suffcring while shc starved hcrsclfto
death . T he hospital refu Si.."iI to allow this action and asked the
court to allow forced feeding of Ms. Bouvia (Annas 290-29 1).
The initial judgement. rendered by J udge John H. Hews,
read :
The cstablished ethics of the medical profession clearly
outweigh and ovcrcome her own rights of self·
detcrmination .. .forccd fceding, however invasive. would
be administered for the purpose of saving the life of an
otherwise non-terminal patient and should be permitted.
There is no reasonable opt ion. (Annas 292)

Ethical Issues or EuthanasLa
O ur mo:dical in\~nlion~ IIa\C in\cnk'(l ouro\\nd,Ii;OInl11. SometiID\."S 11'>c
machine:;. an: a blosing. And sonk·linK." 11K,}' an: a cun;c. SUI \\"e ha\1:n'l
inl"tnled Ja ... ~ or rules. yet w tell t hc difTcrena:.
Anon)'mou~ I'hy..ician

The ruling was quickly overturned in Superior Court. In
fact, the two rulings could not have ix'Cn morc o pposite, as is
evidcnt by the words of one of the Su preme Court judges.

Physicians face a special sct of circumstances in rega rd to
the issuc of cuthanasia. The physician must try to balance his
own feelings wil h what the patient desires and society demands.
Too often. the resulls are unsatisfactory to all parties.
Eut hanasia brings out extremes in emotions. laws. and mediatl
pmctia.'s. At thc center of this confusi ng cavalcade. Ihc
physician must try to formulaic some sort of concrete guidclines
where no nc exist.
•

I believe that she has an absolutc right to effect uate that
decision [to die]. This state a nd the medical prof!..'Ssion
instead of frustrating her desire should be allcmpling to
reJic\'C her suffering by permitting and in fact assisting her
to die with ease and dignity. The fact that shc is forced to
suffer the ordeal of self-starvation to achieve her objl'Ct is
in itself inhumane. The right to d ie is an intcgml part of
our right to control our own destinies. (Sprung 22 13)

Conflicting Mes.'iages
As the anonymous quote suggests. there are many
unscltlcd questions surrou~ding the physician's role rega rd ing
eut hanasia. Unfortunately. even Ihe authorilies that govern
physician conduct cannot seem to agree on guidelines. The
courtS and other govcrnmcnt agencics have been sending mixed
messagcs to physicians for decades. For instance. the much
celcbrated case of " Baby Doc- elicited o pposite views from the
Judge who presided ovcr thc case and Ihe Reagan
administrat io n who quickly composed the "Baby Doc Rule"
(Levine 128·3 1).
Baby Doc was a Down's syndrome in fant born with a

One can easily sec how a physician could become utterly
entangled in thc many d ivergent signals being sent through the
court system.
If thc court can not agree on guidelines for a physician's
role in euthanasia. il becomes quite obvious that the burden of
action falls firm ly upo n thc shoulders of each physician. There
arc those in society who feel that this is how it should be. TheY
believe that the physician is the only person capable of maki".
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patient prefers- a variance that underlies numerous eonnicts
between physician and pat ie nt ~ (1 3).
Alongside the controversy bctll't.'en physician control
versus patient righ ts runs another controversia l issue societa l
pressures. One of the most frightening areas in regard to
euthanasia eomt.""S from the criteria applil."(1 by society in
dcriding whether euthanasia is appropriate. It is not unusual to
hear the patient's age and economic status ent('r into the
decision making process. It is as if society is ~ ndin g a Tllt.':!,age
to physicians thal lhcsc matters should be weigh<."d alongside all
the med icdl and legal faeton. .
The effects of this social though t process seem evident in
the growing number of older people who o pt for euthanasia or
suicide in order to avoid being a burden on famil y mem ocrs or
society in general. This also st.-cms to be a criteria used by handicapped persons who fccl they can no longer cope with Ihe rising
cost of their care. therefore. they dcride that death is their only
option.
Another ingredient in the physician's decision maki ng
process is his o wn personal beliefs and interests. A phy,ician
may have to disregard his own religious beliefs in order to carry
out a patient's wish to die . This may be toO much to ask of a ny
human being. The experience. background. religion. moralit y,
and ethics of a physician must all be considered on a very
personal lcvcl every time he/ she is ash-d to play some role in the
act of euthanasia (Lynn 216-7).
Finally. a physician must consider possible litigation. Thi ~
is a very real concern of eveT)' physician, and one that is contplicated by the mixed signals sent by the court system. Quite often.
this fea r of litigatio n is the factor which determines the
physician's witlillJ:,rness ( 0 honor the patient'S wish to be lltlowed
to die. Derek Humph ry and Ann Wickett accurately de:o.Cribe
this type of illnuenec in their book J11f.' RighI To Die.

regarding the use of euthanasia .
According to Norman L. Cantor, author of L.i!gal
Frontiers of Dealh and Dyillg. physicians, medical experts, and
legal commentators seem to believe that in crisis silUations the
patient . parent , or other family member is not capable of
'udging appropriate action . These authorit y figures believe tha t
~rnotiOnal feelings make these people unfit for ~uch de(:ision
making: therefore. the physician mllst ta ke an active role in
setting guidelines (1-'0-2).
On the other hand . many people believe that only the
patient or immediate family mem ber ... hould be allowed to
decide II helher or not euthanasia i... a legitimatc course of
action. One of thc strongest statements in su ppOrt of lhis
concept comes fro m the court reco rds in Natanson v. Kline.
Anglo Americ.l.n law starts with the premise of thoroughgoing stlf determinat ion. It follows that each man is
consider<:rl to be master of his own bod y, and he may. if
he be of sound mind , expressly pro hibit the performance
of life-saving surgery. or other medical treatment. A
doctor mighl "'Cll believe tha t an operation or form of
treatment is desirable or ne(:essary, but the law docs not
permil him to substitute his own judgment for Ihat of the
patienl by an y form of artifice or deception . (Cantor 8)
Another dOCument that strongl y supports the idea of the
patient's right to make these decisions is the p<lper draftt.-d in
1983 by the President 's Commission for the Stud y of Ethical
Problems in Medicine and Uiomedical and Behavioral
Research . T he basic, underlying concept III this document is
that an informed patient should be a llowed to decide o n the
mediC".l.lt re'.l.t ment he will or will no t receive ( H umphry 125-6).
Prh'llle Struggles and Public

l~rcs.'iUres

Whether the physician makes the decision or the patient. it
is still ultimately in the hands of a physician to discontinue
tre'.l.tment. turn off life-support . or forego life-5a vi ng measures.
Many fa ctors influence and complictlte the ca rrying out of these
actions by physicians. The physician wrestles with issues such as
patient autonomy, best interest of the pa tient. battling against
disease. social pressures, and perso na l values and interests.
T he best interest of the patient is a phrase a llen used in
defense of the act of euthanasia, but it is also used quite often by
those who oppose euthanasia. Those physicians who believe in
euthanasia as an ethical option state that following the patient's
wishes to allow dea th to come peacefully without intef\'ention is
in the patient's best interest. In sharp contrast. those physicians
¥tho oppose euthanasia state that they have an obligation 10
assen control over a patient's treatment in order to protect the
patient's best interest.
.
A freq uent reason physicians give fo r o pposing euthanasia
IS that they are trained to battle against death. If eveT)' patient is
~n as a banle ground in which only one entity will emerge
l'IClOrious, it is easy to ~'C why a physician would view
euthanasia as it personal failure (Humphry 160- 1). Unfortunately. this concept often interferes with the d octor-patient
ttlationship. As Ru th Macklin said in M orral Choir('s: ~Thc
best medical Outcome is not always the same as the outcome the

We have medical advances .. .that people d id no t d ream of
three or fo ur decades ago. Yet we've observed tha t such
progress can be a dou ble-edged sword . People arc kept
alive against their wi lls. Medicine caters to the biological
man. often abandoning the psyc hological and ~ocill l
one ... Thc patient lingers- o ften in pain. Afraid of
litigation, the medical team persists. (2-3)
Physicians Who Participate
One physician who appears totally unafmid of litigation is
Dr. Jack Kevorkian. the 62-year-old physici:1Il who helped an
O regon woman commit suicide with the use o f his home-made
- IV device-. Kevorkian has always been a re neg:lde in the
medical profession. His re pUlation for r.l.dical ideas and bi7a rre
ex periments began while he was sti ll in medical school
(Wilkerson D22).
Kevorkian has been an unemployed pathologist since
1982, a fact that he contributes to the medical profession's
response to his unusual ideas. He lives in a small twO room
apartment where he work s continuously on his life long
passion: the study of death (Wilkerson 1)22). This o ne ~ ubject
has d ominated his life, and shaped his enti re existence.
D r. Kevorkian's latest experiment culminated in the
assisted suicide of Janet Adkins. She contactt.-d Kevork ian one
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There are reasons to agree [that Kevorkian is off his
rocker and irresponsible]. There a re also rcasons to think
he's a competent, imagina tive pathologist. though prickly
and very unconventional, and that he's sincerely
interested in facing some of the issues miS<.-'d by modern
med ical tcchnology's abilit y to keep people alive or end
their li\'~... But he has also raised dou bts about his
suitability as a leader of these passions. (A3)

year after being diagnosed with Alzheimer's disea:oc. U~til her
death she led an extremely active and happy hfe. with her
husband and their three sons. Janet t~u~~t English a~ ~ h e
community college. and enjoyed such actlvltlcs as hang gbdmg
and mountain climbing. Janet and her husband had been
members of the Hemlock Society. a group that strongly
supports the right to d ie movement. for many yea rs before she
received her diagnosis of AI1.heimer's (Egan AI. 0 22).
Janet's fi rst res ponse to her doctor's d iagnosis was disbelief. but as the doctor outlined the prognosis for her future her
response changed to one of resolve. As the doctor described a
life of total dependence and loss of mental capabilities, J anet
said with a fi rm conviction: ~ I want to cxiC(Johnson 42). From
that moment on, Janet was unchanging about her decision. At
one point. after her fami ly insisted. she d id try a new d rug,
THA. that sometimes slows the progress of AI7heimer's. Unfort unately. the drug had no effect on Janet (Egan 022).
Alzheimcr's is difficult to diagnose or predict. With no test
10 determine the disea se, it is diagnosed through a process of
elimination and an in-depth personal history. Still. this is not a
defini tive diagnosis until the disease progresses further than it
had with Jancl. The concern existed that there was another
possible cause for Janet's sympto ms, however remote the
chances. that might havc been treatable (Angicr 022). On the
other hand, by the timc this possibility could have been ruled
out Janet would have been deep into the progression of a very
debilitating, incurable, and cruel disease.
J anet chose not to wait for the disea se to ovenake her life,
she chose instead to take control of her own desti ny. Dest iny,
for Janet Adkins, came to pass on June 4, 1990 at 2:30 p.m. at
Groveland Oaks County Park in Dr. Kevorkian's 1968 VW
van. The dcvice that carried out J anet's wish was no more than a
simple IV sct-up with boules of saline. Thiopental Sod ium (an
ancsthetic), and potassium chloride (to SlOp the hean). Janet
had only to push a button in order to begin the process. Within
five minutes from thc time she pushed the button, J anel Adki ns
was dcad (Johnson 40-1).
A shon time later. Dr. Kevorkian found himsclffacing his
own self..<fesigned destiny: the prospect of prosecut ion for
assisting in a suicide. Kevorkian came to his own defe nse duri ng
a n imerview with Gloria Borger, a reporter with U.s. News &
World Report.

Another artiele, e ntitled ~ D oJl't Criticize Doctor Death ...
makcs a passionate pica to the general public that they view t~
issue of euthanasia as if it were one they had to face on •
personal level. In that light. the author feels that more people
would view the role of a physician assisting ina suicide ns one 0(
a compassionate caretaker (Angell A27).
Despite these supporting views. the great majority of
articles aligned themselvcs against the actions of ~Doctor
Death K. One of the most critical statements appeared in an
article entitled "A Very Chilling Ikdsidc MallncrK. Mary
Sena nder. representative of the Internationa l Anti·Euthanasia
Task Force. states that ~ H omici d es should be proSt."'Cuted,
whether commitlt'd by thugs in dark a lleys or doctors in bright
rooms" (10).
The medical community. in general. was also quite critical
of Dr. Kevorkian 's actions. This general feeling of condemnatio n was aptly expresSt.'d by Dr. David Orentlichc r, council
for the American Medical Association Ethiesand Health Policy.
M

It has been a longstand ing positio n in medical ethicssi ncc

Hippocrates [that physicia ns should not assist in
suicides]. and ....-c feel that it is inconsistent with the role of
physicians as healers...[who] should relieve sufferi ng and
not cause dcath. (Matehan A I)
Another incident that high lights thc general feeling of the
med ical profession toward physician assistt..'<1 eutha nasia began
with a ielterenlitled - II's Over Dcbbie~ printed in the l ournalof
the American Medical As.wciotioll. The let!er was written by an
anonymous gynecology imern who was ca lled late at night to
exami ne a 20 yea r old woman with advanced ovarian cancer.
The young woman appeared to be sufferi ng tremendous pain.
and she was Obviously dying a slow agonizing dcath (at..'Cording
to the intern's account). As the imern entered thc room the
patient said: KLet's get this over with.K At this point. the imem
said to himself: ~ I cannot give her health. but I could give her
rest. KA short time later. the intern injected her with an overdose
of morphine while telling the patient only that it wou ld hel p her
rela x. The letter ended with the words: ~ l t's ovcr Debbie" (272).
The journal received over 150 letters wi!hin two months
from the publication of the Debbie letter. Bya 4 to I majority
physicians wrote in opposition to the acti on taken by the intcrn.
a lso a strong majority (3: I) e:-: pressed extreme disappointment
in the journa l for publishing such an account. In 5tro",
cont rast. the res ponse from the j?cneral public was quite positive
toward both the journal and the act itself (Lund berg 2142).
The journal letter pri med 18 letters in response to the
Debbie letter. Many of these letters were from physicians, and
thcy expressed conccrn that the intern acted without consent of

If I go to jail. remember I am not immoral. Society is .. .1
want to use death to benefit humanity. Now, it's just a
total waste... Frankenstein ~'3.s a benevolent, ded icated
researcher and doctor... Socicty trcats my crea tion Ihe
same way they treated Fra nkenstein. Evil! Terrible!
Immoral!.. .1 have no oorcer any more. This is the substitute ... lt's a new spL'Cialty: Going to one's death with the
help of a Joctor. ..I'm not off my rocker. I am diffcrent.
But so was Freud. They're saying the same about me
word for word. (27-8)
While many oppose Dr. Kevorkia n's views and actions,
some believe he might be a pioneer ahead of his time. According
to Colin Campbell. noted writer for 77w Atlama COn.flilUlion:
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I1c patient. family, o r attend ing physician. I n fact. several k:tters
'tate<!, there was no d iscussion at all. T he intern acted as if his
s
.
.
.
opinions were all that were pertment to this extraordinary
dedsion. Another common theme in these letters was that the
medical professio n must se riously address the issue of guidelines
for euthanasia in order to prevent such arbitrary use of
hysician power (Rennie 2094-8).
p A different view was expressed by a fe w physicians who
praised the courage shown by the anonymous intern who was
1I-1!1ing to risk his career in order to halt the suffering of the
young wo.man .. Sev~ral of these physicians wrote that they had
faced simIlar SlIuatlons but lacked the courage to do what the
intern had done (Ren nie 2094-8).
The letter from the Hemloc k Society was surprisi ngly
against the intern's actions. Their letter outlined specifie ~rules"
that must be followed in o rder for the Hem lock Society to
endorse an act of eut hanasia. T he ~ r u l es" included mailers such
as the physician actually kno wing the paticnt on a long term
basis, a written and witnessed req uest by the patient. and a
second opinion from a consulting physician (Rennie 2094-8).
A commentary by four physicia ns made the most critica l
observation about the young intern's actions. T he physicia ns
stated that the act was premeditated murdcr. pure and simple.
A(X:ording to these authors, the act was carried out without
proper consultation with the paticnt or the attending physician.
Furthermore, they statc. the intern acted in a co ld , methodical
fashion without the sma llest attempt to follow an y type of
ethical protocol. T he major theme of this article is: If we. as
physicians. condo ne such action and allow this type of acti vity
to continue. then doctors will be undeserving of patient truSt or
the title "hea ler". How can one be both "healerH and ~murderer~
(Gayhn 21 39-40)?

be lived . This attitudc in its ea rly stages concerned itself
merely with the seve rel y and chronically sick. Gradually
the sphere of those to be included in this category was
enlarged to encompass the socially unproducti ve. the
ideologica lly un wanted. the racially unwanted and
finally all non-Germans. But it is important to reali?e that
the infi nitely small wedged-in lever from which this cntire
trend of mind received its impetus was the attitude toward
the nonrehabilitatible sick. (H umphry 27)
Despite these rather fflghte lllng historical precede nts.
many, including the authors of Thl' Riglll To Die. bel ieve that
eu thanasia rep resents a valid and moral choice for every human
being. Tht:se supporters deny any correlation between the
above mentioned history lesson and the present situation
(Humphry 26-28). This pro-c uthanasia mo\'ement seems to be
gaining in strength as we head to ward the twenty-first ce nt ury.
In fact. curren t statistics show that among critical care
physicians between 85% to 90% withhold o r withdraw lifesustaining treatment when a patient is diagnosed as being
terminally ill (Sprung 2213).
A fu rt he r ind ication of the growing acceptance toward the
use of euthanasia is the fact tha t in 1986-87 California became a
testing ground for the ~ Hu mane and Dignified Death AcC
This piece of legislation. written by two Los Angcles a tt orneys.
inc1udl-d a very moving pream ble.
Pro longat ion of life for terminally ill per.;ons may causc a
loss of dignity and unnecessary pain and suffering. while
providing nothing medically necessary or beneficial to the
pat ient. The continuation of life under conditi ons of
severe pain and sutTering against the patient's will constitutes cruelty and a total disregard for human digni ty.
(H um phry 3 10)

The Future And The Past
If we. as a society. allow for the concept of~mercy killing"
as a legitimate avenue for death. then what docs the f ut ure hold?
There arc those who feel wc would do best to review a little
history before we make such a decision. The autho r of The
Righi To /)ie docs j ust that in his highly acclaimed book.

Even though this legislation has not become Jaw. it foreca sts a
time when euthanasia may become a common practice.
At the very core of the reasoning in the minds of those who
suppo rt the usc of euthanasia arc the sentiments expressed by a
gentle man known world-wide as a messenger of peace.
I cannot for a moment bea r to see a dog. orforthat matter
an y other living being. helplessly suffering the torture of a
slow death ... my idea of compassion makes this thing
impossible for me ... Sho uld my child be attacked with
rabies and there was no helpful remedy to relieve his
agony. I should consider it my dut y to take his life.
- Mohatma Gandhi (quoted in Kohl 70)

The Greeks emb raeed the concept of euthanasia ... in Ceos
the re was an ancient custom requiring people over sixty to
commit suicide ... Plato endorsed infanticide as a means of
ensuri ng the worthiest state with the worthiest ind ividuals ... magistrates kept a su pply of poison for anyo ne
who wished to d ie. (Humphry 3-4)
In the samc book Dr. Leo Alexander. a n investigator for
the War C rimes TribunaL takes the history lesson oTle step
further as hc describes the involvement of German physicians in
the Holocaust.

When a ll is said and done. the role of a physician in the act
of euthanasia will never be a black and white issue. Quite the
contrary. it will remain one of controversy and dcbatc for yea rs
to come. But perhaps this is only proper. for witho ut this
discllssion and precarious balancing of the two o pposing views
it would be quite easy to slip into one extreme or the other. and
at this point in time neither side seems able to o ffer a com pletely
acceptable view of the subjl'Ct.

The bcb>innings at first were merely a subtle shifting in
em phasis in the basic attitude of the physicians. [t started
with the acceptance of the attitude. basic in the euthanasia
movement, that there is such a thing as life not worthy to
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health. comfon and personal gro'Mh. This includes
growth of a healthy body but docs not necessarily mean
that the body must be kept alive as lo ng a s scicntific.:llly
possible. regardless of the circumsta nct"S. T hat depends
on what is best for the perso n. or his or her well being
(United 1-2).

I am terrified
and the terro rs of death
crush me.
I am gripped with fear and
trembling
I am overcome with horror.

Three critieal case types involving decisions and treatment
procedurcs arecentralto the euthal1..1sia issue: thc right to rcfu~
treatment . the question of whether extraord inal)' measures,
(an ificial) should be used to keep a comatose patient who has
been diagnosed with an irrcversiblc terminal illness alive or
whether a natural death should be allowed. and the fina l mOrt:
difficult question. whether a mentally competent patient with
an irreversi ble illness where death is not inevitable should be
allowed . upon request, to d ie quick ly and painles.'\ly in dignity
(United 2·3).

- Psalms 55:4-5
Dying is the fina l experience of living. and perhaps it is the
most frightening of all the life experiences. In today's world of
ma:;sive medical technology. we have nearly do ubled our life
span in only fifty yea rs. That technology which was meant to
save livcs now is often only prolongi ng death: it ~ has moved
ahead of law and ethics- (Magui re I). From thc time we are
born, to if we are lucky. a peaceful death at an old age: we are
continuously fighting for life.
This can be summed up as Pierre Teilhard de C hardin
wrote:

The Right To Refuse Treatment
In a landmark coun case in New York. Schoclendorf
versus Society of New York Hospita ls. Judgl' Benjamin
Camd Ola stated in 1914 the ruling wh ich has become a foundation fo r informed conse nt . "Evcry hunmn being of adult years
and sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done
with his own body.- declared Judge Ca radola .
The foundat ion for self-<feterlllinalion is the most
important right that all of us as patients are assured . This right
along with the informed consent doct rine correlate to form our
rights as patients to refuse treatment (Right to Refuse 194). The
United StalCS couns havc continued to uphold this right incases
since the precedent setting case in 19 14,
A pol1 sponsored by the Presbyterian Medical Center in
San Francisco showed thaI out of 2.000 subjects sampled 90%
"agreed strongly with the proposition Ihal adults who art
competent to make their own decisions should have the right to
refuse life-sustaining trealment even if thei r d octors and their
fami lies object~ (900/0 in Poll). Yet. only 4 1 of the states and the
District of Columbia recognize a livi ng will (Living 38).
Living wills and the declaration of a durable power 01
attorney are fast becoming the only legal way for a patient who
is competent to have the right to refuse treatment or exen:de
their right to self-<feterminatio n should they lx:come mentaDy
or physically incompetent and require medical interventions 10
sustain life (Right to Refu se 195-198). Public opinion poOl
show stro ng public opinion to be in fa vor of accepting liviIC
wills. A poll fo r C NN/ Time by Yankclvich Clancy S hulmlll
reponed that 8 1% of those polled believe that a doctor should
be a llo wed to remove life-sustaining treatment if the patient's
living will has so requested (Gibbs 63).
Rita Marker. director of the Anti·Euthanasia Task FOI'CI
and a strong opponent to the livi ng will. was quoted it
Christianity Today. ~When a person signs a living will, t"signer,.. is in effect handing a blank chec k to an unknoWl
physician to interpret however he or she thinks. with total ciVil
and criminal immunity" (Living 38). Other opponents such .
Tom G lessner of the Christian Action Co uncil say PI
documents are not needed . -Standard medical practice bill
always bt:cn that extraordinary treatment to preserve life wbII

We must struggle against death with all our force. for it is
o ur fundamental dut y as living creatures. But when by
vin ue of a state of things. death takes us, we must
experience that paroxysm of faith in life that causes us to
abandon ourselves to death as to a falling into a greater
life (58).
Our technology often forces us to face death under extraordinary circumstances. Patients and their physicians are often
forred 10 make decisions involving life and deat h. A quote from
George Lundberg who is the editor of The Joumal of Ihe
Americ(1n Medical Association leads to the four most essential
participants in such d{.'c isions.
T here are many physicians. myself included . who believe
that the place where life and death decisions should be
made is at the bedside. between the patient. family.
doctor, and if appropriate, a religious representative and
that there's no place for the couns in this dccision. (Grady
Doctor 88).
Our religio us heritage encourages us 10 view dcath as a
beautiful and saert"d event. In Romans 8, we learn that the
acceplance of dealh is our fait ~ in the resurrection of Christ.
From this pers pective . we affirm God as thesourcc of all life. As
God's creatures we have so graciously been given the powers to
create. but we must al~'a ys protect oursel ves against the
untamed use of our knowledge and power. With technology
comes the responsibility over issues concerning life and death
(Veatch 1), Through the eyes of religio n. v.'C have always considered two essential pans in o btaining a fulfilling life- the
bod y and the human spirit. Accordingly. neither of the two
should be over rated above the other (United).
The Council for Christian Social Action of the United
Chu rc h of Ch ris t released a statement in 1979 which stated:
We are concerned with each other's mental and physical
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a person is in the dyi'ng process is not necessa ry," says Mr.
Glessner (Living 38).
The United Church of Christ Cou ncil for Christian Social
Action wrote:

arc in so much pain that they are incompetent of ma king such
decisions. Had Mr. Cowart left a living will he would most
likely had not been treated against his written, competent
wishes. Seventeen years later, Dax Cowart is alive and what
some call perfet::tly healthy (Friedman 46). Did Dax Cowart
have a right to refuse that treatment which saved his life. or is it
our dUly as eitizens, doctors, lawyers. and religious leaders 10
preserve every human's life to the fullest extent possible even
against their wishes? This case shows how crucial it is for this
issue to be more deeply discussed and defined.

Nothing in Jewish or Christian tradition presumes that a
physician has a mandate to impose his or her wishes and
ski1!s upon patients for the sake of prolonging the length
of their dying where those patients are d iagnosed as terminally ill and do not wish the interventions of the
physician. People who are dying ha vcas much freedom as
other living persons to accept or to refuse medical treatment where that treatment provides no cu re for their
aiirnent... Here, the illness or depending on one's theology,
God, has alread y made death imminent (United 2).

t:xtraordinary Measures?
To search the issue of euthanasia even deeper. we must
now take it a step further. When a person is irreversibly
comatose and artificially sustained should the artificial means
be removed'! An example of such a situation would be the
eontroversia l Nancy CrUlJin case. Nancy Crman was injured in
an automobile accident and suffered extensive brain damage.
She went into a coma and then into a persistent vegetati\'e state
which she existed in for seven years before her family decided to
make a request to the courts. Her parents. Joe and Joyce
Cru7an, requested that fooo and water tubes be removed from
their 32-year-old daughter (Lawton 38). C BS news polls
reported that the majority of Americans would want the tube
feeding stopped if they were in Nancy Cruzan's situation
(Angell 9).
[n this type of dilcmma. many theologians have argued
that even intravenous feedings arc extraordinary and may be
diseontinued. The United Church of Christ Council for
Christian Social Action precisely addressed this in their
statement:

The United Church of Christ also believes that it is ~theo
logically proper" for onc 10 write a living will 10 avoid being
sustained by artificial means and 10 a lso avoid the prolongation
of death (United 2).
Pope J ohn Paul 11 reaffirmed the Vatican's Declarat ion on
Euthanasia in 1980. The declaration affirms that Roman
Catholicism upholds the right to refuse treatment. Below is an
excerpt from the Vat ican's 1980 announcement.
It is also permitted, with the pat ient's consent. 10 interrupt
these means [most advanced medical tcchniques], where
the results fall short of expectations...[DoclOrs] may
judge that the techniques applied impose on the patient
strain or suffering out of proportion with the benefits
which he or she may gain from such tcchniques ... When
inevitable. death is immi nent in spite of the means used:
it is permitted in conscience to ma ke the decision to refuse
forms of treatment that would only secure precarious and
burdensome prolongation of life . so long as the normal
care to the sick person in simi lar cases is not interru pted
(Vatican's 35).

We believe there comes a time in the course of an irreversible, terminal illness when, in the interest of love. merey.
and compassion. those who are caring for the patient
should say; ~Enough. " We do not believe the continua nce
of mere physical existence is either morally defensible or
socially desirable or is God's will (2).

Most world religions uphold the person's refusal of
treatment; it sccms to be one of the most important rights we
have been given by precedent setting court cases nearly 100
years ago. Decisions involving treatment procedures should be
made by that pe~on who is affected. However. some states
(Missouri and New York) have declared that all life-sustaining
treatment will be given to anyone unable to refuse it unless a
patient has left different rules (Angell 9). From this. we can sec
how important it is for one as a patient to consider leaving a
living will and} or to declare a durable power of attorney. A
1990 study by the American Medica! Association reported that
only 15% of Americans had some form ofa living will (Kaplan
23). It is a diffieult and frightening thought for o ne to thin k
about decisions related to his or her own death; this cou ld be the
reaSOn for such a low percent of those having a living will.
The case of Dax Cowart suggests that there are limitations
10 the right to refuse treatment. Dax Cowart from Tcxas was
seri?USly hurned in a propane-gas explosio n. He was treated
a.galnst his will. Now. 17 years later, he says doctors violated his
nght to refuse treatment. The physicians say that burn victims

The Roman Catholic church places a high regard o n the
value of life and stand s firmly against the issue of killing.
It is necessary to state firmly oncc more that nothing and
no onc can in a ny way permit the killing of an inlJ(x:cnt
human being, whether a fetus or an embryo, an infant or
an adult. an old persOIl. or one sufferin g from an incurable disease. or a person who is dying. Furthermore. no
one is permitted to ask for this act of killing. eit her for
himself or for another person entrusted to his or her care.
nor can he or she consent to it, either ex plicit ly or implicit ly (Vatican's 38).

Although many theologians stand by a family's decision to
remove life support and believe strongly that they have made
the best decision for those concerned. many othe~ "arc
de bating how sacred life can be if we take it upon ourselves to
end it." There arc also right-ta-life advocates who argue that
"the sanctity of human existencc ... does not depend on its
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quality or its cost~ (Gibbs 62-68).
While many families fight the court system (i.e., Cruzan
family), life and death decisions are made every day. As an
example, it is est imated that in ea ncer units such j udgements arc
made thrL"C times a week (Tmfford). However, some repo rted
cases should make any family member pause. One sometimes
wonders why families do not hesitate more in these decisions
especially when one sees situations like the Jackie Cole case.
Rev. Harry Cole's wife Jackie had a brain hemorrhage which
put her into a coma. He went 10 the courts and asked that her
respirator be unhooked. Fortunately, his request was denied ,
and six da ys later. she woke up and was perfectly health y (Gibbs

fruitful as well as to preserve it.
Intentionally causing one's own death, or suicide, is
therefore equally as wrong as murder; such an action o n
the part of a perso n is (0 be considered as a rejection of
God's sovercignty and loving plan (Va tican'S 37).
In sharp contrast. the United Church of Christ. a mueh
more liberal denomination, has stated thcy havc not reached a
conclusion on this issue of actively inte rvening to end a life (this
type of euthanasia). Many America ns are also pe rplexed by this
situation . The thing we must all remember is that if we take the
right to end one's suffering away from patients. famities. and
physicians. we must also help the person to conti nue \0 live in
dignity. It is not right for a society \0 make a law when they arc
not living in the situation and paying the COllS\Xluences.
Hospice is o ne organ izat ion which offers a dignified alternati ve to euthanasia. Hospice was introduced in the United
States in 1974 and specializes in palliali\'e rather than curative
care. Hospice care realizes that the fa stest growing segment of
the population is 85 or older. and it is working on a systcm in
which those who wish no interventio n can die wilh dignity and
virt ually no pain. The Roman Ca tholic Church is a spo nsor of
some of the more successful programs. This is right ly so si nce
they arc advocates of the "rightness of a natural dellth" (Clarke

66-08)

"Fred Gilbert shot his wife twice in the head on March 4,
1985, and then ca lled police 10 report what he had done"
(Williams A-4), Gilbert was found guilty and was sentenced 10
25 years without parole. When he r(."Ceived elemency after
serving five years and was released , he admitted that killing his
wife of 51 years was a mistake even though she was sufferi ng
from Alzheimer's disease (Williams A4). These examples may
be just enough 10 make one think before following through with
even a well thought out solution. "Long after the decision is
made. the resolution may continue 10 haunt" (Gibbs 68).
Death With Dignit}'
Finally, what are the moral rights of a person 10 end his or
her own life before a terminal disease becomes debilitative'!
Janet Adkins. who was 54 when she died. had found out one
year prior to her death that she had Alzheimer's disease. Dr.
Ke vorkian assisted Janet III dYlllg (Johnson 42).
Janet's case was unusual in that she was assisted by a
physician. and she had the support of hcr fam ily and friend s.
Suicide of th is type is a lso referred 10 as euthanasia. This
particular form of euthanasia is very difficult for families to deal
with. Every year approximately 30.000 adults in the Un ited
States commit suicide (Jo hnson 40). Are we doing our job, as a
society, of protecting and preserving these individuals' lives'!
Daniel Maguirc when referring (0 suicide said, "The Patient
must conside r also his cultural and legal context. the mind--set of
the insurance companies, a nd the ability of ot hers to cope with
the voluntary aspects of the patient's death" (5).

223-224).

Many of us have a picture in our mind of a "pe rfec tdcath.~
We see it as the way it should be. There is no pain or suffering;
the famil y is together. There arc no tubcs or nccdlesor machines
(Grady. Death 56). What many of us do not realizc is that our
technology has come far enough that now death is not quite so
simple. There could be an increasing need for a right which our
constitution d id not provide for~the right to die.
The Hemlock Society which was established in Los
Angeles in 1980 supports the right-(O..Jie movement. They
believe that assistant'C with suicide should be de-criminal ized
where a terminally ill or seriously incurably ill person rcquests
help. With the Hemlock Socicty taking the lead , it looks as
though some states may soon legalize euthanasia . Public
opinion polls show that the American people overwhelmingly
favor such lega1i7.ation.
For society, religion. and family, euthanasia is not a clear,
easily resolved issue. There arc st rong religious traditions and
social norms we must consider in o rder to form a rcsolution.
When wading through the mounds of written material. one
wonders if there is a solution to this issue. We must continue to
lay down answers as we go, but we must remember that it wiil
never be resolved ill black and white terms. We must never
legalize killing: yct equally, wc must never contend that it is
morally. ethically, or legally right to allow great human
suffering. We arc a compassionate and loving society wh ich has
great knowledge and power. T hrough law. medicine , and a
strong society, we will continue to la y the stepping stones to a
clearer solution.

Unfortunately, for many patients their decision to live or
die are based strongly o n financial reasons. Often they do not
want to burden their fami lies with great fi nancial distress due to
increasing costs of health care. Thtre is always a risk when one
decides to die by either a positive or negative action that the
insurance company will decide not the recognize one's decision
as legal in their context. 1\10S1 all insurance agencies do not
allow life insurance claims on a person who has voluntarily
chosen to die (this is suicide).
More im portantly than finances. (0 some this decision
means a decp religious meditation over Ihe rightness of these
decisions, Paul. in his letters in the Bible, encourages us 10
appreciate sufferi ng. T he Vatican a lso addresses this suffering
and its importance to Chrislians in its Declaration on
Euthanasia. Catholicism takes a firm stand against this form of
euthanasia. It is believed that Goo's love has been so graciously
given: thus. we are ca lled upon to make it grow and become
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EFFECTIV ENESS OF PSYCHOSOCIAL REHABILITATION PROGRAMS:
DO THEY MAKE A DIFFER ENCE IN REHOSPITALIZATION OF THE MENTALLY ILL?

Shirley Hazelwood
Kay Redfern
Introduction

Findi ng out what works and im plementing those programs
could mean a beuer quality of life for the menta lly ill a nd their
fa milics.

Early in this century. a person labeled as ~c rd zy~ o r ~ in·
often spent an entire lifetime confined to a state men!.,! in·
stitution. We have come:1 long way since that time. However.
the best care for those who sufTe rfrom menta l ill ness has not yet
been found. Continuous care for those who suffer from chronic
menta l illness in the co mmunity has been of major concem si nce
the community mental health movement in the 195Os. Many
pcl<ions who suffer from a chronic menta l illness return to state
hospitals over and over because they are not receiving the ser·
vices necessa ry to aid them in readjusting to life in the commu·
nity (Rapp & Chamberlain. 1985).
This project attempted to examine the recidivism patterns
of chronic mentally ill ind ividuals who participate in a psycho-social rehabilitation progmm with individuals who do not entcr
a program. The sponsori ng agency for this project is Green
River Comprehensive Care (GRCC) in Owensboro. Kentucky.
The specific program ta rgett.'d for this project is the psychosocial
rehabilitation program of GRCC. The a!lency has encouraged
this study to aid in ascertaining the impact of the progmm . The
resea rehcrs of this study also have a personal interest in programs fo r chronic mentally ill individuals. One researcher helps
to care for a fa mily member who suffers from a chronic mental
illness. and the other works in the psychosocial rehabilitatio n
program in O ....'Cnsboro. Kentucky.
StLne ~

Research Question:
Docs the GRCC Psychosocia l Rehabilitatio n Progrdm in
OY.'ensbo ro. Kentucky n.' ducc thc recidivism rates in the
chronic mentally ill patients dismissed 10 Daviess County from
Western State Hospital in Hopk insvillc. Kcntucky?
Rationale for Research/ Significance of Research
Research in this area could prove beneficial to Green River
Com prehensive Care in ma king pla ns fo r the future of the
Psychosocia l Rehabilita tion Program. Results which sho w that
ind ivid uals in the progra m are rehospita lized less often than
those who do not participate in the program could indicate that
the impact of the program has been positive. If results are positi,'C. then the significa nce of expand ing the program can bcemph.1sized. and the program mcthods can be shared with other
communities. [f results indicate that th ose in the pro!lra m show
no d iffercnce in rehospita li7..ation patterns or are rehospitalized
more often tha n those not in the prob'Ta m. steps could be taken
to fi nd reasons for these fi ndings. and needed cha nges could be
made in the program.
Green River Comprehensive Care a lso is accred ited by the
Joint Commission on the Accred itation of Hospita l Organizations. a nd must continually show that progm ms are bcingevaluated in o rder to maintain accreditation. Maintaining accreditatio n is important in assuring that pri vate insurance and Medicaid ca n be billed fo r services.

Statement of the Prl)blem
The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of
ps}'Chosocia l rehabilitation progra ms in preventing recid ivism
of chronic mentally ill patients. ~ i nce patients d ismissed from
state mental hospitals often have what Femandeza nd Nygard
(1990) term the "re volvi ng~ oo r syndrome ~ beca use of lack of
community suppon . it is ~portant to be a\'-'3re of what pro-grams arc successful in reducing recidivism. These programs
ca n then serve as models for other communities in establishing
programs for the chronic mentally ill.
Approximately HXlO mental pat ients a re released each day
in the nation. a nd only seven percent of those are referred to
community mental hea lth centers. Not all of those who are refe rred kee p their appo intments, a nd those who do keep them.
may not receive the help they need. Some of the mental patients
go d irectly to the streets and remain there. This has co ntributed
to the increase of the homeless popula tion (U.S. Senate. 1983).

Definition of Terms
Case Management ~ A procedure to coordina te a llthc helpins
activities on behalf of a client o r group of clients. The procedure
makes it possible fo r many workers in thc agency. or differeol
a!lcncies. to coordinate their effort s to scrve a givcn cliedl
thro ugh professional tea mwork. thus e:o; panding the !dnge: tJ
needed services offered~ (Barker. 1987. p. 20).
Chronic Mental Illness: Whe n psychosocial or cogniti'oC
fun ctioning is impa ired and has persisted for a long period rJ
time due to d isturba nces in biologica l. chcmical. physiological.
genet ic. psychological. social. or environmenta l processes
(Barker 1987). A history of psychiatric hospita li7ations iI
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zation of the mentally ill (R oberts & Kurtz, [987).
The reasons for deinstitutiona[izatioll include public outcry over the abuse in mental hospitals. the introduction of
psychotropic drugs, and the increasing emphasis on the legal
rights of the mentally ill (U,S, Senate Hearings. 1983). In 1963.
President John F. Kennedy stated that ~ rcliance on the cold
mercy of cus todial isolation will be supplanted by the opc n
warmth of community concern and capability~ (quoted by
Torrey, [986. p. 24). He signed a bill for the establishment of
community menta l health centers all over the United States
(T orrey. [986).
Each community mental health center was to provide
comprehensive mental health care for the deinstitutionalized
patients. They were to offer inpatient a nd outpatient services.
emergency services. partial hospitali7.ation. and consultation.
Transitio nal living arrangements were also to be available. and
local citizens were to have a controlling voice on the Board of
Controls (Barton. 1987). However, only 700 of the planned
2,000 community mental health centers were ever built (Gelma n
et aI. , 1987).
In 1969, a study d one by the National Institute of Mental
Health showed that one-third of patients who were released
from state hospitals with a diagnosis of schizophrenia- a mental illness with thought disorders which may include ha llucinations and delusionS- \\'ere not given a referral to a mental
healt h ce nter (Torrey, 1986). Mental patients have not been
good caretakers when left to ta ke ea re of themselves. Ma ny
have withdrawn from normal human contact. arc not tak ing
their medications. and have become psychotie-<iisorganized
thought processes with loss of to uch with reality. Manypersons
fec[ that the state has created the mental health crisis by closing
mental hospitals and dumping the mentally ill back into the
communities with no adequate resources (Gelman et aL 1987).
The readmission rate of pat ients discharged from menta l
inst itutions is one way of measuring the success of deinstitutionalization. In New York State , 50 percent of pa tients discharged from mental institutions are readmitted within 4 years
(U.S. Senate Hearings. 1983).

usunl!y found in those with chron ic mental illness.
(}tinstiturionalization: The releasing of ind ivid uals from institutions who are dependent on the inst~tuti ons forthe!r p~ysical
and mental care (Barker, 1987). For this study. demStitutlOnalib1tion will refer to pat ients d ischarged from state mental hospitalS or diverted from these insti~uti?ns.
Recidivism Rate: The num ber of md lvld ua ls who return to an
institution within a specified time period. relative to the population of the institution or area (Barker, 1987).
Pslchosocial Rehabilitation: A community progmm for the
chronic mentally ill , which encompasses all aspects of the
client'S life from physica l, emotional, intellectual. a nd social. in
helping the individua l to be mainstreamed back into society,
especially if the client has oc'Cn hos pitalized (Schade, Corrigan.
& Liberman, 1990).
Review of the Literature
History
Treatment of the menta lly ill in the United States has
changed radically in the last 25 years. One of the fo remost
changes has been the drastic reduction in the use of state and
county me ntal hospitals (Gronfein, 1985). In 1959. there were
559.000 individua ls who suffered from chronic (long d uration)
mental illness in state psychiatric hospitals, and today there are
fewer than [30,000 in these state hospitals (Surber. Dwyer.
Ryan, Go[dfinger, & Kelly, 1988),
Dcinstitutionalization was initially hailed as a great advance by those wh o were in favor of the treatment and services
that were to be provided by community mental healt h centers,
halfway houses, and psychosocial rehabilitation programs.
Hov.'ever. many of the mentally ill found that freedom meant
aimless \\'::Indering on American streets with no shelter. food.
treatment. or income (Nationa [ Inst itute of Mental Hea [th
[NIMH]. 1986).
Society has always had problems in dealing with those who
are menta lly ilL From the Middle Ages through the scventcenth
century. mental i[ [ncss was thought to be brought on by demons
or evil spirits. Many of the mentally ill were executed or persecUled as witches (Roberts & Kurtz. 1987).
In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, moral
treatment was initiated by Dr. Philippe Pinel in France, Wi lliam T uke in England . and Benjamin Rush in the United States.
These reformers pushed for more humane treatment of the
mentally ill (R obe rts & Kurtz. [987; B.1 rton, 1987).
The person who prob.ably contributed the most to the
humane trealment of the menta lly ill in inst itutions was Dorthea Dix, one of the greatest social refonners in American history, From 1840 to 1870. she influenced the policy of the state
being responsible for the mentally ill, and is credited with the establishment of 32 mental hospitals. She pushed to get the mentally ill out of jails and poor houses, and into clean a nd humane
menta l hospitals (Barton. 1987).
Unfortunately. the humane treatment tha t Dix had advocated was not representative of the treatmcnt received in mcnta [
hospitals in the late eighteen hundreds and early nineH:en hundreds. The crucl and inhumane treatment in these mental institUtions arc what eventually led to the push fordeinstitutionali-

Other Research-Community Support Programs
Several other researchers have found that the chronic mentall y ill benefit from some type of community support program.
However, a sta nda rd definition for ~eommunity suppo rt program- does not presently exist. 81ch progmm focu ses on helping the chronic patients adjust to living in the community after
being dismissed from a state hos pital, but the programs take different approaches in helping individuals to adjust.
One study conducted in a comm unity-based psychosocial
rehabilitation program in New York City fo und that 96 percent
of their sample maintained or improved their socia l functioning
du ring the duration of the study. -l1le progmm consists of a day
treatment program, a community residence, and apartments in
the commun it y. Clients in the programatlend the day treatment
program from 2.5 to 6 hours per day. The progr<lm seeks to a id
the ind ividual in functioning socially. voca tiona lly. and independently within the community setting. Individua [ and grou p
counseling. case management. and psyc hiatric consultation is
27
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bowling, skating, a nd other activities. The purpose o f these ac..
tivities is to provide socia l imernct ion within the community to
aid in helping the ind ividuals to readjust to community life.
TIle program emphasizl'S daily living skills. vocational
reha bilitation, and creative art thera py. Indi vidual and group
therapy is provided , and all cl ients S("'C the staff psychiatrist once:
a mont h. or as needed . for medicat ion regulation. Case manage_
ment . which seeks to aid consumers in findinga vai!able services
and to coordinate services. is also offered.
Of primary importa nce in this program is crnpowennent
of t he individual. This involvcs emph:lsiLing the ~t rc ngt hs oftht
ind ividuals and guid ing them in taking control o f their oWn
livcs . E\""Cr)' aspect of the program is carried out by the COn_
sumers with staff supe n 'ision. The consumers d o their Own
grocery shopping. cooking. and clean-up; mailllenance; com_
munications. with writing of ne\vslellers and a mont hly news_
paper; operate a thrift shop; operme a library. ca ntL'Cn. and sign
sho p; operate a ban king unit : and conduct their own govem_
menta l affairs with elccted o fficers. A GED program is offered
at the site two mornings a week. and consumers o ften funct ion
as tuto rs.
The program seeks to a id consumers in realilj ng their p0tential for autonomous funct ioning by renderingsupport, Slructu re. a nd service. as needed. without allo",ing the person to become unnecessarily dependent on the progmm.

offered . a long with a rt therapies. sociali7.ation activities, and independent living training. This stud y used a sample of 102 sub-jccts who were enro lled in the New York progra m, and the
majorit y of the subjects were d iagnosed as schizophrenic. I ndividual case records were examined to detennine rates o f recidivism for participants. T he rate of recid ivism found in the sample
was extremely low~28 per<.:c nt one yeM after discharge. and 34
percent two years after discharge. The findings of this study indicate th:lt comm unity support programs for those suffering
from chronic mental illm..'SS can be effective in red uci ng rccidivism (Weh man. Poveromo. & Nofi. 1988).
Another study <.:onducted by Rapp a nd Chamberlain
( 1985). in L.1wrencc. Kansas found that no elients in a comm unity program which emphasized inte nse case management wcrc
hospitalized in a state or fedeml instit ution during the sixmonth d uration of the stud y.
A stud y conducted on Community Rehabilitat ion Services
in Toronto with a sample of 92 patients. found that patients in
the program funct ioned higher in occupational success than a
control group two years after they were d ischarged from the
program. A follow- up stud y conducted two years :lfter discharge from the program fo und 20 percent of the patients were
employed cit her full or pan-time. while onty 13 percent o f the
control group were employed (Goering. Wasylcnki, Farkas.
Lanccc. & Ballantyne. 1988).;
An eva luat ion of the Fountain House model of psychosocial re habilitation includcd the follow-up of over &Xl patients
who participa ted in the program over 3 years. T heir lenb>th of
hos pitalization was foun d to be significant ly red uced , and the
ability to gain employmem had been increased for many of the
clients (P eterson. Patrick. & Rissmeyer. 1990)
Several factors play a pa rt in whet her an individ ual must
be rehospitalized for a chronic mental illness. A major pro blem
occurs when the pat ient d ocs not mke his prescribed med ic:ltion. O the r fac tors thaI effect rehospi taliz:IIion include psychosocial stressors. physical problems. a lcohol or d rug abuse.
severity of illness. and family support (Feldman & Paynter.
1988; Schnur. Friedma n. Dorman. Redford, & Kesselman.
1986). Most of the community support progTll ms take thesefactors into account and make an effort to help the client deal with
them in a positive ma nner.

Research Design
Recidivism - Opel1ltionalization
For the purposcs of this stud y. recid ivism will be determined by rehos pitalization of the individual in a psychiat ric
facility. and will take into account: how soon rehospitalized
after d ismissed from a psychiatric facility: how many timl'S the
perso n is rehospita lized within the time period of the i>tudy: and
the d uration of the stay when re hospitalized.
Research Instrumenb
The instruments used in this study were: I ) Western State
Hospital discharge printouts fo r 1987- 1990; 2) Gn.'Cn
.
River
Comprehensive Care dient ch.lrts.
The original intent of the researchers was to exa mine the
recidivism rates of patients dismissed from Western St:lle Hospital for the years 1989- 1990 :l nd compare the rates of those who
were in the GRCC I)syehosocill l Rehabilitat ion Progra m with
those who were not in the program by using a sample of a~
prox imatdy fift y individu:tls from each grou p. However, a
com plete list of 1989- 1990 discharges was not immediately
available to the researchers. and the Psychosocial Rehabilitatio n Progra m did not have even dose to 50 individuals hospitalized in 1989-90 to com pu re.
The decision was then made to use 1987 and 1988 as a b..'lStline. and compare patients d ismissed from Western State Hospital during these two years for recid ivism in the yea rs 1989and
1990. Since this was a time-limited projecL it was decided to
compare 15 individuals d ismissed during the yea rs 1987- 1988
who participated in the GR CC Psychosocial Rehabilitation
Program with 15 patients dismissed during the same time
pcrioo who d id not pa rticipate in thc program. However. pa-

GRCC P sychosocial
R ehabilitation Program

•
The Green Ri ver Comprehensive Ca re Psychosocial Rehabilitation Program is a program for adults with a persistent
and chronic menta! illm..'ss,. The program follows referred individuals from state or other psychiatric hospita ls int o the community and aids them in re:ldjusting to society. The program
staff includes two LCSWs, one MS W. one part-time psychiatrist. one nurse, six M H As (M ental Health Associates. o ne of
whom is a OS W practieum student and serves as case manager).
and two o ffi ce personneL
Particip'tnts attend the program 6 days a week from 8:00
a.m. until 3:00 p.m. Howe\"er. not all pan icipams come on a
full-ti me basis. The prob>Tam also offers night-time socia li7.ation
programs. wh ich includes d in ner o ut. movies. shopping. bingo.
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Asian. The actual percentages concerning sex and race of those
in the program are \'CT)' close to the percentages o f the S:lmple o f
individuals not in the progmm. C riteria fo rthe studyli mited the
sample selection and caused the d ifferences in sex and race. Age
of both groups ""'as similar, with those in the progra m being
slightly younger than those not in the program.
The most prominent diagnosis for both grou ps wasschi70phrenia. wit h a higher percentage (66.7% "s. 46.7%) of those in
the program suffering from this disorder. Other recurring d iagnOSl'S for those in the program were schizoaffC"Ctivc disorder
(200/0) and major de pression (6.7%). Other prominent d ia gnose~
for those not in the program wefC bipolar d isorder (26.70(). adj ustment d isorder
a nd major depression (6.7t7C). All of
the clients not in the progmm had been prescribed medication.
and all but one o f those in the program had been prescribed
med ic.1tion.
Sixty perccnt of those in the progrdm had been hospitalilcd at psych iatric fac ilities other than Western State during
1989 and 1990, while 74. 3% of those not in the program had
ix.-cn hospitalized at other facilities. The total numlx:r o f Western State admissions for those in the program was 10 hospital;7..at ions among 5 individuals. a nd for those not in the program.
there weTC 24 Western State admissions among 9 ind ividuals as
indicated in C harts I and 2. Although fewer ind ividuals in the
progra m were rehospitalized fo r fe wer times than those not in
the program. the difference was obviously not statist;c:.llly significa nt. However. a test was performed to confirm Ihis. The
number of patients in the program not readmitted during 1989
and 1990 was 10 (67%). and 6 (40%) of those not ill the program
had not been readmitted. The 1989- 1990 fl'C idivism rate fo r
those in the program was 33%. and fort hose not in the program.
the ratc was 60%.
After the number of rchO!>pitali7"1t ions. the second recidivism p<lttern TCviewed was length of hospital stay at caeh
admission for those in a nd out of thc program. S urprisi ng fCl>ul ts
occurred here for the researchers. Table 2 shows the IcIlb'1.h of stay
al each admission for both groups. Those not in the program
spent an ave rage of 26 days less ill the hospital than those in the
program on the first visit. with those in the program sf'CTldin g an
average of 70 days and those not ill the program staying an ;l ver·
age of 44 days. In the second hospit:l [i7..ation. lenb'1.h of stay was
\'Cry close. with those in the program staying an average of 39
days. and those not in the progm m spending an avemgt: of 40
days. Fo r admissions Ihn.'C and four. those in the progr.lm spent
fewer days hospita li7.cd than those not in the progmm. spending
6 and 7 days respectively. while those not in the program spcnt 24
:lnd 23 days respectfully. Only one individua l from each group
was admitted for the fifth time. with the individual illlhe prognull
spending 70 days hospita lized lind the individual not in the program spending 10 days hospitali7ed . Table 3 shows the total
days hospita lized for each group and the average num ber of
days each group spent hospitalized. Those in the progra m spent
a total of 5 11 days hospitalized. with the average length o f stay
Ixi ng 5 1 days (N=5. with 10 hospitali7at ;ons). T hose lIot in the
program spent a tota l of 847 days hospitalized. with the a\emge
lengt h of stay being 35 days (N=9. with 24 hospitali7"lI ions).
The last recid ivism pattern looked at was length of time
between hospitali7.ations for those rehospit<llized (Ta ble 4). and

ien lS who were not in l he Psychosocial Rehabilitation Pmparticipate in some ~'ay in the Commu.nit~ Support
progr.lm of GRCC. Some pat ients saw the psychlatnst every I
to 3 months. and others were involved in case management.
(see "Sampling Method" below for patient select ion criteria.)
Western State Hospita l monthly print-outs were used to
determine who was d ismissed during this time pcricxl. Client
charts were then pulled a nd examined for exact dates of the last
hospitalization in 1987 or 1988 and exact dates of hospitaliza[ion admissions and discharges for the years 1989and 1990. The
number of rcilOspitaliz:.tions. the lenb>th o f stay. and the- time
bct"'CI!n hospitaliza tions was then tabu lated to compare the
tWO groups.

~In did

(ma.

Simpling Method
The sampling method for this I'i•.'seareh was purposive beC"JUSC only individuals who suffered from chronic mental illness
and had been hospita lized at Western State Hospital d uring
1987-[988 were considered for the n:c idivism comparison. Individullis were a lso selected Oil the basis of acC(.'Ss to records
through G RCC. Access to records o f ind ividuals who did not
participate in any of GRCC prob'fums was not :wa ila bJe because of leg.1 1 constraiOls.
Since it would not Ix fair to consider the impact o ft heprogram on l>omeone who only particip:.ted a short period of time.
a criteria was set up for both groups to aid in the sample seleclion. Individuals in both groups must have been dismissed from
Western State Hospital d uring the years 1987 and 1988. and
have a primary diagnosis of mental ill ness (not mental retardation. sublotancc abuse. etc.). Those who were not in the Psychosocial Reh;lbilitation Program must not have participated in the
program two days a week or more for a period of6 months or
longer withi n the past four yea rs. lllose who werc participating
in the program must havc been in the progmm a minimum of
six months and attended an average o f two days per week or
more within the past fou r ycars.
01" Collection
Data was collected from February until April. 1991 by reviewing Wl'Stern State Hospita l printouts and examing charts
of indi\'iduals in the sam ples selected. The data was reviewed
and ana lyzed for discharges and admissions during the years of
1989 and 1990 for palients who had been d ismissed from Western State during 1987· 1988. Recid ivism for patients in the
Psychosocial Rehabilitation Progrdm was comp..1red with patients who d id not particip..1te in the program.
Remits
Cha racteristics and information on both grou ps dismissed
from Western State du ring 1987 and 1988 are found in Table I.
Although the male to female ratio was skewed fo r those in the
program. this is not representative of the male to fema lc ratio in
t~ O".-ensboro Psychosocial Rehabilitation P rogram. The program currently has 11 7 individua ls p:.rtidpa ting. with 59 being
female ;Hld 58 ma le. Race for those in the program was also
1000/(; white. a nd not representative of those in the progmm.
F"ollrteen percent of those in the program are black and 1% is
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length of time since last hospitalinttion for those not rehospitalized (Table 5). Some surprises were a lso found here in the length
of time between hospitalizations. Those in the program spent
fewer days octwccn the last hospitalization in 1987-88 and the
first admission (274 daY5 compared with 456 days for those nol
in program); fewer days oct ween first and second admission
(average of 55 days compared with 215 daY5 for those not in the
program); and fewer days between the second and third admissions (average of3 8 days compared with 102 days for those not
in the program). Those not in the program spent fewerdaY50ut
of the hospital between hospitalizations three and four (average
of 25 daY5 compared to 71 da ys for those in Ihe program). and
fewer days between hospitalizations four and five (average of 88
days compared to 173 days for those in the program). The
average numocr of days between hospitalizations for those in
the program was 176 days. and for those o ut of the program.
26 1 days.
Length of time since last hospitalizat ion was fa vorable for
those in the program who had not been rehospitalized during
1989 and 1990. The number of days since the last hospitalizatio n ranged from 750 to 1,290, wilh the mean being 1,091 days.
For those not in the program. the range was from 720 10 960
days, with the mean being 865 days.

however. knowing whether an individual actually tak/..'S the
medication cannot be known wit h a ny degree o f certainty.
Other factors that might effect rehospitali7.ation patterns include physical health of the individu:! 1. drug and alcohol abuse,
stressful situations in the individual's life. financ ial situation
and whether o r not the individual receives support from fa
members and friend s.

mil;

Conclusion
More research in this :!rea is definitely neooed which Would
look at recidivism rates ovcr a longer period of time (ten yean
would be recommended) for each individua l in the G Ree
Psychosocia l Rehabilitation Program. Com pariso ns should be
made with those in the GRCC Community Support Progrdm.
but not in the psychosocial program, and also with ind ividuals
who are not receiving any kind of community su pport . Hospitali7.ations other than Western State should a lso be used to
figure recidivism rates for all groups compared. and larger samplcs should be used.
Information concerning the best method of care for those
suffering from chro nic mental illness has special relevance for
social workers. since a high percentage of service providers for
this population comes from the social work profession. Continued research in this area is encouraged to aid in improving
the quality of care for individuals who often end up rehospitalized or living in the streets.

Dtscussion
Results showing that those in the program were rehospitalized less often at Western State Hospital and other psychiatric
facilities than those not in the program d id not come as a su rprise to the researchcrs. Findings o n the number of days since
the last hospitalization for those not rehospitalized in 1989-90
was also expected.
However, the fact thilt the duration of stay was longer for
those in the program. and length of time between hospitalizations was shorter for those in the program was an unexpected
finding. Although the researchers did not havea rcadyex planation for these results, one major diffe rence was noticed in the
diagnosis for the two groups. One possible ex planation might
be that those in the program suffer fro m a mental illness that is
more severe than those not in the program. Close 10 sixty-scven
perce nt of those in the program suffer from schizophrenia.
while only 46.7% of those not in the program suffer from this
mental illness. Of those not in the program. 26.7% suffer from
bipolar disorder. which is more likely tabe controlled by med ication. Another 2090 suffers from an adjustment d isorder.
which might not req uire subsequent hospit:! lilations if stressful
situations in the individual's life arc improved .
It should also be noted thatw lcnb>th of stay and length of
time between hospitalizations only considered those who were
actually hospitalized during 1989-90. Ten of those in the program were not hospitalized at all and had been o ut of the hospital an average o f 1.09 1 days since 1987-88. compared to only 6
individuals not in the program who had not been rehospitalized. The average time since last hospitalization for those not in
the program was 865 days.
Although other possible explanations probably exist, the
time limitation of this study did not allow fo r controlling of the
many variables that could intervene in the results. Almost a ll of
thc individuals in both groups had been prescri bed medication;

Critique
Many improvements could have been made concerni ng
this research if tile researchers had known as much :!bout research when the project began :IS they knew when the project
was finished. Entirely too much time was spent writing and administering a questionnaire and collecti ng data that was not relevant to the research question being stud ied. Problems securing
complete data from Western State also proved trying to the researchers and left them with very limited time to complete the
stud y.
This study had certain limitations which could prevent results from being generalized to all chronic mentally individuals
who participate in community support progmms. Thc sa mple
was purposive and only used individuals who had been dismissed from Western State Hospital in the years 1987-88 who
participated either in the Psychosocial Rehabilitation Program
or some aspect of community support. Having access todata on
individuals who d id not participate in any community support
program would probably show a much grcater differe nce in
recidivism rates.
The researchers would li ke to continue this research at a
later date and use some of the knowledge learned in this research to improve on the next project. Using a ll psychiatric
hospitalizations instead of just Western State Hospitalinllions
would have given a truer p icture of recidivism patterns ofbolh
groups. Collection of more informat ion on each ind ividual to
control for interven ing variables would also improve the
validity of results. Allowing more time for data collection and
analysis will definite ly be a priority in the next project.
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Table I
Characteristics of Patients in and
Characteristic

Table 2
Ollt of

In Program
(N =15)

So<
Male
Female

the Program

Length of Stay of Patients in and out of the Program

Not in Program
(N=15)

33.3%
66.7%

53.3%
46.7%

Diagnosis
Sc hizoph ren ia
Schiroaffective Dis.
Bi polar Disorder
Adjustm ent Diso rder
Major Depression
Other
Medication Prescribed
Yes

No

Mean" 70 days
Range = 14 In 192 oays
(N=5)

Mean = 44 oay~
Range = 9 to 155 days
(N =9)

Mean :: 36.7
Range = 24 In 53

2

Mean " 39 days
Range = 34 to 44 days
(N=2)

Mean = 40 days
RanA;e " 8 In 120 days
(N=7)

N=15

N=12 80.0%
N=2
13.3%
N=l
3.3%

3

Mea n = 7 days
(N= I )

Mean = 24 days
Range = 5 In 53 oays
(N =S)

Mean = 6 days
(N=l )

Mean = 23 days
Range" 15 In 32 oays
(N=2)

Mean = 70 days
(N= I)

Mean = 10 day~
(N =1)

100%

N= lO 66.7%
N=3 20'l1

N=l
N=l

6.7%
6.7%

N=14 93.3%
N=I
6.7%

N=7

•

46.7%

N=4 26.7%
N=3 20.0%
6.7%
N"'l

N=15

5

100%

Psychiatric Hospitalother than
Western State

Table 3

izati on ~
y~

No
Total Number of
Western State
Adm issions
Number of Patients
No\ Readmitted in
1989-90
Recidivism Rate
for 1989-90

Not in Program
(N = IS)

Mean = 32.8
Range = 24 to 45

R",
Whi te
Black
Other

In Program
(N=IS)

Admission No.

Total Days Hospitalized
N=9 60%
N=6 40%

73.3%
26.7%

10 (N=5)

In Program
(10 hos pitaliutions)

Not in Program
(24 hospital izations)

511 days

847 days

Mean No. days = 51

Mean No. days = 35.2

24 (N:9)

10 67%

6 ' 0'lI

33%

•
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Mean '" 274 days
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Range = 101 to 424 days Range = 102 to 1095 days
(N=9)
(N=5)
Mean = 55 days
Range = 54-56
(N=2)

2

Mean = 215 days
Range = 20 to 378 days
(N=7)

3

Mean " 38 days
(N"l)

Mean = I 02 days
Range " 30 to 199
(N"S)

4

Mean" 71 days
(N"!)

Mean " 25 days
Range " 13 to 36 days
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,
Total days
between
hospitalizations

Mean: 173days
(N"l)

(N:1)

1764 days
Mean: 176 days

6261 days
Mean : 261 days
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Table 5
Length of Time Since Last Hospitalization for Those not
Rehospitalized in 1989 or 1990

In Program
Total " 10,9 10 days
Mean" 1091 days
Range : 750 to 1290 days
(N: IO)

Not in P rogram
Total" 5.190 days
Mean '" 865 days
Range" 720 to 960 days
(N=6)
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ST EPHEN CRAN E'S M AGGIE:
ANOTH ER [ XAMPtE OF PATRIAR CHAL MI SOGVNV?
Gl'raldillf' M ills r:rk~r

Fcminist litcmf)' critics seck to expose the myths that ha vc
I:x.-cn perpetuated about women through literature. We belie\'e
the acceptance of these myths ha ~ contributed to the
subordinate position women have historically held in patri~
archal societ ies. and we attem pt to combat the unfai rness
toward and bias against women in the literary realm- bot h as
literary characters and as contributors to literature. Howcver,
occasionally, revisionists- in their fCf"o r to right a wrong- go
astray in trying to prove their point. I feel this has been the case
with Stephen Crane's Maggi(': A Girl of I}I/' Slr('elS. As Elaine
Showalter suggests in her essay ~Fem i nist Criticism in the
Wilderness,- the a im of fe minist criticism is not only to identify
a nd expose misogynist stereotypes in malc-authorcd literature.
but also to liberate new significance and meaning from those
texts (182). Crane's Maggie seems a perfect candidate for this
sort of critical examination.
In the ea rly sl.lges of feminist criticism. Marcia 1·lolly.
believing feminists had "d y,'elled long enough on the evi ls of
(women's) low status, lack of prestige, exploita tion. a nd selfabasemcnt.- solicitt:d cs,o;ays fo r a book that would focus upon
the positive fema le role~models-st ro ng female characters alld
writers- that litcrary criticism had overlooked (38). But the
expected deluge of essays showing wome n's strength in
literature never came. and in reaction Holly wrote:

"trcmendous~

influence of environmcnt on shaping peopl~'s
lives (Leiters 132). In an alt("lll pt "\0 prompt an intd ligent
reading" of thc book. Cranc wrote \0 Cath("ri ne Harris. ~ l had
no other purpose in writin~ 'Maggic' than to show peop l~ to
people as they seem to me- (LaFram;.\: 45). And to an editor of
u s/i(' S W(,t'k~r he wrot(". - Poor M aggi("~ sh(" wa s one of my first
lo\'("s~ ( Leltcrs 134).
These statem("nts reflect Crane's d("sire to ed uca te his
rcaders about the slums and th("ir influence o n people in ge neral
- and womell in particular. There is no lIldication of a
misogynist attitude nor a desire merely to ill ustrate the failings
of women. On the contrary. this story presents its women more
kindly than its men. and Crane's inscript ions and leltcrs i nd icat~
a realistic- and sympathctic- altitude towa rd life in the city's
slums.
Green com plains that Crane's Ection pays little attention
to women (226). and that his - high intentions lea ve women OUI
of scrious consideration- in his works (225). Howe\·cr, this, his
fi rst novel. centers on a female character. painted againsl a
backdrop of other wo men. Perha ps Crane's inability \0 get his
story publ ished, and its lack of popula ri ty aftcr publication at
the author's expense, resulted in Crd nc\ lack of a ttention to
women in later works. On ly after the success of 711(' Rl'd &Idge
of Courage did publishers and the public ta ke interest in
Maggie.

firs t~ra te

male authors ... reinforcc self-questioning and
personal struggle in men: they aeceptl h~fa ci that men are
seek ing fulfillment and growth, and that mcn confro nt
difficult personal and socia l conflicts. There is a lack of an
equivalent reinforceme nt for women. (39)

Green maintains that Cmne's fe male characters arc merely
images: sexless a nd shapeless, mother or c rabby~teac h er sorts.
or seductresses all of whom drive mcn 10 nonsense (225). It is
easy to mistake Cra ne's renderi ng of Maggie as merely a type or
image. S he is not described. All we learn about her appearance
is that she is small and pretty. S he is int roduced as ~a small
ragged gi rl- and remains nam cle~ until page nine ofa book that
is less than si:'I ty pages in length .
Maggie is frcquent ly pn.-sc nted in romantic terms: -T he
girl. Maggie. blossomed in a mud pUddle ... None of the d irt of
Rum Alley seemed to be in her vci ns ... ( Maggie 16). But Cra ne
docs show a nother side of his title character. Routinely
descritx:d as fearful. Maggie is nevcr portrayed as fra il. The first
reference to hcr by name is as she cuts dinner: - Maggie. wit h side
glances of fear of interruption. ate li ke a small pursued tigrcss(Maggie 9). Maggie is a tiger- a lbeit a small one- in the j ungle
of the sl ums: she is stronger and better equipped to handle the
attendant ha rd ships than hcr fa ther or her siblings. I\s a vcry
young girl. she is the only protector either of hcr brothers
knows. She lcads her younger brother. Tom mie. home through
the menacing slum streets and reprimands her bau ling older
brother, J immic. S he nurtured her brothers. washed the
wounds they receive at the hands of their mother. and comfortS
them in the midst of da ily family battles ( Hussman 94).

But Crane's M aggie deals with exactly these issues: a
yo ung woman confronting d ifficult' perso nal and socia l
conflicts. seeking fulfillment in lif(". Nevertheless, most crit ics do
not seem willing to grdnt Crane his due in having developed this
charactcr. Feminist critic Ca rol Hurd Grc-cn, in "Stephen Crane
and the Fa llen Women," cites M llggie as o ne of the two "most
vivid illustrations of Crane's conviction of women's incapacity
for loyalty, indeed, for moral abstmctio ns of any kind - (239).
Although she documents h~ criticism well, citing passages from
the novel to su pport her claims, she fa ils to take into aceount
Crane's themes and objcctivcs in writing M axgie. And site is not
alone; several critics havc commented on Crane's mishandling
of women. But Crane has commented o n Ihis sto ry himself, and
while there arc often unconscious factors wovcn throug hout the
fa bric of a noveL it see ms unfair to completely ignore the
author's statemcnts regarding his own work.
In an inscri bed copy of Maggi(' , Cranc wrote to l'la mlin
Garland that his aim in writ ing Maggie was to show the
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mother is a drunk, described in animalistic terms: shc howls
and thcn shc roars. She thunders about. beating her children
and destroying their homc. She ridicules her daughter. and she
rejeets her. Only Nell, Pete's former girlfriend and successful
lady·of-the-night , is ponrayed as comely. Nell's clothes fit to
perfection and arc spotlessly cuffed and collared ; ~he is gloved
and hatted. unjcwclcd and unpainted (MaXgit' 43). And cvcn
Nell ridicules Maggie. Nell usurps Maggie's claim on Pcte. and
Maggie. in her instinctivc quest to survive, can o nly aspire to
fo llow Ncll's example. Not inclined to fll cuffs and collars onto
dresses at the factory. Maggie watlls to wear them.
But thcse less-than-admirable women arc no less
admirable than the men in Maxgic. T hey ;tTe struggling to
survive in a hostile world. Their reactionsarisc fr om a biological
inst inct for survival and a psychological instinct for self-estct:!T1
(Conder 45-46). Theirs is a world of double-sta ndards: to
maintain self-esteem, they must beratc Maggie-for this makes
thcm seem better than she.
Unlike Crane's short story ~The Opcn Boa t. Mthere is no
brotherhood of men in Maggie. J immie's remorse for having
disgmced other men's sisters is mome ntary al bes\. and Pele
shows no rcmorse for having seduced Ji mmie's sister. J immie's
figh t with Pete is not !O avcnge Maggie's ho nor. hUlIO retaliate
for his own disgrace. The so-ealled "friend~ who accompanies
J immie to the fight, fo rgets J immie's name du ring the prescuf!le banter. calling inlo l]uestion the closeness of their
relationship. This Mfriend" seeks only adventure- not J immie's
honor. And when he is arrested du ring the fra y. Ji mmie's
thoughts of hclping him arc short-li ved.
Crane's use of irony illustrates the lac k of conscience and
compassion in Ihese men. Chapter fiftL'Cn begins with a ~forlorn
woman" ambling slowing a long thc stn.'Ct. Maggie. who had
been turned out by Pete in the preceding chapter. seems the
subjcct of this sce ne: however. this character is Hattie- one of
the womcn Jimmic has "ruined." Hattie begs Ji mmie's help.
without success. Whcn J immie returns horne. he finds Maggie
and shows her the same lack of sympathy. Both Maggie and
Hattie must take to thc strcets. Crane's mcn use and destroywhomevcr a nd whatever- thcir friends' sisters and their own.
In her fi nal chapter. Maggie is no longer the girl introd uced
at the story's beginning. Ona dismal, rai nyevcningan impatient
flower vendor sells his rain-soaked wares to the men passing
o n the strcets- a symbol of the wilt ing of thc nowc r that once
blossomed III the mud. No longer shy and reticicnt. the young
woman who once feared men's calculating eyes and drew back
her skirts from "p.1.inted women." Maggie has become one of
the "painted cohorts of the city.- S he looks mcn in thc eye and
solicits their business. She travels from glittcring avenucs to
dismal. blac k streets. passing a procession of increasingly foul
mcn. potential customers. all (Katz 201), The lasl is a leering
drunk who aceepts he r solicitations and fo llows her to the banks
of a river where Maggie ends her life.
While the charactcr of Maggie includes the stereotypical
~ virtuous girl." she is much more than that image. Ha vltlg
witnesses hcr fantasies. hcr blindness to reality, and hcr lo\'cdistorted vision, the rcader comprehends Maggie's dilcmma
and sympathizes with her plight (Berryman 5[). Marston
laFrance in "George~' MO/lln and the Other Half of Maggie, ..

Maggic's father and Tommie die early in the story, but Maggie
perseve res. Her innate instinct for surv~val - which includes a
willingness to take measures beyond sooa!ly acceptable rulesis illustrated by a stolen flower with which she adorns her
brother's corpse in the story's beginnings ( Maggie 13).
[n apparcnt disrcgard o f Cranc's stated themes. Lawrence
J-lussman in ~The Fate of the Fallen Woman in Magxie and
Sisu'f Carrie,- writes that a psychological profile ofa prostitute.
Maggie is flawed and over-rated (100). However, even though
not in depth. Crane does providc psychological insight into his
title character- as much as can be shown in so bricf a story.
Maggie is real. S he is vu lnerable. She is engaged III a pcrsonal
struggle. a struggle not merely fo r fulfillment and growth:
Maggic's is a struggle fo r life.
Maggie's character is developed through her increasing
awareness of the world outside the slums. contrasted against hcr
own. However, she, as well as every character in this slOry, has
many misconceptions (Berryman 60). Maggie yearns for culture
and refin ement. Untaught and unworldly, shc lo ngs to rise
above the level of her environment. When she leaves the
melodramas she so enjoys- in which poor and vi rtuous hcroes
triumph ovcr arnuent villai ns- Maggie wonders if the idealized
cult ure and refinem ent presented on the stage cou ld ever be
shared by a factory worker from the slums (Maggie 28). She
envies the soft palms. eleganec, and fine clothing of the women
she passes on the streets. Shc longs for thcir adornments,
~conce iving them to be allies of vast importance to women~
(Maggie 25), S he admires the costly costume of the vaudevillc
dam;cr. but fail s 10 not icc her degradation as shc assumes
grotcsque poses for her audience (MaggiI:' 23). At the drcss
factory, Maggie notes the dissatisfaction of hcr fcllow workcrs
and imagines an equally unpleasant futurc for hcrself as ~a
sera wily woman with an eternal grievance" (Maggie 25), As she
becomes aware of thc hardships and dc privations of her limitcd
world (Pizer [12). she begins to wondcr if her looks might have
some value and how long they will last (Maggie 25).
Maggic is depicted most poignantly in her relationship
with Pete. the lackluster ne'er-do-well she imagincs as her
knight. Shc feels inferior to him in every respect and fears she is
plain and insignificant compared to the other women in his life
(Maggie 20). With nowherc else to go. Maggie goes home with
Pete after her mother throws her out. and for the first time in hcr
story. shc garners strength from a man rather than vice versa.
She leans dcpendcntly on Pcte. beseeching tendcrm..'Ss from
him (Maggie 38); and. Crane advises, Maggie does "not feel like
a bad woman . To her knowledge she had neversecn any better( Maggil' 39). And she had no\.
Grecn writes that there is no brotherhood- that capacity
that rcdeems the mcn in Cmne's stories- among the women of
Maggie (225-26). Instcad. shc maintains. the womcn a re
Mtroublcmakcrs ... disloya l. and destructive." and they fall prey
to members of thcir own sex (229), Indrx:d. this is the case. There
is no sisterhood of womcn in Maggie. Maggie lacks a fricnd to
Confide in, and she suffers from that lack. The women in hcr
neighborhood arc undesirable crcatures with Muncombed hair"
and "d isordered dress" who ~goss ip" on thcir balconies and
MSCream" in frantic quarrels (Maxgie 6). They berate Maggie;
they judge her unfairly. Maggie lacks a positive role model. Her
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writes that Maggil' is as much a stud y o f a joumcy into awareness as Henry Fleming's story (35). Indeed. Maggie's awareness
doc'S change. Her initial perception of Pete is as a knight -~thc
beau ideal of a man" (/;-Iaggie 19) but she observes his armo r
tarnish. Havi ng once sought tenderness from him . she ob;,crves
him si milarly beseeching Nell ( .Haggi£' 44) and notes ~an :liT of
submission about her leonine Pete" in the excha nge ( M aggie
45). Alt hough unsophisticated . Maggie perceivcs bolh the
strengths of women und the weaknesses of men.
Maggie has risen above her d isloyal lover at her -"I o ry'~
end. Crane permits a glimpse of Pete afler Maggie's dc<lth . He is
pathetic at best. seeking symp;.lth y from the "girl s~ in the bar:ls
he drunkenl y re pea ts: " I'm a goo' fler. ain't I. girbh'!'" ( Maggie
55)- convincing no onc not even himself. While LaFrance
sees this episode as merely ~a Bowery version of good clean
fun ," it is poignant and telling. Pete lies d runk on the barroom
noor. and his paid compa.nions draw back thei r skirts in disgust
as they pass him (Maggie 56). It would sce m there arc worse
fat cs than to be a "fa llen lI"oma". ~
Hussman suggests thaI Maggie's suicide is a n indulgence
in moral prejud ice. and he wriles that his melodramatic ending
merely replaces the old adage concerning women's sexual
conduct: death before dishonor- wilh deat h imm<:diatclyafter
dishono r (97). But J ohn Conder is more accurate. In
Nall/fahwl/ in Amefimll Fictiol/: The Cla5.~i(' Phast.', he writes
Ihat Cra nc's assessment of the nat uralislie view rclic\"es Maggie
of rcs po n~ibili t y for hcr suicide (43).
Maggie had SL'C n what women's lives become when they
are confi ned to the hardships of the slums, and she tried to
esca pe that existence. She saw a life of labor in the sweatshops
as equally d ismal. She tried. through the only a\'enucs her
society left open to her. to escape her fate: first with a man and
then as a prostitute. Finally. the only way for her to achicve
psychological survival se lf~stee m - is thro ugh suicide
(Conder SO). Maggie's fi nal evening is no more dismal than the
life shc had left. Only in suicide had Maggie lx'Cn able to risc
above her enviro nment: at least she had achieved that goal. She
did nOI become a drunk like her mot her and her bro ther. nor
d id she become one of the d isheveled members of her sex.
In response to criticism that ba shes Crane's trea tment of
women. Donald Vanouse. in M\Vonten .in the Writings of
Stephen Crane: Madonnas of the Dccadence.- defends Crllne.
writing that Slephen Crane's:

Vanouse notes that C rane acknowk'dges the fort'Csc mbod ied in
women and suggests that his "pn..~ n tation of .... omen is a Con.
scious art istic dl,:c ision.- 1I0t.'1 mistake ofignoring o.rde mea ninl
half of the human populatIOn ( 142). Vanouse POllits out that
women arc often the focus of power in litem ry works (142).and
this is the case in :Haggil' . Maggie's mother i ~ thc mOister of her
household- admirabk' or not. She is Ihe \ictor in battles with
her husband (Haum 8). lind she lives long after his ea rl y death.
While Gn.'c n sccms to be offended by the depiction of
.... omen in this novel. they are depicted morelld mirably thantht:
men. Conder suggests that in ~tilUt i ons and (he envi ro nmcnl
they foster arc the culprits in (his talc: only the cllvion mcnt. not
the individuals. can be j udgcd morally (45). Maggii' is a novcl of
the slums. a ~ t o ry of povert y and alcohol abu~ . Thc women in
this story arc victims of circumstance. Thm Magsie docs not
survive her slory docs notlesscn her strengt h. She ha1> ilttempted
to break Ihe cycle of poven y and ignorance. She is a heroine in
that rega rd.
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struggle to deviate frOI11 conventi onal timidity and sexist
arrogance in discussi ng women has notlx--eo criticized as
an aspect of [ his] creative intel ligence or as a reflection of
his period's concern with the social and psycho logical
actualities of women.
... Perhaps we can now begi n to rc:ld his works on
wome n and sexuality with an unembarrassed trust in his
intellectual and artistic purposefulness. ( 14 1)
... Cra ne was one of those who struggled to deviate
from intellectual tintidity and sexist arrogance in d iscussing women- j ust as he deviated from sim ilar
chauvinisms in discus...ing America's milita ry past and the
heritage of the Western fronticr. ( 147-48)
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EFn :CTS OF TlM E·OUT AS A PROCE DUR E
TO DECR EASE MALADAPTIV E BEHAVIOR
51'01/ Johl/Jon

that parents usc a porta ble timer and set it within hearing range
of the ch ild while he is in time-out. During this timc. parents
should ignore all behaviors of their child because giving him
attention reinforces his behavior.
After the time-out session is over. parents should ask their
child why he was sent to time-out. This is an imponant step
because Ihe child needs to understand why his behavior was
punished . Cla rk stresses one final point and that is that time-ollt
is supposed to be a boring place. Parents should not usc timeo ut as a means of frightening their children. This could lead to
the development of emotional problems in the children.
As mentioned earlier, severa l studies have been conducted
which support the effectiveness of time-out. Clark has bt.-cn
successful in outlining the procedure for time-out as it should be
used in no rmal ch ildren. The same procedure can a lso be used
in decreasing undesirable behaviors in children with developmental disorders. Through the following revicw of several
important research studies. it shall be abundantly clear that
time-out is a highl y effective method in reducing the occurrence
of undesirable behaviors.
Crespi (1988) noted that many professionals in the field of
psychology have observed many difficulties when dealing with
aggressive. behaviorally disordered institutionalized children.
These behaviors have come to include overly aggressive play.
defiance, stealing. obscene language. temper outbursts. and
destructive behaviors. Many approaches to eliminate such
behaviors have consistently fallen short of their goaL Crespi
wantcd to discover if time-out cou ld be a significant deterrent of
such behaviors as they occu rred in problem children. Crespi
wanted to determine if time-out would be an cffect ivc discipl inary action of psychiatric, delinquent. and behaviorally
disordered children. He was also curious if time-out wasequally
effect ive with different children in different sett ings and if the
presence of a ch ild-care specialist had any effec\.
In order to do this. Crespi recruited 274 child ren between
the ages of five and eighteen. All of these su bjects displayed
some form of a behavioral disorder. One-hundrcd and fifty
subjects were psychiatric patients. ninety were delinquent
youth. and thirty-four were in a day-treatment program for
children with behavioral disorders.
Crespi's procedure was simple. While in their respective
settings, children were sent to time-out every time an
inappropriate behavior occurred. Crespi recorded each occu rrence of time-out and the mean time-ollt periods per day, Timeout was judged effective by how many students were allowed to

Abstract
An int roduct ion and review of important studies of timeout arc provided by the current paper. The issue of using timeout with other procedures is also reviewed. The author's point
of view is that time-out is both an acceptable and highly
effL"c(ive means of managing difficult a nd disruptive behavior,
nlere arc many tet::hniques used today to decrease the
maladaptive behavior of children. Many d ifferent factions have
fo rmed in support of one technique over the other. It is the
opin ion of this author that time-out is a highly effective method
of behavior management in children. Time-out procedures. in
which the remova l of positive reinforcement is contingent upon
the subject'S behavior. have been used in a number of studies
involving human subjects. In applied studies with children.
time-out usually consists of the withdrawal of stimulus
materials. removal of o pportunity to gain reinforcement.
isolation of the subject in a specific area without the presence of
persons and/ or reinforcing objects, or ignoring of the subject.
Such procedures have been successfully employed in a number
of studies to manage a variety of child problems.
In his book 50S! Help For Pareflls, Clark ( 1985) outlines
several important steps for using time-out with children. He
points o ut. however, that the effect iveness of time-out o nly
applies for children betv.'ccn Ihe ages of two through twelve.
Clark first suggests that pa rents select one target behavior
\\'hich will be the focus of time-out. Head vises parents to gather
some baseline data on this behavior by counting how many
times the behavior occurs over a certain period of time. This will
assist in the assessment of the effectiveness of time-out. Clark
suggests that parents now pick out a boring place for time-out .
such as a bathroom or parents' bedroo m. He cautions parents
not to use thc ch ild's room for the time-oUl room because there
are too many pleasant items in the room and the child will soon
fo rget that he is being discipli ned .
Parents must next explain time-out to their child . In this
way, the child knows what to expect. a nd he knows what will
happen to him if he misbehaves again. At this point, parents
need on ly wait for the target behavior to occur. Once it does,
the child should be placed in time-out immediately. Clark
suggests taking no more than ten seconds to do this and says
that parents should say no more than ten words to their ch ild at
this timc. Parents shou ld now time their child in time-out. Clark
suggests one minute per each year of the child's age. He insists
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return to class aftcr timc-out. Of thc psychiatric youth. thc
adolesccnt group returned 76010 10 class while the preadolcscents retu rned 92.5% to class. The delinquent youth
returned 89% to class. and the day-treatment group returned
99010 to class. An average total of 89% across all groups was
returned to class. Crespi's idea that time-oUl would be effective
in those situations was su pported. Hc also came to two other
conclusions. First. time-out was most effective outside of the
classroom. Second. the presc nce of a chi ld -ca re specialist produced a dramatic increase in effectiveness of time-out. The
child-care specialists " 'ere present in the day-treatment programs (99IYc effect iveness).
Barton. Brulle and Repp (1987) performed a study to
determine the effects of using a differential schedule of time-out
and a llowing one maladaptive responsc per interval before
time-out procedures were used. They fe lt this would be just as
effective a method as the traditional time-out procedures. They
also fe lt that by allowing o ne maladaptive behavior to occur
within an interval with only a warning. the subjects would
develop self-control.
The su bjects in this study were three mentally retarded
school-aged children who each performed a specific maladaptive behavior. One child would dig his chin into other people's
bodies. Another child would use her fingernails 10 scratch and
harm others. The third child would bite other people, and this
behavior was often severe. Any time one of these children
engaged in the inappropriate respon5C, they were given a verbal
warning. The next inappropriate behavior resulted in time-out.
The results from this study v.ere exactly what the experimenters were hoping to find. After 35 days, all target behaviors
had been eliminated. This study proved that time-out d ocs not
have to be used after each inappopriate behavior. Proper
mtervals between time-out periods can bring about the same
results.
Mace (1 986) conducted a study using time-out procedures
both with and without a contingent delay. Contingent delay is
an cxtension of the timc-out interval for a specified period of
time contingent on the oceurrence of ina ppropriatc behavior
during time-out. T he subjects of the stud y were three children
with scvere behavior disorders. Thcy were sent to time-out if
they engagt-d in either aggrcssive or disruptive behaviors.
Aggressive behaviors included hitting, kicking, scratching,
biting, or throwing an o bject which hit ~omeone. Disruptive
behaviors included spitting. overturning furniture , damaging
other objects. and loud vocalizatio r~. Behaviors that rcsulted in
an cxtension of the time-out imerval (delay-producing
behaviors) included loud vocali7ations and leaving the time-out
chair.
T ime-out without coJ'lIingent delay was simply the
traditional time-out paradigm. Time-out with contingent delay
consisted of the same operations with the exception of a 15
~'{:on d extension of the two minute interval for inappropriate
behaviors during time-oUl.
Results from the study showed that both procedures
resulted in significant decreases in target behaviors as compared
to baseline data. In all three subjects. delay-producing
behaviors oecurred more frequent ly when contingent delay was
in effect than when delay was not in effect. This study offers

further evidcnce that time-out procedures arc strong deterrents
to maladaptive behaviors.
Bostowand Bailey (1909) conducted a stud y in which the
effectiveness of time-out was uscd to reduce lIlappropriate
behaviors in two mentally retarded individuals in a state
hospital ward setting. The use of a time-oUl proct-dure fo r undesi rable behavior was paired with reinforcement for desirable
behaviors.
The first subject was a 58-ycar-o ld wheelchair patient
named Ruth . She had a long history of loud and abusive verbal
behavior. She constantly complained about the way shc was
handled by the hospital attcndants and how her food and drink
were never brought out and then eleaned away properly. A timeout and reinforcemenl procedure was designed especially for
R uth . Each time she displayed an undesirable behavior. she was
wheeled into the corner of the room. taken out of her
wheelchair, and placed on the floor for a minimum of two
minutes. Further outbursts resulted in a longer time-out period.
Ruth was also reinforced, however, for engaging in appropriate
behaviors such as waiting patiently for her food. The results of
this procedure brought an end to Ruth's disruptive behavior.
The SC1;ond su bject was a 7-yca r old boy named Dennis
who had a history of scvere, disruptive behavior such as
attack ing other people and breaking furniture. In order to
remedy the situation. a time-out and reinforcement procedure
was cstablished for Dennis. Eaeh time he engaged in disruptive
behavior, Dennis was placed in timc-out forlwo minutcs. If two
minutes elapsed without any occu rrence of disruptive behavior,
Dennis was rewarded with a cookie and milk. This procedure
resulted in a significant &xrease in Dennis' disruptive behavior.
He bt'Came much more manageable and was able 10 interact
with other children.
The aforementioned studies have focused on the use of
time-out with mentally retarded children and one adult. Timeout is also highly effective with children who suffer from severe
aggressive behaviors. Thc following stud ies provide evidence
for this statement.
Olson and Ro be rts ( 1987) compared the cffectiveness of
time-out with social skills training and a combination method
of these two approaches. For subjects, they u5Cd eighteen pairs
of aggressive siblings and their mothers upon a elinic refcrral.
The mothers' observations of aggressive cpisodes in Ihe home
wcre the treatment outcome measurements.
Children In the social skills groups watched 11 videotape
containing eight scenes of sibling contlic!. The children also
observt-d eight skillful reactions to the eontlict situations. For
example, one videotape was of one member of a sibling pair
who d id not have any toys whereas the othcrchild did have toys.
A skillful response of asking to share was displayed on tape,and
the ch ildren were asked to respond why it was appropriate.
These skillfu l behaviors were also modeled by the subjects'
mothers who were using do lls as replaccments for thc children.
Children in (he time-out group werc exposed to four
conflict scenes on videotape. In each case. aggression was the
response of choice. Adult and child actors were uscd to display
the proper time-out paradigm. The su bjects were asked 10
respond why time-out was u5Cd and how it could bI.: prevented
in the futurc. Subjects then observed their mothcrs role-play
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The findings of this stud y showed greater success in the use
of contingent release time-out because it was associated with
less d isruption during time-out. There was no disruption III the
interval immediately before release from contingent release
time-out because of the release contingency. With noncontingent release. disruption during this interval occurred 65%
of the time.
Mathews (1987) conducted an instructional study to teach
parents how to reduce infant behavior which could result in
dangerous conscquences. The purpose of the study was to SI..'C if
infants' potentially ha7.ardous behavior could be decreased by
teaching their mothers to usc time-out for unsafe behavior.
positive attention for safe behavior (also known as "tinw-in"),
and child-proofing the home.
The experimenters first coUected some baseline data on
dangerous behaviors engagl-d in by the four infant subjcets. The
mothe rs were then taught the proper intervention behaviors of
praising their infants fo r appropriatc behaviors. Positive
attention was used each time the infants engaged in an appropriate behavior. A playpen time-out was uscd each time the
infants engaged in a dangerous behavior. The 1110ther~ wcre also
taught how to successfully child-proof their homes.
Results over trials indicated that the combination of timeau\, time-in. and child-proofing the home was responsible for a
dramat ic decrease in target behaviors. Training was stopped
when dangerous behaviors had become low and stilble.
Mathews pointed out that since the procedure involved a
combination of three techniques. it was impossible to determine
what specifically caused a change in behavior. It can be said.
however, that time-out has once again proven. whether used
alone o r with other methods. that it leads to dl'Creascd occurrences of target behavior.
Hobbs. Walle. and Ca ldwell ( 1984) assessed maternal
evaluations of the acceptability of social reinforcement and
time-out procedurl'S following their usc in a brief parent
training program. Subjects consisted of twenty-cight mothers
and their children. Subjects were assigned to one of fOllT groups:
social reinforcement. time-out, social reinforcement plus timeo ut. and no-treatment cont rol.
In the social reinforcement group. mothers were trained to
usc praise contingent on child compliance. In the time-out
group. mothers were tmined to put their children in a corner of
the room and remove both attention and toys for a period of
two minutes following noncompliance. In the social
reinforcement plus time-out group, mothers were trained to
administer one technique or the other contingent upon compliance or noncompliance.
Time-{)ut was rated by the mothers as an acceptable
tcehnique. Its rating was comparable in acceptability with the
rdting of social rci nforcement. The stud y also showed that timeout produced greater reductions in noncompliant behavior.
All of these studies have shown that time-out is a highly
effcetive technique in decreasing a number of maladaptive
behaviors. whether scvere in nature or nol. It has been proven
that time-out works well with nonnal children. scverely aggressive children. and mentally retarded children. Time-out has
a lso proven effective in decreasing thc maladaptive behaviors in
mentally reta rded adults as Bostow and Ba iley demonstrated

with dolls.
The combination condition involved subjects watching
three social skills scenes and thrt'C time-out scenes. The
question sessions and mother role-play sessions were the same
as in the other two groups.
The results showed that children in Ihe social sk ills group
\\'ere sign ificantly more aggressive than children in the time-out
group and the combination group. The time-out group and the
combination group were not stiltistically different. This study
illustrates that time-out is a more effective deterrent to
aggressive behavior than socia! skills training.
\Vebster (1976) illuslrdted thc effectiveness of time-out in
reducing severe aggressive behavior in one particular
individual. The subjl1:t of this study was a 13-year old boy
named John who hild a series of aggressive and disruptive
behaviors at school. The behaviors we re violem and had a high
frequency of occurrence. These bchavion; included throwing
objects at other children in class and on the playground. hitting
other children. kick ing, biting, and pushing others. A two week
period prior to test ing was used to gather some baseline data.
Prior to the beginning of the experiment. John was taken
aside by his teachers and was told what would happen to him
every time he misbehaved. He was going to time-out. His timeout' room was small (8 feet by 12 feet)and contained on lya desk
and a chair. Whencver he misbehaved in class. he was sent to the
time-out room for the duration of the class. He was allowed to
be on lime for his next class. howcvcr. the samc ru les applied in
each class. When he went to time-out. he was only allowed to
take his school books with him. This procedure was scheduled
to lasl ten wceks.
After the sevent h week of the study. all of John'saggressive
behaviors had been eliminated. Not only had this occurred. but
John's grades and classroom participation had also increased.
Webster pointed out that the results of this stud y suggest that
time-out is a sufficiently intense aversive event in and of itself to
alter devian t behavior without the application of direct positive
reinforcers.
These studies have shown that time-out is a highlycffective
technique for reducing aggressive behavior in children. The
studies re viewed to this point have concerned thcmselves with
the evaluation of time-out in abnormal behavior conditions.
The fo llowing studies describe time-out procedures used with
normal children. These studies also involve the training of
parents to use the techniques ~uccessfully and ends with a
maternal evaluation of time-out.
Hobbs and Forehand (1975) compared the effects of
conti ngent and non-contingcnt release procedures on
disruption during time-out and non-compliance outside of
time-out . Subjects of the study were twelve child ren. ages 4 to 61/ 2. and their mothers.
The experiments observed both non-compJiance and disruption behaviors in the subjects. During each trial. the mothers
told their children to either play with a certain lOy or draw a
picture. If non-compliance occurred, the child was sent to timeOUI. Contingent releasc from time-out resulted when undesirable behavior had stopped for a specified period during timeOUI. Non-cont ingent release required the child to stay in timeOUt for thc duration of the time-out interval.
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In general. time-out is highly effective in children because
they q uickly learn it isa situation that they do not like, and they
will do whatever it takes to avoid il. This OlUSCS a rapid decrease
in Ihe behaviors targeted by time-out. As C lark (1985) said ,
time-out should be a bori ng placc. The objcctive for time-out is
to bore the child. It defin itely accomplishes this feat. In order to
esca pe the boredom, children learn appropriate behaviors a nd
eliminate their inappropriate behaviors.
The extensivc review of research has SUPP0I100 this
author's claim that time-oUi is a highly effective method for
decreasing maladaptive be havior. Time-out is such an appropriate method because it decreases or eliminates problem
behavior in a wide variety of individuals. If this author was
currently practici ng fami ly therapy, hc would defi nitely
recommend time-out to his clients for controlling children's
problem behaviors.
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LARRY McM URTRY: SADDLE UP, OR LEAVE TH ..: OLD WEST 8HIIND
KaYl' Broll'l/

Thalia , the only outlet for frustrations. loneliness. boredom.
even hatred - for both adolescents and adults- is se.,~ ... 4 In
ret rospl.'Ct. Mc Murtry admits that his portmyal of home and
growing up might have been a litt le harsh . but this was his vision
of his past at the time he ....'Tote The u/.w Picf/lre ShOll".
In a re\'ersal from his earlier tendency to write exd usi \'d~
about Texas. McMurtry'S Thalia is a town that could be an ywhere. Accord ing 10 Peavy. MMcMurtT)"s Thalia could ha ve
been located in Sherwood Anderson's Ohio or William
Faulkner's Mississippi. M
!) There is a sta rkness in the landscape
that could probably be represented only by an arid climate
such as the Southwest. Plus there is a sense of isolation- due 10
the literal isolation of many small Texas towns- that might
lend mo re credence 10 the characters' life choices. However.
there are no cowboys and there are no Ind ians: tbis is not your
M
typical "westem novel. This seems to be the beginning of
a departure fo r La rry Mc MuftT)'.
After The lAS/ Picture Sholll. McMurt ry wrote three boo k ~
that depaned from the rural Texas selling and took some of
the characters ~abroadM- t o Washington D. C. and Cal ifornia.
Some critics have called these three novels- Moving 011. 1111
M y Frit'lIds, a nd Term.\· of Endt'armelll- his -urban trilngy."
Mc Munry explains some of his reasons fo rthis ur ban migration
in tcrms of subject mattcr in an intcrview wit h IIt/oll/ie:

The son and grandson of Texas cattle ranchers. Larry
McMurtry was a writcr who saw a way of life disappcareve n as
he carne of agc. The result was a you ng writer personally aware
of the Mglory of the old West but painfully aware of its passing.
McMurtry admits that as a tcen. he could ocver understand the
mela ncholia of his fa ther over the Mgood old days.M b ut it would
seem from his writing. that Larry McMu rtry has indeed come
to an understanding of the past and its link with the present.
In a collection of essays called In a Narrow Gra ve.
McMurtry included an essay entitled , MTake My Saddle From
the Wali in which the aut hor writes of the difficult y of being
a writer a nd a Southwesterner. One critic. Larry Goodwyn, says
of this essay, MWhat is ominous is the beguili ng simplicity with
which Mc Murtry takes d own his saddle in his mind while his
heart immed iately replaces it. ML
McMurtry'S novels have been a n attempt to step a way
from the stcreotypal Western-ma n image into a more realistic
depiction of the Southwcst. Larry Mc Munry's fi rst novel.
1I0fJl'man. I'ass By. was viewed by critic Jo hn Howard G riffin
li ke this:
M

M

This is probably the starkest. most truthful. mostlerriblc
and yet beautiful treatment (of ranching count!")'] I've
seen. It will offend many who prefer the glamorous
Irt'dtment- hut it is a true port rait of the loneliness and
pervading melancholy of cO\\"boyi ng: and of its compensations in nature. in human relationships.2

I was half.....a y through my sixth Texas novel. when
suddenly began to notice that where place was concerned.
I was sucking air. T he book is set in Houston. but none
o f the characters arc Texans.

Like his o ther novel of this genre and time period. iRal';flg
Cherenne, Hor.willlan uses a narrator th."lt could comfortably fit
in with the other riders of the mnge but was sensitive enough to
sec his life for what it was- an attempt to live up to the cultural
legend.
T he author's next novel was one in which he uses his own
past in a d in.'Ct way. nil? Las/ Picft/re SIIolII is set in Thalia .
McMunry's own Arc her City. Texas. where the fi lm was actually
shot. This novel is a frank depiction of adolescent life in the
small-town setting of a West-Texas town. When the book first
came out in 1966. it was criticized for its frankocss. Some of
McMurtry'S graphic detailing of H:enage sexuality included
exhibitionism. bestiality, masturbation. and homosexuality.
The boo k was hardly a fe-ma ke of Oklahoma!. but other crit ics
fcl t that alllhe sex ual scenes were highly symbolic. and Charles
D. Pea vy. in his anic1e. -Coming of Age in Texas: The Novels
of Larry M c Mun ry,~ say thaI -neither Updike nor Salinger has
been as successfu l as McMurtry in descri bing that gnawing ache
that accompanies adolescent sex uality.-J MeMunry says that
he was wri ting 17Jf! /.Lm Picture SIrOIl' to show how the town
'"'is centered in high sc hoo l.~ Peavy calls Mc Murtry'S treatment
of his home town Mquite accurate .. .!n the cloying confines of

In another interview with the {X/fla.r N('IL"J. the author is quotcd
as saying:
I had lived in Texas quitea while.a nd for myown creativc
purposes I had ki nd of exhausted it. Texas is not an inexhaustible regio n. 6
In the same interview with A rlam;c. McMurt ry says basica lly
that now the people havc mo\"oo off the land. their regional
connection is gone and now it is time to deal with thecmOlional
d ifferences of the people. rather tha n their regiona l differences.
M
In "A Writer's Trail , an article in the October 24, 1988
issue of Time magazine. Lee Marmom tells how Larry
McMurtry USl..'d to Msport aro und in a sweatshirt with MI NO R
REG IONAL NOVELIST printed across the front.--"7 Mannon
seemed to feel thaI McMurtry wore this label as a sym bol of
modesty, but from what I have read. it seemed to be more of
a statement of ho w he felt about the path of his writi ng.
From 1978 to 1983. Larry Mc Munry wrote three more
books that were sct mostl y out of T exas. Though thcch.u ' Lcters
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showt--d some Southwest tendencies. they were not -westem"
characters or -western ~ novel~. Neither were they highl y
successfu l. Of the three. SoIl1l'ho(~L""s Dor/itlg, Cadillac Jack.
a nd 71k' IJest'" Rost,. the hitter received the most favo rable
reviews. Cadillac Jack. the novel with whic h 1 am the most
fa miliar. is about an agi ng antique l>Cout extraordi nare. who
careens about thc country in a cream-eolorcd Cadd y with peach
velour interior. He is on the quintessential search fo r the
nlC'dning of life. but the book ends like many contem porary
movies with the ~ h c ro- dri\'ing off into thc sunsct without
resolving a darn thing. Interestingly. Larry McMurtry himself.
owns an antique bookstore in Was hington D .C.. where mOSt of
Cadil/(lc' JUI'k takes place. Jack McGriff is a six-foot-fivc-inch
e.x-bulld ogging champi on. and muc h of the bi~..arre an tique
scouting he d ocs involves wea pons ,lnd cowboy bools. In
add ition , there are grotesque Texas characters that the author
has transplanted 10 D .C.. and it is at thei r homes where he fcels
the mosl "al home." Otherwise, the novel is nO! ,L~soci a ted wi th
Mc Murtry's home state.
McM urtry returns to Texas literall y and fictionally in 1985
with his besl-selle r. LVII('so mt' DOI'e. a nove! about the hricf.
but very high profi le. era of the great Te.xas callie d rives. LOl1erome D ove is prn iscd fo r the ve ry same reasons as Mc Mun ry's
first novel. H orseman. Po.u I~r. Nicholas Le mann . of the Nell"
York Times Book Rt'I'iell'. wri tes of Lol1e~'ome D OI"e: - EVe rything about the book f".-cls true: being an ti-m)lhic is a great a id
\ 0 accurdcya bout the lonely. ignomn\. violent West.- This ant im)1hic foundation in the novel. accord ing to Lema nn. -works
10 rei nfo rce the stre ngth of the traditionally mythic parts ... by
making it far more cred ible tha n the old fa miliar horse operas.""8
M cM urtry told the same interviewer that l..oll('.~om(' Dol'('
~grew o ut of my sense of having heard m y uneles talk o f the
extraordinary da ys whe n the ra nge was o(X:n .~ Andas Lehman n
notes. Mc Murt ry had heretofore add ressed this subject only in
his non-fiction es.~ays.9
Following 1..011('.\"0/1/(' DOI,t,. La rry McMurtry has written
Te.m s l"illt' ( 1987). a surprising sequel 10 77,l' Last PimlTl' Sho ll'.
which shows the return to Thalia of .lacy. the s poiled little rich
girl. As well as reviving the old sct of characters. Mc M urtry also
deals with the post-oil-boom mentalil Y of Texas in this novel.
He follo wed thaI with a book of essays called . Film Flam :
Euays 0/1 I lo/~rll"ood- the tit le bei ng self-explanatory. And
then finall y. AII.. ,thil1gfor Bi/~I '. a novel about Billy Bone. ( Billy
the Kid). which McMurtry fi nished in 1988. He fo llowoo this
with Buffalo Girl.~. a novel abouttt;e lives of Calamity J ancand
Annie Oak ley. in 1990.
In an ess..1y for The Nelt' Repuhlic. October. 1990. Larl"}'
Mc Murtl"}' seems to va lidiue his reaso ns for his particular
writing path. He ex plains that wri ters from the West or Southwest ha ve always fought an uphill battle against a century of
ro mant icized myths a nd an entire nation that certainly docs not
want the myth 01 the Old West pummelled. or even sho ....ed .
Though litem ry critics ha ve pra ised his more literal. less s uga rcoated tales of the Wt-'St. Me Munry rea lizes thai the Wesl was
made by those like Buffalo Bill who ~made- the legend s.
McMurtry deseribes tryi ng 10 write a sereenpla y for Jo hn
Wa yne. Henry Fo nda. and .lames Stewart in 1971 . T he movie.
which was later to become 1..()I1l'.I"fIl/ Il' /)01'1'. was to be an '" cnd-

of-the-Wesl weslern. in which no scalps were taken and no
victories were won .~ Mc Murtry says. "The three actors were
ho rrified. genui nely and touchingly horrifir..-d.~ "0 \.:1"'.''' MThe
Old \Vest: He goes on to say that to these men and many
others. the whole "point of the movies. and thus. more or less
of their ]i\e!lo. was thaI Ihe Old West need nC"ver be OWr.M!D
McMunry's cssay. em itled. ~ H ow Ihe West Was Won Or
Lost.M is a telling essay in man y respects. As an essay o n the new
Revisionist MFailUl"e Studies on the O ld West. it is a brillianl
re buttal of these expert opinions. I\s an insight into McM unl"}"s
short. bUI very prolific. writing career. this essay is like a Sum_
mati on of all that Mc Murtry has learned abo ut his pa ~t . his
home-5Iate. and himself as they relale to one another.
According to l..urry Mc M urtry. the West docs conti nue as
a distinct region. despite massive changes in economy. agrarian
upheaval. the rural migrdlion ...;lIld the list conlinues. As is the
case with the Sou thern slates. the continuity stems from a
shll red past tha t is uniqul.' and cannol help but draw together
the people of the present. Basically. the argument of the Revisionists. pcople like historian Palricia l..immerick . is tha t the
W'-'St has too long bc\:n st.'Cn in the lighl of statcmcnts like this
one fro m the textbook. IVl'S/It"(Jrd £rpallSiol1. edited by Ray
Allen Uillington a nd Marti n Ridge (1982): -The history of the
A mericlIIl Wesl is. al most by defini tion. a triumphal narrative.
for it tmces a virtually unb ro ken chai n of successes in national
ex pansion."!! McMurtry can cone('<ie Ihis point 10 a point. but
the part he takes issue with is tha t these new Revisionists write
as though they were thc fi rst to e.xpound such idea!lo. Citing an
impressive array of authors. Larry McM unl"}' illustra tes tha t this
is a vel"}' old a rgument. but the American peoplcwcre nOI ~ i n the
m ood~ to acce pt the naked truth.
Limmerick. the historian. notes tha t -the grilly. discouraging fact s a bout the West ha ve long been known and often
stat(-d . T he problem. she claims. ~is that the T riumphalist m)1hs
continue to overwhelm the equally old survivors' facl s. that the
public continues \0 see Weslern triumph and ignore Weste rn
failu re. M12 Mc Murtry argues, effectively, o ne can derive from
journals and letters of the lime that the (X:ople who were actually
there knew it was hard , knew tha t winning the West was far
fr om glamorous. But McMunry believes thaI ignoring the
imagination and fe rvor behind Ihese men- the stuff that kept
them pushing forward - is to den y a good deal of the truth . He
believcs that the Triumphalist myt h as impetus iS Just as important a fact as the number of dead buried on thc trail or the
fon unes won o r lost.
McMurt ry can logica lly see the regio n only in his own
terms. and through the eyt-'S of his cattle-ranching fathcr and
uncles. T hey all thought of doggi ng c.'lttle as a ~calling.- much
li ke the ministry. not just as a job. T his is what McMurtry sees
as the main diffe rence between the schools of though t. the
Revisionists and the Triumphalists:
M

T he Tri umphalists write about a West whe re people had
callings and ....'ere sustained by them. The Revisionists sec
a West where people had o nl y jobs. and emppy. environmentally destructive jobs at that. ,3
In consideri ng the body of Larr y McMurtry's wo rk. it
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sct:ms significant to consider ho w his ideas have changed
th rough the years. McMurtry seems Ia have relUrned to the Old
Wcst fo r his writing impetus. Critics who praised his ~urban
trilogyM as Mhis most importa nt contributio n 10 cha nging the
Wcstern novel" may be disappointed and feel this is a cop-out
on the author's part. Personally. I fee l that it j ust seems a natural
progression. From what I have learned of regional writers trying
to write of their own home states a nd their own immedia te
pasts. it would st.'C rn that l.<Irry Mc Murt ry has gone through the
cathart ic port ion of his wriling career and has come back to his
first love- the Old West Howevcr. it is im portant to note that
this is not the rosc-colon.:d version of thc Old West. but the
McMurtry version.
McMurtry ends his essay in 171t' Nell' Repllblicconccding
the poi nt that the Revisionists have a right to Mshine the sober
light of common dayM o n the myth of the West. However. he
adds. to lea ve out Ihe myth and imagination entirely could be
a dangerous thing. Considering the Quixot istic q uality al the
core of the Western story. he urges Revisionists toM read the end
of 1)011 Quixo te. to consider what happens when the crazy old
Don surrenders his fancies and lets the laugh little realist have
his way.Mlt It would seem that the Larry McMurtry. who could
not decide whether to take his saddle off the wa ll or leave it
hanging. has decided that the Old West is not a n inexhaustible
supply of lore.
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TYPE A AND TYPE B BEHAVIORS:
MISCONCEPTIONS AND R EA LITIES

Sandy Schad.:
Role O\'erload

There arc many preconceived notions of Type A and Type
R behaviors. There are also many conflicting studies rega rding
how Typc A and Type B behaviors interact with their environment and how t hey perceive t heir environrnenl. T he objective of
this paper is to distinguish bem'ccn misconcept ions and realities
that pertain to Type A and Type B behaviors. The focus of this
!hlpcr is on contliet. role overload. environmental demands.
goa l accompl ishment. acquiring informat ion. and li nkage to
coronary hean disease of the two behavior types.
First. the Type A and Type R Ix:haviors arc defined.
Second. the misconceptions and realities associ.lted wit h six factors ofTypc A and Type B behaviors arc discussed . Finally. the
im plicat ions of the tWO behavior tyP{:s a re examined for the!r
adequacy.

Role overload is defined as having too much to do in the
time avai];,blc T ype A behavior ind ividuab believe they have
greater role overloads tha n Type B individuals, Earlier research
rclylllg on self-report measu res supp0rled this claim. Howevcr.
further research suggests that this finding may have rcsulted
fro m perceptual errors rather t han actual behavior differences
(Kirmeycr. 1988), Employei.'S· perceptions of being overlo'lded
are associated with greater effort. fatigue. a nxitty. and job dissatisfaction (Kirmeyer, 1988). When employees pl'rceive they
arc wo rking harder than others, their productivity. quality of
task performance. and anxiety arc affected. Further resea rch is
needed in this area to observe whether Type A behavior individuals really do work harder than Type B behavior individuals.

Defining T)'l>e A and Type B Behaviors
E.wironmental Demands

T ype A behavio r is characterized by an extreme sense of
time urgency, competitiveness, imp<l tiencc, aggressiveness, and
ambition (fang & Liu. 1989). Type A behavior has been described in adults as the "aggressive involvement in a chronic.
incessant struggle to achieve more a nd more in less and less
time-(Suls & Wan. [989. p. 503). In contmst, Type B behavior is
characterized by relaxation , easy goingnl'Ss. satisfaction. and
unh ur ried ness (fang & Liu, 1989). This cxplains why T ype A
behavior ind ividuals regard Type B behavior individuals as inferior to them. lllese are geneml descriptions of the behaviors
and will help aid in understand ing how they arc related to the
following factors.

Type As appraise thei r envi ronment as more dt manding
a nd report devoting more time to profl'Ssional obligat ions than
T ype Bs (Kinneyer & Biggers. 1988). Also. Type A college
studems report devoting more time to classes. studying. and
paid employment th1ltl do Typc Bs (Kirmeyer & Riggers. 1988).
The activities of Type As seem to indicate that they a rc internally initiated as compared to Type Ik The question IS raised as to
how much the environmental demands arc attributed to the cnvironment and how much arc self-imposed. Recent rl'Search
shows that Type As conStruct more demanding work environments by altering their environment (Kirmeyer & Higgers. 1988).

Conflict

Goal Accomplishment

There are indicatio ns that Type A persons have a tendency
to become involved in !!ltcrpcrsonal conflict more than Type B
persons. This is panly due to Type As impatient and irritable
nature. Also si nce they prefer 10 wo·rk alone, they disli ke giving
control to others in any situation (Baron. 1989). Finally. as
T ype As lose their temper, they show higher levels of aggression
than Type Bs (Baron. (989) .•
The previous indic..1.tions ofTypc A persons arc not necessarily true in all situations. It depends on whether or not the intcrpersonal conflict is with subo rdinates or superiors. In the
case of subordinates, Type A individuals do repOrt a higher frequency of conflict than Type B individuals (Raron. 1989), I nterpersonal contlict with supervisors may be higher for Type A
individuals, but it has not yet been proven to a reasonable
degree. Further research is needed involving the interaction of
Type A individuals with their superiors.

In terms of sctting and accompl ishing goals. it IS believed
that Type As arc more productive than Type Bs. That is they are
more likely to engage in job-releva nt activit ies tha n jobirrelevant act ivities (Kirmeyer & Biggers. 1988). In a recent
study, the results do not support the idea that Type Asa remore
productive than T ype Bs (Tang & Lill, 1989). Th is may be due
to self-p resentatio nal concerns of the subjects. Ix:cause of both
the experimenter being there and the short time period in which
the cxpe riment was conducted. Also. Type As appear to be
more successful than Type Bs. This is attri buted to their driven
and competitive nature. Yet, rescarch o n their tas k performance
has failed to confirm their superiority (Kmneyer & Biggers.

1988).
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•
Acquiring Informacion

Conclusion

Type As perceive greater utility and satisfaction in a goal
thai is ust.'d to assess tas k-related competencies. while T ype Bs
perceive greater utility and satisfaction when a goal is used for
monetary gains (Freedman & Philli ps. 1989). This is not necessarily always so. Type Hs may want 10 verify thci r competencics
by acquiring information that is not con nected to mo netary rcwlIrds. For exam ple. T ype Bs might want to acquire information when they know that scarce rewards will be allocated on a
task-related competency basis (Freedman & Phillips. 1989).

Shortcomings- People have m:tny opinions concerning
Type A and T ype B behaviors. These opinions sometimes are
misconceived due to lack o f knowledge and case of classifying
people into these two broad categories. For example. Ihe Type
A pattcrn . defined by phys ic i:tn~. W:b ~en <IS <I ml'dica! ~y n 
drorne of the varicty of ~l kllOw it when I sec [diagnosc] it"
(Friedma n & Rooth- Kewley. 1988). This im plies T ype A behavior is the same as coronary- prone behavior. The fa ct is thllt
Type A behavior a nd coronary heart d isease a n: not one of the
same. T ype B behavior individuals arc rcg:lrded as lazy when
compared to T ype A behavior individuals. In reality. T ype B beha vior individ uals just know how to be more relaxt.-d abollt
what Ihey a re doing than their Type A counlerpa rL

Linkage to Coronary Heart Diseaw
T YI>C A behavior has been linked to coronary heart dis-

easc. This is not to say that anyone who is labelled as having
Type A bchHvior will necessarily contract coronary hean disease, but there is an increased risk there. It has been suggested

Sl relJglh~ Type A and Type B behaviors do describe the
ways people react to their environmcnt. and how they perceive
thei r environment . This Clln be hel pfu l if someone is diagnosed
as an extreme Type A behavior individual. T his person could
then be tested for coronary heart disease. since they arc at an
assumed increased risk. Regardless of what bchaviortype a person is. it helps to know tha t from taking the Jenkins Actl\'ity
Sun'ey or St ructured Interview. people can fin d out other's perceptions of themselves. In this way, people can I I)' to chanb'C
critical behaviors to lead a more productive. healthy life.

tlmt the neu roticism and de pression c:'tpericnccd by Type A individua ls may be the factors !eading to coronary heart disease.
mlher than their competitivcness or time urgency (Suls & Wan.
1989). However. this has been contrad icted by a meta-analysis
by Matthews ( 1988) that found that depression and anxiety did
not lead to coronary heart d isease (Suls & Wan. 1989). T his
<.:ontmdiction has something to do with the self-report measures
uS(.-d in the various stud ies.
The meta-ana lysis by Matthews shows that the J enkins
Activity Survcy (J AS), a self-report measurc. is not a significa nt
pn.-dictor of CorOnllry hea rt disease (Matt hews. 1988). This selfreport measure should be administered wilh the Structured Intcn'iew (5 1). The Structured Interview has been fou nd to be a
significl.lnt predicto r of coronary heart discasc (M:lllhews, 1988).
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Implications of the Behavior Types
T ype A and Type B behaviors arc IwO vcry d istinct ways to
categori1'.e people. There is also an intermediate behavior type
to place people in when they do not fil completely into o ne of
Ihe cxtreme categories. By saying onc perso n definitely has
Type A belmvior and anot her has Type B behavior. one is
stereotyping people based. more or lr.:ss, on what those people
perceive themsclVl's to be. T he Jenkins Activity Survey and
Structu red Inlcrvicw art· bascd strictly on peoplc's opinions o f
how they react to differenl stimuli in their environment. Their
opinions a re not as accurate as obsen'ations would be. More research is m:cded involving obsen'at;ons of people with T ype A
and Type B bchlIV;OfS. This research should be used inconjunction with the prcviously mentioned sun 'eys.
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THE EXPLOITATION OF ANTARCfICA
Kelli Smith
Many people orten think of Antarctica as simply a huge
mass o f icc dwclling somewhere at the bOllom of the world.
Others think of it as a vasl land of beauty that humankind is prcsumed 10 admire fro m af'lr. This laller idea is now the basis fo r
the recent debate over Anlarctic.t's future . For many reasons.
Antarctica is now a prime target for environmental exploitation.
Many facts about Antarctica make it a haven for both researchers and tourists. Anlarctica measures 5.4 million square
mites. Although it is almost completely covefL'd by icc that is 1.9
miles thick, Antarctica is actually a vast de~rt (Cardozo and
Hirsch 285). It receives only four to ten inches of precipitation
each year, yet it contains approximately 9O%oftheentire world's
water supply. Antarclit3 is dominated by pack ice and icebergs.
most of which remain immersed in the surrounding waters
(Alten 55).
The Antarctic Peninsula, however, is where most of the research is concentr.ued . Hcrc summertemperalurcs can reach6f1>
F , and the Peninsula is where most o f the wild life, such as penguins, whales and seals, reside. There are eighteen nations who
opemte research stations here. As of January, 1990, the U.s.
McMurdo station alone had J04 wo rkers carrying out over 79
projects ( Ha ll. Smith, and Carey 72). Most of these researchers
are trying to uncover new scientific information a nd explore the
resourttS Antarctica has 10 o fTer.
Deborah Shapley believes that scientific cxploration a nd research of Antarctica is crucial to understanding global change
around the world (A27). Not only has recent research made new
discoveries in the ozone hole dilemma, but it has also realized a
medical potential for fish known to have a natural antifreeze.
The possibility exists that this discovery could lead to organ preservat ion for human transplantation (Hall, Smith, and Carey 73).
Scientists have also begun to understand from Antarctic exploration the long-distance and long-term effects of pollution
.
(Lemonick 60),
Valuable resources also exist in Antarctica. Glacial ice has
recently become the principal asset of the continem. It offers the
possibility of being converted into fresh water supplies to be used
all over the world.
•
There is a lso some evidence that minerals exist on the continent. The possibility o f mineral exploration opens new doors on
the subject of Antarctic research. While mineral investigation
could provide for the gathering of useful and valuable information and commodities, it could also lcad to exploitation of the
continen!. A question also remains as to whether minemls can
economically be unearthed (Pyne 351).
Despite the many positive effects of research in Antarctica.
enviro nmentalists arc today concerned about pollut ion and
physical damage to the continent. Scientists believe the worst
thn:ats to Anlarctica come from the tons of garbage being left by
research stations and being dumped overboard tourist ships
visiting the area (Brody Cl). While pollution is largely beinggen-

erated in opemting resea rch stations, abandoned research Stations have a lso contributed to the problem.
Close to the McMurdo basco trash and waste have ix'Cn left
behind. There a re empty food supply cmtts and labels on boxes
that are still legible fro m 1907 (Hall. Smith. and Carey 73). A
British research base, ino perative since 1969. has left behind
waste without anyone returning to clean it up (Allcn 58). lllere
still remain boats and wn.:eked helicopters, as well as unused oil
drums. food scraps and toxic chemicals (I·lall. Smith. and Carey
73).
Currently operating research stations have increased the
pollution problem. The Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) investigated some Antarctic research stations and found evident'C
of ocean-dumping and waste burning rAntarctic Pollution ~
133). A base on KingGeorge Island made a dumping ground out
ofa lake and forced penguins to flee thearea(Alten 58).MeMur_
do was also found to be dumping waste in a nearby landfill. To
show their disapprova l, Grcenpcace and EDF d umped garbage
from the Mc Murdo landfill on the headquarters of the National
Science Foundation (Hall, Smith. and Carey 73).
While situations like these have been the worst threats to the
physical environment. attempts to clean it up have been made.
Arter recommendations ....'CTC made by EDF to clean up the area.
researchers and environmentalists at McMurdo have been in the
process of recycling and shipping out unsafe materials for disposal. Others believe that due to the redundancy of much of the
research being carried out in Antarctica. the harmful impact on
the physical environment could a lso be lessened by consolidating
~into an international effon at a few well-cquippcd centers such
as McMurdo" (Hall, Smith, and Carey 76).
While ocea n-dumping has contributed to water pollution,
pollution of the water has a lso been gcneratcd through a recent
fuel spill. An Argentine supply ship, the Bahia Paraiso. wrecked
on the edgc of the Peninsula on January 28, 1989. It spilled
I70JX)0 gallons of fuel, not only polluting the water but also kiU·
ing various life form s. Some scientists have pointed out that penguins may lose their insulation against the cold from soaking up
the fuel into their skin (Brody Cl). J ane Brody stated that wrttk
~has served to highlight the actual and potential thrcats to what
has heretofore been the least polluted place on ean h" (C I).
Extensive damage has been do ne not only to the environment of Antarctica. As a result of commercial harvesting. Antarctic wikilife has suffered. Krill. a life form vital to the survival
of Antarctic a nimal life, has been used to produce animal feed
and pet food . It takes vast amounts of krill to suppon life higher
on the food chain. sueh as penguins, sea ls and whales. For example, approximately 100 pounds of krill sustain only tWO
ounces of killer whale, and a single blue whale can cat three to
four tons of krill. The destructio n of krill, therefore. means an urgent threat to remaining life fonns. While the current harvesting
of krill has not been considered alarm ing. it may not take mud!
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longer ocfore it produces an obvious threal (Brody C6).
Another rcecnt problem appearing in Antarctica has been
tourism. Tourism in Antarctica has escalated toabout l5(X)visitors ea ch year, and this large numocr has had many effects on the
land. Tourists have posed a threat to research. 10 the environment and cwn to themo;clvcs.
Cardozo and Hirsch point outlhe fact that "it is sometimes
difficult to dmw a sharp linc octween tourism and science in the
Antarctic" (291). Visitors have disrupted ongoing research at
some of tile facilities on the Peninsula which, in turn. has not put
ta;-.; payers' money to proper use (289). J ack Talmadb>e. representati\'!.: of the NSF Division of Polar Programs, has claborated on
these problems:

No o ne. it seems. has the power to enforce thc codes that
have ~e n sct. Treaty members carefu lly cye the others'
bases for any sign of military dcvelopmcnt s. But when it
coml'S to damage to the environment or cnda ngering the
contincnt's wild denizens. they avoid rock ing the peaceful
ship. (58)

I

While Greenpeace and the ED F have been thc foremost
crusaders for Antarctica's protcction, opposition to furt her Antarctic exploration and cnvironmental abuse has also been expressed by some vcry promincnl individuals. J acques Cousteau.
an outstanding voice in environmental concerns. has worked
with other environmentalists and proposed a Natural Reserve
and Land of Science notion for Antarctica. This has bc.."Cn an attempt 10 halt all development in the region a nd call for ,I complete ban on all mineral ex ploration (S hapley A27).
The United States Congress also passed a law in late 1988
prohibiting Americans from participating in or carrying o ut any
Antarctic mining activities. Furthermore. Aust ralia has suggested turning Antarctica into a ~wil demes... pa rk~( H all. Smith.
and Carey 76).
An important question now presents itself. Research stations have made their mark on the continent by becoming much
more pemta nenl in their ex istence. McMurdo station alone
houses four ba rs. a gym and bowling alleys. Could this int rusion
be lead ing toa more~homey" Antarcticcllvirollment. meaning it
could no longer be the mystica l and vacant land it has always
been?
Antarl1ic research clearly has its positiv(' effects. T he negative effl,.'Cb of Anta rctic ex ploratio n. however. arc lead ing to the
slow dest ruction of Antarctica's physical environment, leaving
abundant a vast amount of ex ploitation of one of thc most
beautiful places on earth. It has become o bvious that politicians.
world !caden;, scientists and environmentalists alike "havc yet to
fi nd the right balance betWl'Cll studying the Antarctic a nd preserving i t~ (Lemonick 57).

Our concerns abo ut Antarctic tourism arc threefold ....
Prospects that it will interfere with science. that there will
be an impact on the Antarctic environment. and that there
might be a need for search and rescue. which our program
is really not set up to provide. (Cardozo and Hirsch 289)
No one has suggested an end to all lOurism. 1·I O\~·ever. restrictions must a pply. After some research bases refused 10 entertain visitors. a workshop was sct up in Washington, D.C. to air
th is o ngoing feud . Its outcome scI up restrictions for tour companies and prompted one research station to reopen and compromise by sctting reasonable limitations on its facility.
T he main problem in governing exploration lies in the d iscrepancies concerning owners hip and control of Antarctica as a
whole. The Antarctic Treaty has protceted Antarctica fo r more
than 30 years. It was signl,.'(j by 12 nat ions in 1959. and it ~opcned
the gate to intcrnational coopcra t i on~ in the area (Alten 55).
Ratified in 1961. the treaty ~fo rbid s military activity, bans nuclear explosions and radioactiV(..... wa:.;te d isposal. lllld mandates
international cooperation and fn.'Cdom of scientific inquiry"
(Lemonick 59). Its acceptance into intcrnational law provided
for .....orldyiide scientists to do research and Tt."'Cognize ways 10
protect Antarctica's environment (Alten 55).
Recently. however. this treaty has been challenged. T he
Convent ion on the Regulation of Antarctic Mi neral Resource
Activities. also known as the Wellinb'ton Convention. was held
in 1988. For the firs t time. the original Antarctic T reaty signatories acknowledged a framework for mineral exploralion a nd
exploitation. They agreed that rcstri(.1 ions on cxplomtion should
be set so as not to further infrinb'l' on Antar(.1ica's environment.
While this scemed li ke a reasonnble resolution. France and
Australia decided not to sign the new treaty. They voiced the
opinion that not o nly should mineral explordtion be controlled,
it should not even be allowed to takc placc(A1tcn 58). Italy, Belgium and New Zealand have fo llowed suit. Added to this prob·
lem, there has also ocen concern over possible military bases
being established in the area. Michelle Allen sUlllmed up what
she believes is the underlying dilemma in Antarctic research:
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JUST-iN-TIME: TIlE THEORY AND ITS IMPLEM ENTATION
Diana Woodefl

American manufacturing is quickly e ntering a new phase
in its ever-changing development. The 1980's ha\"e seen forcig n
competitors entering into the nat ion's market. As a result.
American industries ha ve begun adopting new ph ilosophies
and accounting pnl.ct ices in order to r~'main Hl the econom ic
rdce. L One of these accounting systems J ust-I n-Time-is
highly touted as thc wave of the future ;n managerial accoullling. Three important steps must be takentode"d opa potentially succcssful J IT system. Fi rst. the concept of J IT must be
understood by the workers and ma nagcment . Secondly.
manage rs must abandon outdall"d practices which dl"traet from
JIT. Lastly. appropriatl" implementation tl"chniqucs must Ix
pul into effect.
J ust-In-Time has been the so urce of increasi ng intercstand
excitement o\'er the past few years. As with many popular idcas.
misconception.'i concerning J IT have emcrged . Exactly what is
J IT! J IT is 110 1 an inve ntory program. a cultural ma rvel. a
rnatl"riuls program. or a eure..;tll forincpt management. Instead .
it is a philosophy which revolves around the idea of wasteelimination. Waste is defined as anything other tha n the
mini mum amount of equipment. matcrials. parts. and wo rkers'
hours that is necessary !O add value to the product.
JIT has as its ultimate goal zero defects. and this translates
into zero variance. Thus, early detection of imperfections and
insta ntaneous corrections are vita l. Only with the workers'
sup port and understanding is this aspiration realizable. All
personnel must ha\'e an adequ:tte comprehension of JIT and Ix
actively invol\'ed in improving operations. This means training
programs for the workers a re ncu:ssary when J IT is first placed
into effect. Workers who do not comprehend the theory behind
the system shou ld not be expected to accomplish this zero
defects goa l.
Anot her facet of JI T is the elimination of massive product
inventories and the employment of flexible inwll\ories. If a
factory sells a prod uct daily then it should manufacture daily.
This means fabricating items in small batches cach day and nOt
allowi ng inventories to amass. 2 An example of an industry
which has unt il recently avoided this ~ri nci pl e is the U.S. automobile industry. Based on the gradual upward trend of the
economy in the ea rly to midd le I980·s. carmakers constructed
more and more cars in an attempt to cash in o n the economic
uplift. As the economy slowoo down. however, the manufacturers d id not respond. T hey continued to prod uce more and
more automobiles. and. thus. massive inventories were created .
These c.1.rs were difficult to market. and losses resu lted . Only
recently have auto makers respo nded a nd employed a seemingly
JIT system.3
In order to auain a workable J IT progmm. m;ln3bocrs mllst
a naJ)~Le their present work tcchniques and wl'Cd out the ones
which contmdict the conccpt of JIT. Management is generally
reluctant to allcr the timc-honored procedures of their various

companies due to the time and money invol\'ed. T hl'Y must
realize. however. that by adopting a J IT program and correcting these fallacies. they will sa\'(' money in the long-run .
One of these "cherished dogm as~ is Ihe belief thai machines
must remain busy o ne hundred percent of the time. It has long
been believed that id le machine time i:. ineffic iency in itself.
Often this practice results in an overflow ofill\'entory. and this
inventory sits in warehouses for months a nd months. Managers
must come to appreciate the fac t that small batches of marketable. machine-produced goods arc more eco nomical than piles
of unmovable and ou tdated stock.
Frequently, in an attem pt to reduCt: spl:nding. purchasing
age nts eit her buy substanda rd materials or buy huge a mounts
of regular materials in o rder to ta ke advantage of quant ity
d iscounts. T hese actions generally result in excess inn:ntoril.:S.
higher carrying costs, and. in the end. shoddy products. The
purchasing agent must. therefore. understand thaI his decisions
have a direct im pact o n the output of the factory. Buyi ng quality
materials in small amounts is. indeed. the answer to these longstanding prob1cms. ~
A final misapplil'd practice of the eOllwlJtional ~rMem is
paymelll of workers on a piecework incentive basis. This
inspirl"s employl'Cs to manufacture vast amounts of units in
order to earn a higher income. Oft en. this high turn-oUl is dctrimcntal to the quality of the products. Clearly. this systcm must
be abolished. Under .l IT. workers ;Ire paid a daily rate. and pcrformance is measured accord ing to zer<KIefect outputs. Also.
wo rkers arc trained to perform man)' d ifferent tasks in order to
achie,'e an ever higher q uality of produc\.3
Once a JI T program has been implemented. the openuion
may be fortified by meansof an Elcctronic Data Intereh<lngc. [n
order to ml"ct the accelerated info rmation need under .J IT.
numerous companies ha ve establisht.'d systems which com bine
electronic fl'Cords wit h computerized accounting. invcntory
management. a nd related reporting subsystcms. These systems
are utilized in ordcr to yield documents such as material
relea ses. invoices, and purchase orders. The documents are in
tum used to pinpoint the precise status,loc.1 tion. and state of an
order as it is used throughout the fa ctory.
Electronic Data interchange or ED I allows a computer in
one compa ny to excha nge documents with a computer of
another company. Written documents are translated into
bina ry code so that these computcrs can communicate with onc
another. This eliminates a great dea l of bulky paperwork and
also lcssens thc exchange-t ime. It must be realized. however.
that accounting systems do vary from com pany to company,
and appropriate means must be used 10 combat th is problem.
Standards fo r converting written documents into a
common electro nic document must be fo rmulated. There arc
procedural forma lS for arranging the data in invoices. ad vanced
shipping notices, and material releases. A data dictionary is also
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necessary to delineate the cxaCt mcaning of the various com.
ponents of data in these documents. This dictio nary also aids in
thc prevention of inconsistency. Transmission protocols arc the
final mcans used to prevent variance between systcms. These
protocols specify exactly how the set of accounting transaction
records is structured and handled by thc different
communication devices.
ED I not o nly streamlines the order/ delivery cyele of goods
by reducing the fl ow of paper and mailing expenses, but also
cuts down on the work of the accounting and finance
dcpartments. ED I docs away with dissipativc data rekeyingand
sharply reduccs error.; that usually result from repcau.:d manual
data transactions of suppliers. manufacturers, and deliveries.
This reduction in the paperwork of the account ingdepartmcnt
allows accountants to be more directly involved with the
production process and. thus help to implement J IT to an
evcn grcater extent.
A prime examplc of thc correct and beneficial implementation of ED I is the Chicago-based Navistar. This company
has ma terials delivered a mcre four hours before they are placed
in production. Navista r has various electronic links with
suppliers. and these ties havc helped reduce inventory by S80
million in its firs t year of operation.6
Anothe r prime method which is used to strengthen a JIT
systent is by means of vend or analysis. In o rder to achieve a
smooth production cycle. manufacturers must make certain
that the suppliers of the raw materials make timely deliveries at
specified intervals. JIT stresses a development of close-working
relationships with a small number of vendors selected not only
o n a monetary basis. but a lso according to various aspects of
product and service quality.
This vendor analysis involves the eva luation of what
suppliers have done in the past and what they can do in the
future to refine operations and reduce costs. A r.tting system is.
therefore. used to provide a relatively objective view of vend ors'
services. Representativcs from purchasing. engineering. quality
assu rance. materia ls management. and accounting must first
work together and list all relevant factors to vendor appraisals.
These factors may include such things as bid price per unit.
cred it terms. returns policy, accuracy in billing, and delivery.
After the factors are listed. they are placed into rather
broad categories in order to prevent overla pping. The team of
evaluators thcn begins to delegate weights to the variOlls factors
based on the level of importance which the committee places o n
them. The next step is to formulate a method by which to

me'o:lsure the various veodors' performance o n each facet. Thc
numerical measures of cach vendor a re then multiplied by thei r
appropriate weights. Finally, the rcsults are totalled. and these
numbers represent the suppliers' overall rating.
One firm which has utilized vendor analysis fo r scveral
years is Copeland Electric Corporatio n. a subsidiary of
Emerson Electric Company. This firm produce; over 700.000
supreme-quality hemlctic motors every year for usc in refrigerato r compressors. Since January 1986 Copeland has hI.'Cn
using a vendor rating system based on ten performance factors
to evaluatc the fourteen vendors of Taw materia ls which supply
almost eighty-five percent of all their materials. In most
instances. only one supplier is nceded to meet normal dema nd .
A second supplier is employed in order to make sure there are
ample materials when demand is at its peak . The rating system
has achieved its purpose by assessing the performance of each
vendor on each of the ten factors to help the vendors ascertain
their weakncsses and strengths and to evaluate thei r competito rs. It is clear that this system greatly enhances communi·
cation and solidifies the very important relationship between
vendor and buyer. 7
While J IT does a ppear to be advantabJCous to all industril'S
suffering from inefficiency. it is actually only profita ble for
t hose en terpri ses which are de voted to repetitive
manufacturing. J ob-order operations arc much more complex
than assembly-line or process operations. Also. any cessation of
the now of materials through a J IT shop as a result of unex pected mishaps wi\1 trigger a shut-d own of the entire system
until the problcm has been corrected. For some industries the
benefits of early dctection do not outweigh the total system
crash. Finally, im plementing a true JI "I" system requires amplc
lead time, which is likely to translate into many years and vast
amounts of money.s
One of the many firms which possesses the right cond itions
and has successfully employed JI T is AT&T. At their manufacturing facility in S hreveport, Louisiana. AT&T cond ucted a
study which showed lead time was red uC\.-d by more than IX>%,
quality was enhanced by 60%, prod uct ivity was increased hy
65%, and work-in-process inventories were diminished by 95%.
AT&T is not a lone. ho .....'Cver. In 1988 approximately 14% of
American manufacturers adopted JIT as a continuous
improvement progmm. By 1993 it is expected that half of a ll
United States ind ust ries will have moved toward Just-in-Time.9
The time for J ust-in-Time has. indeed. arrived.
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EXPECTATIONS CAP: WHER E WER E THE A UDITORS!
DougfUJ R. Bafyl'OI

The -expL'Ctation gap~ refers to differences in the
perce ptions of auditors and financial statement users
about the auditor's role and responsibility (Gaffney 1989.
17).

Problem Apparent When II Husines... Fails
The problems and issues associated with the eXIX"'Ctatio ns
gap become -all too apparent when a business colla p....:!>"
(Lehman 1990. (7). A few sudden busines... fa ilurt.-s will turn the
public's attention to the audited finan cial statements (Kramer
1988. 18). As a result. the invcsting public often blanK'S the
auditor for not forecasting the collapse in the auditor's re port
(Lehman 1990. 17).

Ceneral Information
When analyzing the different aSpL'Cts of accounting.
ce rtain controversial topic areas become apparent. One such
area is the -expL'Ctations gap." The expectations gap results
because there often exists a significant difference between the
level of confidence perceived by the user and the level of
confidence (as5umnce) provided by the auditor (Lehman
1990. 17). Extensi\'e studies and sun-eys have verified that a
high lewl of confusio n does exist among fina ncia l analysts.
shareholders and bankers concerning the level of confidence to
be placed in audited financial statements (Miller 1990.68). In
addit ion. other studies illustmtc that the pri vate sector has a
poor understanding concerning the purpose of financial audits
(Gaffney 19R9. 17). Mr. Chenok. president of the AIC PA. feels
"there will always be a gap between thc public's expectations
and the auditor's ability to meet thcm~ (Barrett 1990, 75).
Therefore. the accounting profcssio n should not attempt the
task of-closing- the gap. Instead . emphasis should be placed o n
narrowing and minimizing the effects of the gap.
I~e

Basic Methods to Reduce Cap
Mr. Chenok fee ls that the gap has narrowed signific.lntly
ovcr the yea rs. He also belicves that the gap will narrow "flln hcr
in the years to come.~ if auditors and the uscrs of financial sta tements will place significant importance concerning this topic
(Ba rrett 1990. 75). Even though the gap might continuc to
narrow. auditors win not be able to provide the users \\ ith the
level of confidence thaI they desire. The only way an a uditor
could offer that degree of assurance would require designing the
audit to ana lyze evcry olle of the company's financial Imnsact ions. MObviously. time and money constraints make such an
audit impossible" (Taylor 1989. 30). The auditing profession
contends that if an audit is to be cost effective. there ex ists no
feasible way to audit every transaction in cvery account (Taylor
1989.30). There exist two basic methods that should be used in
combinat ion when attempt ing to na rrow the gap. First. the
public needs to be continuously reminded of the auditor's role.
Second, the audit process needs \0 lx."'Comc morl' effective. By
doing so. the audit will be close to the public's eXpL'Ct:lt ions
(Barrett 1990. 75).

Oates Back

The controversial issues concerning the expectations gap
have haunted the accounting profession for decades. In 197R.
the AICPA's Commission on Auditors' Responsibility. referred
to as the Cohen Commission. pcrfonncd an extensive. comprehensive study of this topic. During the 1970's, scvcral aceounting standards concerning the expectat ions gap were proposed
and implemented . However. a gap continuL-s to exist between
~the aud itor's role as percei\'ed by auditors and the expectations
of financial report users" (Giacomino 1988, 4).
V i e ~'ed

Accounting

Prores.~()n Addres.~

the Issue

Issuance of 9 New Standards
Congressional critics and thc busi ness commun ity decided
that the accounting profession's pcrceivl"<l passive role concerning this issue was no lo nger acceptable (Madison 1990.41).
These people felt that the accouming profession should provide
some regulations to help minimize thc ga p. In response to the
growing criticism from govcrnmental agencies. congressional
leaders, and the investing public. che accounting profcssio n
issued nine Statements on Auditing Standards (SASs) in 1985
(Lehman 1990. 17). The ncw standards were the culmination of
various studies performed by the accounting profession. The
standards addressed issues and concerns of bankers. mcmbers
of Congress, investors. account ing firms. a nd other concerned
organizations (Weirich 1989.51).

as Auditor 's Fault

Public Sees Auditor as a Cuarantor
One of thc main reasons that this gap has continued to
exist over thc years is that financial statement uscrs want
someone to guarantee their investment in a company from any
risk or to act as a guarantor of the accuracy of a company's
fi nancial statements (Taylor 1989. 30). ~ Many people believe
that auditors can act to prevent invcstor and creditor losses"
(Taylor 1989.30). However. the auditors do not fec i that these
arc the primary responsibilities of an audit .

Standards Impose Significant Changes
"The SASs a re intended to improve the standards for audit
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M
performance and aud itor communication (Herdman 1988. 9).
T he standards have been referred to as the "widest-ranging
M
cha nb'Cs in auditing standards in 50 years (Barrett 1990. 75).
The new SASs do pose vcry significant alternatives to the
accounting profession. T herefore. their impact will be felt by the
users of the fi nancia l statements. management, audilQrs, and all
ol her individuals who rely on the audit report (Smith 19S8. 45).
If the new standards arc to be effecti ve. they cannut be "taken
light ly by the pract icing CPA" (Causey 1990. 56). Marcie
Smith. the Internal Auditor for Auburn University. stated that
the new standa rds will require. in most situatio ns. a more
tho rough a udit. neccssita ting a more efficient and effective
audit (45).

lations as a way to narrow the gap (Kramer 1988. 18). T he CPA
certifICate might lx:come less rt."Spectcd and the AIC PA's self·
regulatory powers would be threa tened if the government
tx:came more involved in the standard selling process
(Rimcrman 1990,83). Even tho ugh many of the prob1cm ~ that
arc associated with the expectat ions gap arc a result of substandard audit pe rformance. "the government's reaction stems
from d iffering perceptions conce rning indepe ndent audi tors'
resl>onsibi lities (Giacomino 1988,4).
Over the yea rs, there has exisll:d several hearings. con·
gressiona l re pons, and committees created by Congress to
add ress the issue of whet her the govcrnmelll should incrC'o.l SC
regula tions in the accounting profession. In 1986, Representative Ron Wyden int rod uced legislat ion that would impose
strict new obligations on businesses and their auditors (K ramer
1988. 18). The l'louse Subcommittee on Oversight and lrwesti·
gations of the Commillee on Energy and Commerce.
informall y referred to as the Dingell Commillee and 1<.'d by
Representative Jo hn D. Dinge)). has been monitori ng the
succcss of self-regulation within the profession (Giacomino
1988. 4). Many of the cOllgressionallcaders fl.'C1 Mself-regulation
in the profession is not enough" (Smith 1988.45). Congress
believes there is a need to expand the auditor's role to include
greater responsibility (Giacomino 1988.4).
M

Crilid sms Concerning New Standards
When ana lyzing the accounting profession's effort to
narrow the ga p, some individ uals ha ve erit ici7ed these new
standards. They have stated "the new proposals add ed
co nfusion rathe r than abated it (Goldwasser 1987,96). Others
ha ve fe lt that the actions taken by the acco unting profession
we re "react ive instead of proaetive (Madison 1990,4 1). The
profl-ssion d id nOl propose the new SASs until extensive
pressure was exerted by Co ngressional leaders and the busines...
community. Although there were critics of the new standards,
the il>~ uancc of them should significantly increase thc reliability
of audited fi nancial statements (Weirich 19159. 57).
M

M

Not a Proper Solution
However, government intervention is not a vcry popular
sol ution from "virtually all s i des ~ (Kramer 1988. 18). The SEC
dOl"S not consider congressional legislatioJl to be a practical way
to narrow the gap (Kramer 191515. 18). T he United States is
considered to have one of the best systems of corpo rate fina ncial
reporting in the world . T he quality of this system ha~ been
maintained through active self-regulation by the panicipants
( Kramer 1915l5. 18).

Financial Statement Users
Over the yea rs. the users of financial statements have
changed significan tly (Rimerman 1990, 82). T he number of
users has great ly increased since the passage of the fede ml
securit ies laViS in the 1930s (Taylor 1989.30). MUnfonu natcly.
this increase in the number of users has not gone hand-i n-hand
with increaS(:d ed ucation of these users (Taylor 1989. 30). One
o f the main .... 'I1ys the A IC PA hoped to narrow the expectations
gap was to beller ed ucate the high number of fina ncial statement users (Sm it h 1915l5. 45). Audit ors felt that if the users were
beller educated conce rning the auditor's role and the limitations
of this rolc. the ga p would greatly be reduced (Giacom ino. 191515.
4). Even with emphasis on educati ng the tr.;Crs. they still have
significantl y d ifferent expectations about the level of assurance
that is providl'd by fi nancial aud its.
In addition to expectmg a high level 0 1 assurance from
auditors. users are dema nd ing -additional info rmation
concerning companies (Rimerman 1990,82). This increase in
demand for information has res ulted in users relying on other
forms of informatio n conccrn,ing businesses in addition to
GAA P financial statements (Rimerman 1990, 82). If users
continue to rely on these other forms of information. pu blic
accounting firms Mcould face competit ive d isad vantages
(Rimer-man 1990, 83).
M

Managers Versus Auditors' Responsibilities
Primary Responsibility of Managers
Practitioners and accounti ng researchers agn.'C there is a
high level of confusion conce rning the relative rl'Spollsibilities of
management and the auditor (Miller 1990,68). T he public d oes
not reali7.e that the prima ry responsibility for the financial
statements rests with the management of that fi rm. In addition.
the public is not aware that the audit e.X<lmination unavoidably
involves "necessarily i mprccise jud ge me n t s~ (Taylor 1989.30).
The accounting profession feel s that a busin(:ss failure is not
necessarily an audit failure (Krasnoff 1987. 71). Robert W.
MeGt.'C. a CPA who mai ntains a co nsulting practice in New
York. conducted a survey of accountants and business
managers across the United States. Over 80 percent of the
individuals who responded to the survery felt Ihat all info rmation contained m the fi nancial statements is the
representation of management. T hese individuals also felt that
the auditor's report should include statements that wou ld clarify
this issue (McGee 1987. 95).

M

Congressio nal Regulation of Accounting Professio n
Due to the ex[X."Ctations gap problem. the accounting profession is Munder fire by Congress- (Giacomino 1988. 4). Many
congressional leaders propose increased governmental regu-

Cannot Assume Honesty of Managers
Even though the financial ~tat c me nt s arc the primal")'
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and thus. often defy detection or anal ysis~ (Levy 1989.53).
Auditors must rcmember that bydcfinition. fraud isdesigncd to
deceive. including them (Levy 1989.53). If a fraud is rx;rmittcd
to exist undetected. it will grow. The acceleration of the growth
dcpends on several factors. mcluding the skill of thc pe rpetrator
and the interna l cont rols to which hc or she is subject (Levy
1989.53).

responsibility of management, the audit should be designt-d to
evaluate the presence or absence of material misstatements
(McGce 1987, 95). W hen performing this task, the a uditors
wcre once able to assure the honesty of management as a
standa rd practice. T his assumpt ion by the audito r is no longer
val id (Levy 1989. 53). ~An otherwise honest and conscientious
management. in the face of such conditions. and under pres.sure
by the financial community to demonstrate strong earnings
performance. might intentionally distort accounting estimates"
( Korrath 1990. 15). Instead, the auditor shou ld assume neither
honesty or dishonesty of management (Levy 1989.53).
Internal Control

Audits are not Proper Detection Methods
Under Generally Acccpted Auditing Standards ((;AAS).
an audit is 1I0t the proper means for fraud dctection. Detection
of fraud requires a levcl of skepticism higher than what the
traditional GAAS audit has rcquired (Lev), 19X9. 5:'1). In a
survey of acco untants and business managers. twO-tllirds of
those responding felt that thc accounting profession would
suffer if auditors were reql1lrcd to assume a highcr lewl of
responsi bility in the detection of fraud One of the accountant~
surveyed stated that an auditor should design an examination
to detect material misstatements that would include fraud
However. including fraud detection as a formal audit goal
would o nly serve to increase the public's expt.'i:tations beyo nd
the actual capabil itics of an auditor ( McGee 19X7. 95).

SAS S5 ~Considerations of Interna l Control Structu re
in a Financia l Audjt ~
When designing the audit to evaluale the presence or
absence of matcrial misstatemcnts. the auditor must become
familia r with the company's intcrnal control structure
(Herdman 1988.9). The new sta nda rds concerning theexpectations gap req uire that the auditor have a more thorough
understanding of thc client's internal control structu re than did
previous standards (Push kin 1990. 9). Specifically. SAS 55.
"Co nsideration of Internal Control Struc!Ure in a Financial
Audit." emphasized the importance of internal control by
broadening the auditor's respomihility \0 study and evaluaiC
!Ilternal control in the planning phase of an :lUdit (Weirich 1989.
55). The auditor should be aware of the reliancc tha t acompany
places on internal controls. He should understand thc difference
betwccn the aprx;arancc of a functioning and effective control
versus one that actually serves to prevent an irregularity from
taking place ( Levy 1989. 53) . When analyzing a company's
in ternal control structure. the auditor should examine the three
clements: thc control environment. the accounting cont rols.
and control procedures ( PUshkin 1990.9).

SAS 53 ~The Auditor's Responsihilit}· to D etect
and Report Errors"
In response to the public's complaints concern ing thc
responsibility assumed by the auditor for the de tection and
reporting of material errors or irregularities. SAS 53. "The
Auditor's R es pon~ ibilil Y 10 Detect and Report Errors and Irregu larit i es.~ was issued (Weirich 1989.52). Due 10 thc topic of
the statement. it ~may prove to be one of the most significant
audit pronounc('ments~ ( Levy 1989.52). This SAS expands the
auditor's responsibility in all audits to assess the risk that erro rs
or irregularities will cause material misstatcmcnts in fillancial
statcments (Weirich 19X9. 52).
An error is considered to be an unintentional mist:Jke:
whereas. an irregularity is dcfined as an intcntional act offraud
(Levy 1989.52). Paragraph 3 of SAS 53 contains a specific list
of acts that are conside rt-d to be irregula rities. Paragraph IS of
SAS 53 discusses thc aud itor's main responsibilities cOIl(Xrni ng
the detection of fraud. The paragraph states ~the auditor should
exercise (a) due care in plann ing. performing. and evaluating
the results of audit procedures. and (b) the prorx;r degree of
professiona l skepticism to achieve reasonable ass urance~ (Levy
1989.52).

SAS 60 ~ Co mmunica tion of Internal Control Structure,
Related Matter in an AudiC
In addition to SAS 55. another standard. SAS 60. was
issued concerning internal control. SAS 60. "Communication
of Internal Control StruclUre. Related Matter in an Audit."
addressed internal communication requi re ments. Thisstandard
redefi ned the lIlformation that aud itors report to audit committees or similar bodies relating to an cnt ity's internal control
structure (Weirich 1989. 55). T his new standard requi res
auditors to report a broader sct of intcrnal contro l "deficiencies"
\0 thc audit committee (Weirich 1989.55).

SAS 54 HlIIegal Acts by C liellts ~
In addition to SAS 53. SAS 54. ~ l llegal Acts by Clicnts."
which deals with the dete<:tion of potential illegal activities of
audit clicnts. was implemented This sta ndard offcrs guidelines
concerning the responsibility of auditors in dctecting illegal acts
which are defint-d as "violations of laws or governmental regulatioos other than irregularities~ (Weirich 1989.52). SAS 53 and
SAS 54 dcal specifically with congressional conce rns about the
dett'Ction of financial fraud and potcntial illegal activities of
audit clients (Madison 1990.4 1). All irregularities and illcgal
acts noted by an auditor during an engagcmcnt should be
reported to the audit committee ( Herdman 1988. 10). These two

Detection of Fraud
What does the publicexrx;ct from the auditor and audited
financial statements'! At the vcry least. users of audited
financial statemcnts want proteetion against management fraud (England 1987.52).
Fraud Designed to Dccch'c
A large portion of the frauds involve imaginary accounts
that do not exist in the company's books or reeords. Asa result.
these frauds do no t ~f1ow through to the financial statements.
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standards were designed to narrow the gap bet'M-'ttn a client's
expectations rega rding the auditor's responsibility to detect
fra ud and illegal acti\'ities du ri ng an audit and the actual
responsibility of an auditor ( Levy 1989,52). Howc\'er, this goal
may be easier to understand that to implement.

it substantia lly revises the auditor's most basic form of com~
munication- thc auditor's standard re port~ (Herdman 1988,
II). Many of the chanh'Cs that were suggested by thc Cohen
Commission were incorporaK'CI in the prm'isions of SAS 58
( Miller 1990.68).

CO MM UN ICATIO N

SAS 62 ~Special Reports~
The Auditing Standards Bomd also issued S AS 62,
"Srx--cia l Repo rts," which superseded SAS 14. The new
statement described the aud itor's responsibilities concerning the
issuance of special re ports. T he SAS rcquin.'d that special
repo rts follow the same form "nd conu.'nt of the auditor's report
d escribed in SAS 58. T he two standa rds are vel)' imponant in
thc effon to narrow thc expectations gap.

F..ngilgement Letter
Poor communication is onc of the main contri buting
factors to the ex pectations gap. An engagement letter should be
prcparl'd to confirm the res ponsibilities of the audito r. In the
leiter. auditors sho uld clearly state that the audit is not a
gua nlntcc as to the accuracy of the fina ncial statements. These
statements sho uld be ~tail o red to the manner in which a
particular practice is conducted and to the partic ular problems
prescntt'CI by the nature of the particular clien l ~ (Causey 1990.
56). " S landardi zed~ audit [ellers result in misunderstandings
which increase the problem concerning the gap. Misunderstandings will cause confusion concerning thc auditor's
res ponsibilities.

SAS 61 ~Co mmunicat ion With Audit CommilleesSAS 6 1. "Communication with Audit Committccs,~ also
addressed comm unication req uireme nts. T hi s st andard
imposcd add itional communication requirements regarding the
scope and results of the aud it. This communication helps assist
the audit committee in oveTSL'eing the financial repo rting a nd
disclosure process fo r which management is responsible
(Weirich 1989. 57).

Audit Report
One aspect of the expectations gap involves differences in
the ways audito rs and fina ncial statement users interp ret the
actual wrillen aud it repo rt (Gaffney 1989, 17). The purpose of
the report is to inform users of the ~scope~ of the auditor's
examination of the fi nancial statements. The repo rt also
presents the auditor's conclusions about whether the financial
statements are in accordance with GAAP (Gaffney 1989. 17).
T his report is the primary means through which auditors communicate to Ihe financial community (Lehman 1990. 17).

Going Concern
Users of financial statements -were too often surprised
when a company fa lled shonly alter the auditors had issued an
unqualified opinion on thei r financ ia l statement s~ (Robison
1989. 51). In 1978. the Cohen Commission comended that
analyzing a company's fut ure was not the auditor's respo nsibility. T he Commissio n stated that -going concern o pinions"
are misunderslOod . Due to the potent ial for confus ion and fa lse
expectations. the Commission recommended elimination of the
going concern qua lification ( Pringle 1990.68). Over 80 pereent
of the respondents to the survey felt that the audit report should
not comment on the viability of an entity's continued existence
(McGee 1987. 95). An audit is not intended to predict a
company's future success or failu re; however, this has become
irrelevant because the public expects such results from an audit
(Krasnoff 1987, 71). Therefore, a gap exists -betwccn what the
profl'Ssion sees itself providing to the public a nd what the pu blic
perceives itself receiving when a clean audit opinion is givenft
(Krasnoff 1987, 71).

Rl"port Um-atisraetory
Many individuals feel that over the years, thc aud itor's
report has become unsatisfacto l)' in communicating the
auditor's wo rk to the public (Smith 1988, 45). The report used
standardized la nguage that was misinterpreted by users (Miller
1990. 68). Even though there "'ere concerns that the users
might not be correctly interpreting the auditor's intended
message, the repo rt remained virtually une~an ged from 1948 to
1988 ( Miller 1990,68). In 1978. the Comm ission on Auditors'
Responsi bilities. informally referred to as the Cohen Commissio n. identified several deficiencies in the traditional repo rt.
During this time, many indi vidua ls believed that these misconceptions would be red uced by p;operly a ltering the report.

SAS 59 - Auditor's Consideration or an Entity's Ability
to Continue as a Going Concern"
The auditor's res ponsibility has changed with respect to Ihe
consideration of an ent ity's going conce rn status (Robison
1989, 51). In response to the pressure on the accounting
profes.'iion. the Accounting Standards Board (ASB) issued SAS
59, ~The Aud itor's Considcl1I.tion o f a n Entity's Ability 10
Continue as a Going Concem- (Weirich 1989.54). This standard
was to yield more effective audits by req uiring the auditor 10
evaluate the going concern status in all audits (Robison 1989.
5 1).

S AS 58 "Reports on Financial Statements ~
Due to the deficiencies· in the audit report, SAS 58.
" Reports on Financial Statc ment s.~ was implemented. This
ncw standard was part of a major undertaking by the AS B to
minimize the expectations gap (Fitzsimons 1989. 43). SAS 58
required several majo r changes to the audit repo rt . T he changes
were intended to communiaHe more explicitly the responsibility that the auditor assumes. the procedures tha lthc aud itor
performs. and the a ssurance provided by the auditor (Weirich
1989.54). "Of all the new standards, the 'Reports on Audited
Financial Statements' standard will be the most visible because
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drugs arc produced: instead. the doctors \\ant all the a vailable
drugs that will help resto re thei r p..'u ients· health .

SAS 59 Superseded SAS 34
SAS 59 superseded SAS 34. -The Auditor's Considerations
When a Qucstion Arises About an Entity's Continued Existence:' Under SA S 34. -an auditor had the responsibility to
evaluate cont inued existence o nl y to thc cxtcnt that audit proexxiures actuall y uncovcred information contrary to the
assumption of cont inued existence" (Ro bison 1989, 5 1). However. under S AS 59. the going concern status is re,-!uired to be
addrcs~d on each audit. The guidance provided by SAS 59
states that if an audi tor has substantial doubt concerning
a company's ability to function as a going concern. the aud ito r
should include an explanatory pamgraph in the audit report
to reflcct the concl usion.

Performance Gap!
Even though there is substantia l cvidencc that p ro\'l'~ a n
"expectations gap" ex ists. Mr. Chenok feels Ihat a la rge po rt ion
might "more truthfully be called a 'pcrformance gap. or a gap
between the perform.uK'\: of ~() me C PAs and \\hal the
Slandards requin:'" (BarrCII 1990. 75). The numbe r of sta nd a rd ~
issued can not reduce Ihis Iype of gap. Accountants will ha\e to
become beller fam iliar with thc contents and req ui re me n t ~ of
the standards. Accountants fed that surgeon.. a rc not requir~-d
10 perfo rm only succL'Ssful surgery: therefore. \\hy !'> hould
accountants be expecled to perform o nl y ~ ucccs,>fu l aud it.,'!
In all professions. there e.t( ist!'> a degn.'C of hu man crro r.
Auditors should wo rk hard to minimi/ e thi~ b e!. There will
probably always be an expectations gap duc to differe nces int he
percept io ns of auditors and financial statement uS\.' rs concerning the auditor's role a nd n:sponsibility. T he goa l of Ihe
account ing profession should be to n::d uce this g:lp. Therefore.
"further research into this issue seems es.sent ia l- ( Rimerman

Other Standards
SAS 56 - Analytical Procedures""
As part of the AS H's cffort to reduce the e."(pectalions gap.
il issued two other SASs. S AS 56. "Analytica l Proced ures."
mandated Ihat auditors usc analytical procedures in planning
and in the overall review althe conclusion of the audit (Weiric h
1989. 57). T hese procedures can help ident ify potential misstatements effccti\dy by a lerting the auditor of potential
pro blems requiring additional investigat ion.

1990. 8) .
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SAS 57 "A uditing Accounting Estimates"
SAS 57. "Audit ing Accounting Estimates." was issued as a
response to the significant number of business failun.'S thaI
resulted because of inapp ro priale accounting judgements and
estima tes (Wcirich 1989.57). This statement provides guidance
to the auditor in obtaining sufficient competent evidential
matter to support accounting estimates.
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Standards O"erload
The eXJX.'Ctations gap I!'> a serio us problem that the
profession has attempted to reduce by the issuance of nine
stand ard s. Eve n though these sta ndards seem to he j ustified.
there is a predominant belief by critics that the accounting profes~ ion has iSSULxilOo many standard s ( Miller 1988. 140). These
critics sta te that these standards arc primarily focused on "SEC
pro blems to the detriment of the needs of nonregistm nts"
(Millcr 1988. 140). This argument is referred to as ~stand a rd
overload. - Su PPOrtcrs of th is argumcnt point out Ihc c.'{tcnsivc
number of Sla ndards issued in the late 1970s and ea rly 19805
(Miller 1988. 140). When studying the idea of whether a
-standa rds o verload" has been reached. therc is no simple
answcr. "At a relatively high philosophical level. there is no
problem accepting the idea that an overload condition can be
created" ( Miller 1988. (42). Wit h the additio n of new sta nda rds,
competition for dien ts beco mes mo re difficult for smaller
accounting firms. Many of these firms a rc ~ pu s hed"" out of the
audi ting industry. I·!owever. the profession sho uld address the
issuc as to whether the effects of the "overload" have been felt by
cnough acco untants to j ustify a r~'CIucti o n in the level of
standards is.>; uL-d . When c\'a luating thc concept of having 100
many standard s. - some insight ma y be gained in looking at
othcr field s" (Miller 1988. 142). Doctors do nOI compla in if ne w
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ACCOUNTING FOR EMPI.O VEES· POSTRETIREMENT BENEFITS
Harold Phipps

(
T he Financial Accounting Standards Board recemly issued Statement of Financial Accounting Standa rds No. 106
vllployers' Accowlling for Postrelirerllc/ll &mejits Olher (han
Pensions, which requires that the cost of postre tirement benefits
be accrued while employees arc working. The pronouncement
covcrs accounting for the cost of retirees' healthcare. long-term
care, tuition ass istance, legal adviso ry services, and housing subsidies (Jollrnal of AccolIlJlon(JI, February 1(91). A great deal of
opposition has oc'Cn raised to this statement since previously
most companies had recorded this expense at the time of payment.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the requirements of
the new pronouncement. The major effects of the rule on financial reporting. and reactions to the statement wi!! a lso be discussed. Fina!!y. opti ons available to businesses to deal with the
pronouncement will be briefly considered.

sidered in measuring the obligation. The probability of payment
is based on turnover rate. retirement age. dependency status.
and mortality.
In dctermining the amount of pay-related postretirement
bencfits. sala ry progression must be considcrcd. Finally. a discount rate must be determined to discount the obligation to its
present value. The intcrest rate used must be eithcr thc rate on
an instrumcnt that could be purchased to sett le the Obligation or
thc current rate of return on high-quality fixcd-income investmcnts (Mackic and Oss 1989).
The annual cost of providing postretirement benefits will
be comprised of four elements. The first component is the current year's service cost. which is the cost of the plan allocated to
the currcnt year based upon an actuarial allocation method.
The period 10 which thc OPEB liability is illlributed under the
rule begins at the date of hire and ends at the date an employee
becomes eligiblc to retirc. Thc attribution pcriod is thc most
criticil.ed aspect of the new standard. Eighty percen t of the comment letters received in rl'Sponse to the exposure draft advocated
extending the attribution period to the date of retirement. H O\.\'ever. the approach rcquired by the FASB is consistent with pension account ing si nce the F AS B considers the date of eligibility
for OPEB similar to the vesting datc for pensions (Martens and
Stevens 1990). The second componcnt of the annual OPEB expense is interest expense on the accumulatcd postretirement
benefit obligation (AP BO). Amortization of the transition obligation is the third componcn t of the annual plan cost. T ht
transit ion obligation is the unfunded accumulated obligation at
the beginning of the year the statement becomes cffecti ve. The
transit ion obligation must be amortized o\'er the average remaining service period of employees covered by the plan. I f the
average remaining service period is less than fifteen ycars. the
transition o bligation may be amortized over fifteen years (Marten and Ste"ens 1990). The final component of the annual cost is
thc return on assets set aside to providc postretircment benefits.
This amount reduccs the annual postretiremcnt benefits cost
(Managemem Accowlfing. April 199 1).

Requirements of the Standard
The new rule requires companies to recogni7_e postretirement benefits othcr than pensions (OPE B) on the accrual basis
of accounting rathe r than under the current "pay-as-you-go" or
cash basis. The FASB believes t hat postret irement benefits arc
forms of deferred eompcnsution and. therefore. should be
recognized du ring an employee's employment period. The pronouncement also requin.:s companies 10 detcrmine their expected postretirement benefit obligation and reco rd a minimum
liability for the estimated cost of providing current and future
retirees with thl'SC benefits. The amount of the expected postretirement benefit obligation is ~the actuarial present value of
the postretirement benefit expected to be paid to or for the Clllployee and the employee's dependcnts"(Mackie and Oss 1989).
Several assumptions must he used in measuring the obligation.
The firs t assumptions involve the amount and (jming of
the fut ure benefit payments. These assumptions include: (I) the
per capita claims cost by age. (2) health care cost trend rates.
and (3) Mcdicare rcimbursemcnt rates. The per capita claims
cost by uge is ~the amount of money needed to pay for postretirement health benefits for each year of life cxpectancy that
employees and their dependents arc cxpected to recei\'e benefits(Mackie and ass 1989). Hea lth eare cost trend rates arc used to
project the amount of the future benefits. This rate, which will be
unique 10 each firm. is based upon cxpectations of innation in
the cost of medical services. changes in med ical technology. the
mix of services a company provides. and util ization of the services by employees. The effect of a one perccnt change in the
health earl' trend rate on the OPEB obligation must bedisclosed
in a note to the financial statements in the year the rateehanges.
The Medicare reimbursement rate, wh ich is thesharc of medical
costs paid by Medicare, is based upon what Medicare is cu rrelllly paying.
The probability of payment of benefits must also be con-

Effects on Financial Reporting
A Coopers & Lybrand Execlltive Summary issued after
the rc!case of the exposure draft on accounting for postretirement benefits analyzes the effects of Statemcnt 106 o n financial
reporting (Managemem Accowlling. April 1989). T he statement's most significa nt impact will be a larger expense reponed
for O PEB. A decrease in reponed net income and an increase in
reported liabilities will also result from the statemcnt.
O P EB expensc under accrual accounting wi!! be higher
than under cash accounting since the annual expense will includc the cost of provid ing postretirement benefits 10 current
employees. as well as to re tirees. The annual expense will also be
increased because of the intercst expense and transition obliga-
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tion amortization which must be included in the an nual cost.
The ExecUlive Summary estimates that the expense will be
three to si.'I; times higher for companies with a large number of
retirees. The cost fo r companies with only a few rctirees will be
many times higher since the current expense under the cash
basis of accounting is very low.
Net income will also be lower for two rcasons. First. only
the aetual eash payments for OPEB are deductible for income
tax purposes. Also. even though a deferred tax benefit can be
recognized for the ex(."css of the recorded expense over the cash
p<lid, the amount that can be recognized is limited to the amount
of any existing deferred tax liabilities. As a result, 11 large portion of the expense could directly reduce net income.
The last major consequence of the statement affeets the
balan(."C sheet. The new pronouncement requires that a liability,
which could be extremely la rge, be recorded for OPEB. The reported liability can be reduced by pre-funding the obligation:
however, because of the currellltax rules, companies have lillie
incentive to pre-fund their OPEB plans.

jeet the amount of future benefits. Only five percent of the letters
re(."Cived agreed with the FAS B's approach to calculate the rate.
In computing this rate, the FASB docs 110t a1Jowa company to
consider factors that may reduce future hca lthcare costs. such as
an increase in Med icarc. Respondents argued that the disregard
for the effects of likely future actions to reduce hcaltheare COSts
makes the F ASB's approach unrealistic.
The discount rate to be used is either the current rate of return o n high-quality fixed -income investments or the rate on an
instrument that could be purchased to senle the li<lbilit y for
OPEn. The major arguments against the FASB's rate were that
the moncy used 10 cover the O P ES liability is generated internally and that no financial instrument designed to covcr the
obligation for OPES exists. Only SIX percent of the comment
leuers agret:d with the FAS B\ proposed discount ra te with the
majority of the respondents advocating using the eompany's
cost of capital to discount the obligation.
Only two percent of the comment lellers recei"ed agreed
with the FASR's umo rti/.ation period for the transition obl ig.1tion. Most of the let ters advocated amort izing the transition obligation ovcr a longer period. In addition. many of the respondents felt the F ASB should allow the transition obligation to be
accounted fo r as a change in accounting principle- or a prior
period adjustment.
The A 1C PA Accounting Standards Executive COlllmittee
(AcSEC) and the F inancial Exe(.;Utives Institute (FE I) <llso
made recommendat ions for changing the pronouncement. The
AcSEC agreed with the FASB that OPEI3 is a liability. but its
members th ought the proposed statement could besimplified in
the following ways. Fi rst, changes in healthcare uS<lge and delivery patterns and technological advances should be excluded
from consideration in determin ing the healthC;lrc trend rate.
Also, the AcSEC felt the attribution period should be extended
to the retirement date. and lastly, the recognition of the liability
in the balance sheet should not be required, or only the liability
to reti rees should be disclosed.
The Financial Executives Institute agreed with the FASH
that the accrual basis of accounting should be USt-d for measuring O PEB expense. The FEI also agreed that postretirement
benefits result in an oblig;lIion to sacrifice assets in the future,
but the members of the FEI felt that OPEA did not create a liability because: (I) payment of the benefits was dependent upon
actual retirement. (2) OPEH plans can be modified by an employer, and (3) postretirement benefits don't m(."tt t he definition
of a liability contained in Concepts Statement No.6. As a result,
the FEI recommended using the word "obligation~ instead of
"liability.~ Like the AcSEC, the FEI advocated extending the
attribut ion period to the dale of retirement. The FE[ also recommended allowing immediate recognition of the transition
obligation or amortizing the OPEB obligation over a period of
<It least 20 years. Finally, the FE I encouraged the usc of the
general inflation rate instead of the healthcare trend rate for
projecting the amount of future benefits.

Reactions to the Rule
The FASB received 467 comment lellers concerning the
exposure draft of Statement 106. The contents of these leiters
were summarized in a specia l report in the J une 1990 issue of the
Joumal of Accollmancy.
Although many of the leiters expressed various criticisms
rega rding the proposed standard, 60 percent of the letters acknowledged that there is a liability for OPEB whieh should be
disclosed in the balance sheet. The 15 percent of the leiters
maintaining that a liability for GJ>EB does not e.'I;ist provided
twO primary reasons: the employer has the ability to cancel the
o bligation. and the obligation for OPEB cannot be measured.
In response to the first a rgument, the COU11S have upheld that
em ployers must provide postretirement benefits that have been
promised to employees. Secondly. although the OPE D liability
is difficult to me<lsure and many l-stimations must be used, the
FAS B has provided guidelines for measuring the obligation.
Also. estimations <Ire an essential ]XIrt of the accounting process
in o rder to provide information that is relevant. Because many
est imations are required in computing the amount of the OPEB
liability. the FAS B has required th<lt the effe~t of a one percent
change in the health care trend rate on the accumulatl-d postretirement benefit obligation be disclosed (Thomas and Farmcr
\990).
The major criticism of the exposure draft was the attributio n period recommended by the FA:; ll The board advocates
attributing the liability to the period beginning at the date of
hire a nd ending at the date of eligibility for retirement. Onl y
eight of the comment letters reoeived agreed with the FASB's
proposed attribution period. Almost all of the letters recommended extending the attribution period to the date of retirement since the deferred compensation is earned during an employee's ent ire employment period. The FAS B's argument for
ending the attribut ion period at the date of hire is that this approach is consistent with pension accounting since the eligibility
date. is si milar to the vesting date for pensions.
Another major area of disagreement was the method of
development of the healthcare trend rate, which is used to pro-

Options A vailahle to Businesses
Statement No. [06 will become effective for U.S. public
plans in 1993. The pronouncement will become effective two
years later, in 1995, for non-U.S . public plans and small non-
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public plans (Jourl/ol of Accountancy. Februa ry 1(91). In the
meantime. companies need to decide ho w they will respond to
thc sta tement . The first thing compan ies should d o is determine
the amo unt o f thei r liability for post retirement benefits under
the new rule. Three broad options are then available.
First, companies can continue the plan as before without
making IIny modifications. The second option avai lable is to
freeze the current plan and make no improvements in the future. Finally, comp.1nies can redesign their postretirement benefits plan to lower the liability (Mackie and Oss 1989).
If a company decidcs to n.-dcsign its benefits plan. various alternativcs are available. For example. eomp.1nics can institute tougher eligibility req uire ments for ad mission to the
plan. initiate a cost sharing plan or increase the share of the cost
of benefits currently borne by cmployees. or reduce the amount
of benefits provided . These examples arc only three of a myriad
of alternatives available to a comp.1ny for reducing its liability
fo r postretirement benefits (Mackie and Oss 1989).

and to rccogni7.c a liability for the amount offuture postretirement benefits.
This paper has attempted to describe the requirements of
the pronounct:ment and its major effects on financial reponing.
Reactions to the statement and options available to busi nesses
to deal with the pronouncement have also been discussed.
Although many criticisms ha ve Ix:cn levied against the
statement , the accrua l basis of accounting for postretirement
benefits was long overdue.
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Conclusion
Agreement exists that a company has a liability for postretirement bencfits and that postretirement bencfi ts should be
accounted for on the accrual basis of accounting. Howe\'er. beyo nd these opinions. little agreement exists. After cleven years
of work. the FAS B has issued Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 106, which rcquircsemploycrs to account for
postretirement benefits other than pensions on the accruai basis
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